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Abstract	

The	brain	is	often	considered	the	most	complex	organ.	During	embryonic	development,	the	brain	

is	classically	divided	into	three	functional	and	anatomical	units	namely,	fore,	mid	and	hindbrain.	

Hindbrain,	the	posterior	part	utilises	segmentation	as	a	strategy	to	organise	its	diverse	range	of	

cranial	nerves	and	the	streams	of	neural	crest	cells.	The	transient	segmentation	of	hindbrain	leads	

to	7/8	repeated	cellular	units	of	segments	in	the	antero-posterior	axis	(AP)	called	rhombomeres.	

Hindbrain	segmentation	patterns	the	head	and	is	conserved	among	vertebrates.	Molecular	mech-

anisms	that	underlie	hindbrain	segmentation	have	been	vastly	investigated.	We	aim	to	study	the	

formation	of	the	rhombomeres	at	cellular	level	in	zebrafish,	a	vertebrate	model	at	the	forefront	

of	developmental	biology.	We	need	the	precise	fate	map	and	the	cell	dynamics	that	lead	from	the	

progenitors’	domains	to	the	organ.	The	current	fate	map	of	the	zebrafish	central	nervous	system	

(CNS)	at	early	and	late	gastrula	stages	was	published	in	1995.	It	was	obtained	through	sparse	

lineage	 tracing	with	a	 fluorescent	dye.	The	precise	border	of	 the	rhombomere	progenitor	do-

mains	and	the	cell	dynamics	that	shape	the	hindbrain	are	unknown.	Utilising	advanced	micros-

copy	imaging	of	transgenic	zebrafish	lines	and	automated	image	processing	tools,	we	developed	

a	method	to	reconstruct	the	cell	lineage	of	rhombomeres	r2-r6	from	mid-gastrulation	through	

early	neurulation.	We	provide	a	finer	and	dynamic	fate	map	of	zebrafish	hindbrain	from	6hpf	till	

15hpf.	The	rhombomere	progenitor	domains	are	aligned	along	 the	AP	and	dorso-ventral	 (DV)	

axes	as	early	as	the	shield	stage.	Rhombomere	progenitor	domains	exhibit	AP	organisation	par-

allel	to	the	blastoderm	margin.	The	DV	segregation	of	the	rhombomeres	is	set	by	distribution	of	

the	progenitors	along	the	DV	axis	at	the	shield	stage.	Progenitors	located	at	the	most	dorsal	part	

of	the	blastoderm	will	form	the	ventral	domain	of	the	rhombomeres.	Our	study	gives	insights	into	

the	clonal	origin,	cell	proliferation	and	migration	paths	of	hindbrain’s	rhombomere	progenitors	

throughout	the	early	steps	of	the	organ	morphogenesis.	

We	used	our	method	to	explore	the	role	of	the	signalling	pathways	Retinoic	acid	(RA)	and	Fibro-

blast	Growth	Factor	(FGF)	in	hindbrain	morphogenesis.	RA	and	FGF	morphogen	gradients	are	

thought	to	specify	and	pattern	the	hindbrain	primordia	into	seven	segments	with	different	iden-

tities.	RA	inhibition	upon	drug	treatment	leads	to	progressive	loss	of	posterior	rhombomeres	in	

a	concentration	dependent	manner.	Concomitantly,	there	is	a	loss	of	expression	of	their	molecular	

markers.	It	is	presumed	the	expansion	of	anterior	rhombomeres	happens	at	the	expense	of	the	

posterior	ones.	How	the	morphogenesis	of	the	progenitor	domains	leads	to	this	phenotypic	defect	

is	not	known.	We	investigate	the	cellular	events,	cell	proliferation	and	cell	movements	from	the	

dynamic	fate	map	under	RA-null	condition.	We	identified	the	progenitor	domains	whose	organi-

sation	is	in	correspondence	with	the	position	and	size	of	the	modified	segments	i.e.	the	expansion	
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of	anterior	progenitors’	domains.	We	also	observed	a	delayed	convergence	movement	that	is	an	

early	consequence	of	the	altered	RA	gradient.	Consequently,	it	results	in	ectopic	neural	progeni-

tor	accumulations	and	neural	tube	defects.	Our	phenotype	is	reminiscent	of	the	trilobite	mutant	

of	vangl2,	 that	 is	 a	 component	of	 planer	 cell	 polarity	 (PCP)	pathway.	 It	was	 shown	 in	mouse	

Raldh2-/-	embryo	that	RA	deficiency	causes	a	strong	downregulation	of	Vangl2	and	Fzd3	at	the	

level	 of	 hindbrain	 and	 spinal	 cord.	 Altogether	 our	 data	 suggests	 that	 neural	 tube	 defects	 in	

zebrafish	RA-null	embryo	is	due	to	the	alteration	in	the	PCP	signalling.	We	demonstrated	the	com-

munity	effect	of	RA	signalling	on	target	genes	and	hindbrain	morphogenesis.	Optogenetic	resto-

ration	of	RA	in	r5	progenitors	at	mid-gastrulation	on	one	half	of	the	embryo	rescued	the	whole	

posterior	rhombomere	formation.	
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Résumé	

Au cours du développement embryonnaire, le cerveau est classiquement divisé en trois unités 

fonctionnelles et anatomiques, à savoir le cerveau antérieur, moyen et postérieur. Le cerveau 

postérieur utilise la segmentation comme stratégie pour organiser les nerfs crâniens et les flux 

de cellules de la crête neurale. La segmentation transitoire du cerveau postérieur conduit à 7/8 

unités cellulaires répétées le long de l'axe antéro-postérieur (AP) appelés rhombomères (r). Ce 

processus conservé au cours de l’évolution établit le plan de la tête des vertébrés. Les méca-

nismes moléculaires sous-jacents à la segmentation du cerveau postérieur ont été largement 

étudiés. Notre objectif est d'étudier la formation des r au niveau cellulaire chez le poisson zèbre, 

un modèle vertébré star de la biologie. Nous avons besoin de la carte précise du destin et de la 

dynamique cellulaire qui mène du domaine des progéniteurs à l'organe. La carte actuelle du 

destin du système nerveux central du poisson aux stades précoce et tardif de la gastrula a été 

publiée en 1995. Elle a été obtenue par une reconstruction partielle du lignage grâce à un co-

lorant fluorescent. La frontière précise des domaines de progéniteurs des r et les dynamiques 

cellulaire qui façonnent le cerveau postérieur sont inconnues. En utilisant l'imagerie par mi-

croscopie de pointe de poissons transgéniques et des outils de traitement d'image automatisés, 

nous avons reconstruit le lignage de r2-r6 de la mi gastrulation à la neurulation précoce. Nous 

fournissons une carte du destin plus fine et dynamique du cerveau postérieur de 6 à 15hpf. Les 

domaines de progéniteurs sont alignés le long des axes AP et dorso-ventral (DV) dès le stade 

du bouclier embryonnaire. Ils présentent une organisation AP parallèle à la marge du blasto-

derme. La ségrégation DV des r est établie par une distribution des progéniteurs le long de l'axe 

DV tel que ceux situés dans la partie dorsale du blastoderme vont former le domaine ventral 

des r. Notre étude donne un aperçu de l'origine clonale, de la prolifération cellulaire et des voies 

de migration des progéniteurs au cours de la mise en place du rhombencéphale. 

Nous avons exploré le rôle des voies de signalisation de l'acide rétinoïque (AR) et du facteur 

de croissance des fibroblastes (FGF) dans la morphogenèse du cerveau postérieur. On pense 

que les gradients des morphogènes AR et FGF spécifient et modèlent les ébauches du cerveau 

postérieur en sept segments d’identités distinctes. L'inhibition de l’AR à l’aide de drogue en-

traîne une perte progressive des r postérieurs, dépendante de sa concentration. De même, il y a 

une perte d'expression de leurs marqueurs moléculaires. On suppose que l'expansion des r an-

térieurs se fait au détriment des postérieurs. Nous ne savons pas comment la morphogenèse des 
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domaines de progéniteurs conduit à ce défaut. Nous avons établi la carte dynamique du destin 

du cerveau postérieur de l’embryon AR nul. L’organisation des domaines de progéniteurs est 

en correspondance avec la position et la taille des segments modifiés, i.e. l'expansion des do-

maines des progéniteurs antérieurs. De plus, le mouvement de convergence des cellules est 

retardé ce qui est une conséquence précoce du gradient AR altéré. Il en résulte des accumula-

tions ectopiques de progéniteurs neuraux et des anomalies du tube neural. Notre phénotype 

rappelle celui du mutant trilobite de Vangl2 acteur dans la voie de signalisation de polarité 

cellulaire planaire (PCP). Il a été montré dans l'embryon de souris Raldh2-/- que le déficit en 

AR provoque une forte inhibition de Vangl2 et Fzd3 au niveau du cerveau postérieur et de la 

moelle épinière. Dans l'ensemble, nos données suggèrent que les défauts du tube neural dans 

l'embryon AR nul sont dus à l'altération de la signalisation PCP. De plus, nous avons démontré 

l’effet de communauté de l’AR sur les gènes cibles et la morphogenèse du cerveau postérieur 

par la restauration optogénétique du morphogène dans l’embryon vivant.  
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Résumé	détaillé	
Introduction	

Le	développement	embryonnaire	se	définit	par	la	construction	de	l'ensemble	du	corps	animal	à	

partir	d'une	seule	cellule,	peu	après	la	fécondation	d'un	ovule	par	un	spermatozoïde.	Les	cellules	

se	divisent	et	meurent,	se	déplacent,	s'intercalent,	changent	de	forme	et	migrent	sur	de	grandes	

distances	pour	sculpter	l'embryon	dans	sa	forme	et	sa	taille	finales	de	manière	spécifique	à	l'es-

pèce.	Les	cellules	se	déplacent	et	se	différencient	en	réponse	à	des	signaux	afin	de	se	modeler	et	

de	construire	divers	organes	dans	une	forme	spécifique	à	leur	position	déterminée	(Ashe	et	Bris-

coe,	2006	;	Kerszberg	et	Wolpert,	2007).	Les	organismes	multicellulaires	possèdent	des	organes	

aux	structures	complexes	pour	exécuter	des	fonctions	très	fines	et	complexes.	Souvent,	ils	utili-

sent	une	feuille	de	route	simple	pour	construire	les	structures	complexes	avec	une	diversité	ré-

gionale	qui	finalement	facilite	leur	fonction.	La	segmentation	est	l'une	des	stratégies	largement	

employée	au	cours	du	développement	embryonnaire	(Lawrence	et	Struhl,	1996).	Le	cerveau	est	

l'organe	le	plus	complexe	avec	une	énorme	variété	de	neurones.	Au	cours	de	l'embryogenèse,	le	

cerveau	forme	trois	vésicules	principales	:	le	cerveau	antérieur,	le	cerveau	moyen	et	le	cerveau	

postérieur.	Chez	les	vertébrés,	peu	après	la	fin	de	la	gastrulation,	l’ébauche	du	cerveau	postérieur	

se	subdivise	transitoirement	en	sept	ou	huit	segments	répétés	le	long	de	l'axe	antéro-postérieur	

(AP).	Chaque	segment	est	appelé	rhombomère	(r).	L'organisation	segmentée	du	cerveau	posté-

rieur	détermine	et	organise	l’émergence	des	neurones	et	leurs	connexions	avec	la	tête.	Les	flux	

de	crête	neurale	dépendent	également	de	la	segmentation	du	cerveau	postérieur.	La	plupart	des	

structures	craniofaciales,	le	système	nerveux	périphérique	et	le	tissu	conjonctif	sont	dérivés	des	

cellules	de	crête	neurale	qui	émergent	de	la	partie	dorsale	du	tube	neural.	

Les	mécanismes	moléculaires	qui	sous-tendent	 la	segmentation	du	cerveau	postérieur	ont	été	

largement	étudiés.	Notre	objectif	est	d'étudier	la	 formation	des	rhombomères	à	l’échelle	de	la	

cellule	chez	le	poisson	zèbre,	un	modèle	de	vertébré	à	la	pointe	de	la	biologie	du	développement.	

L'état	de	l'art	de	la	carte	dynamique	du	destin	du	cerveau	postérieur	du	poisson	zèbre	provient	

d’une	reconstruction	partielle	du	lignage	cellulaire	par	une	méthode	conventionnelle,	réalisé	en	

1995.	Elle	ne	définit	pas	précisément	les	frontières	des	domaines	de	progéniteurs	des	rhombo-

mères.	Il	manque	les	dynamiques	cellulaires	qui	sous-tendent	la	formation	des	segments.	Le	ré-

seau	de	régulation	génétique	impliqué	dans	le	processus	a	été	largement	élucidé	au	travers	d’ex-

périences	de	perte	et	gain	de	 fonction	de	gènes	et	de	 l'analyse	consécutive	des	gènes	en	aval.	

L'approche	cellulaire	devrait	permettre	d'élucider	les	comportements	cellulaires	qui	conduisent	

à	des	défauts	phénotypiques	lors	de	conditions	pathologiques.	Elle	devrait	fournir	des	informa-

tions	sur	les	dynamiques,	les	lignages	et	les	mouvements	cellulaires.	Les	paramètres	quantitatifs	
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du	comportement	cellulaire	tels	que	la	prolifération,	la	vitesse,	la	direction	et	la	persistance	du	

voisinage	seront	utilisés	pour	caractériser	les	tout	premiers	effets	phénotypiques	d'une	pertur-

bation	génétique.	L'intégration	des	processus	cellulaires	avec	la	régulation	génétique	est	essen-

tielle	pour	la	compréhension	complète	des	processus	morphogénétiques	qui	sous-tendent	la	seg-

mentation	du	cerveau	postérieur.	

Objectifs	de	la	thèse	

Dans	ma	thèse,	nous	cherchons	à	comprendre	la	morphogenèse	du	cerveau	postérieur	du	poisson	

zèbre	au	travers	de	la	visualisation,	la	quantification	et	la	reconstruction	du	lignage	cellulaire		des	

rhombomères	individuels,	de	la	mi-gastrulation	au	début	de	la	neurulation,	dans	des	conditions	

normales	et	pathologiques	telles	que	l'inhibition	des	voies	de	signalisation	AR	et	FGF.	Nous	réali-

serons	une	imagerie	in	vivo	3D+temps	d'embryons	de	poisson	zèbre	par	microscopie	2-photon.	

Nous	 utiliserons	 la	 lignée	 de	 poisson	 transgénique	 spécifique	 du	 cerveau	 postérieur,	

krox20:eGFP-Hras,	qui	marque	les	rhombomères	présomptifs	r3	et	r5.	Elle		sert	de	marqueur	pré-

coce	de	formation	de	ces	rhombomères	avant	l'apparition	morphologique	des	segments.	Comme	

il	s'agit	des	rhombomères	centraux,	elle		nous	permet	de	localiser	également	les	rhombomères	

adjacents.	Nous	utiliserons	la	chaîne	de	traitements	d’image,	workflow	BioEmergences,	pour	re-

construire	l'arbre	du	lignage	cellulaire	des	rhombomères	r2-r6	depuis	la	mi-gastrulation	jusqu'en	

début	de		neurulation,	à	partir	des	données	d'imagerie	3D+temps.	Les	jeux	de	données	d'imagerie	

permettront	également	d'analyser	le	comportement	des	cellules	progénitrices	au	cours	de	ce	pro-

cessus	morphogénétique.	Ainsi,	les	objectifs	spécifiques	de	la	thèse	sont	les	suivants:		

1) Établir	la	carte	du	destin	du	cerveau	postérieur	et	sa	dynamique	cellulaire	en	condition	nor-

male	depuis	la	mi-gastrulation	jusqu'à	la	neurulation	précoce.

2) Définir	le	rôle	de	l'AR	dans	la	morphogenèse	du	cerveau	postérieur	à	l’échelle	de	la	cellule	par

l'inhibition	de	la	signalisation	de	l'AR	en	utilisant	un	inhibiteur	chimique	(DEAB),	par	l'établisse-

ment	de	la	carte	du	destin	et	l'analyse	du	comportement	cellulaire.	De	plus,	nous	évaluons	l'effet

de	communauté	de	la	signalisation	AR	pendant	la	morphogenèse	du	cerveau	postérieur	en	utili-

sant	des	approches	optogénétiques.

3) Définir	le	rôle	du	FGF	dans	la	morphogenèse	du	cerveau	postérieur	à	l’échelle	de	la	cellule	par

l'inhibition	de	la	signalisation	FGF	en	utilisant	un	inhibiteur	chimique	(SU5402),	par	l'établisse-

ment	d'une	carte	du	destin	du	rhombencéphale	et	 l'analyse	du	comportement	de	ses	progeni-

teurs.
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Observation	et	discussion	

Carte	dynamique	du	destin	des	rhombomères	r2-r6	

Nous	avons	établi	une	méthode	pour	étudier	quantitativement	la	morphogenèse	du	cerveau	pos-

térieur	chez	le	poisson	zèbre,	depuis	la	mi-gastrulation	jusqu'au	début	de	la	neurulation,	grâce	à	

l'imagerie	 3D+temps	 d’embryon	 transgénique	 vivant	 spécifique	 du	 cerveau	 postérieur.	 Nous	

avons	fourni	une	carte	dynamique	du	destin	du	cerveau	postérieur	chez	le	poisson	zèbre	avec	

une	plus	grande	précision	comparé	à	l'état	de	l'art	en	tirant	parti	d’avancées	techniques.	Nous	

avons	démontré	que	l'engagement	clonal	des	progéniteurs	de	rhombomère	est	atteint	vers	8	hpf.	

L'origine	clonale	du	rhombomère	ainsi	définie	est	en	accord	avec	les	expériences	de	transplanta-

tion	montrant	que	l'engagement	de	l'identité	neurale	régionale	se	produit	à	80%	d'épibolie	(Woo	

et	Fraser,	1995).	Les	progéniteurs	dorsaux	et	ventraux	du	rhombencéphale	sont	localisés	en	po-

sition	plus	latérale	et	médiale	respectivement	par	rapport	au	bouclier	embryonnaire	à	la	mi-gas-

trulation.	Les	deux	populations	se	déplacent	dans	la	même	direction	vers	la	ligne	médiane,	cepen-

dant	à	11	hpf	les	cellules	médiales	subissent	une	migration	postérieure	et	suivent	ensuite	un	mou-

vement	vers	l'avant.	En	même	temps,	elles	subissent	également	un	mouvement	vers	l'intérieur	

pour	s'internaliser.	Les	cellules	latérales	qui	sont	loin	de	la	ligne	médiane	commencent	à	accélérer	

et	convergent	directement	vers	la	ligne	médiane.	De	cette	façon,	elles	se	placent	au-dessus	des	

cellules	médiales	qui	se	déplacent	vers	l'intérieur.	Ainsi,	nous	avons	montré	que	les	progéniteurs	

empruntent	des	voies	de	migration	distinctes	pour	orchestrer	la	structure	de	la	quille	neurale	en	

3D	à	partir	de	cellules	de	la	plaque	neurale	en	2D	avec	une	mesure	quantitative	des	comporte-

ments	cellulaires		

Le	rôle	du	RA	dans	la	morphogenèse	du	cerveau	postérieur	

L’AR,	qui	est	impliqué	dans	la	postériorisation	du	neurectoderme,	est	synthétisé	par	la	RALDH	

dans	la	couche	du	mésoderme	à	proximité	de	la	marge	dès	la	fin	du	stade	blastula	de	l'embryon	

de	poisson	zèbre	(Schier	et	Talbot,	2005).	Afin	d'établir	la	base	de	l'intégration	de	la	signalisation	

moléculaire	et	des	comportements	cellulaires	dans	la	mise	en	place	du	cerveau	postérieur	et	dans	

la	spécification	de	 l'identité	cellulaire,	nous	avons	reconstruit	 les	lignages	cellulaires	dans	des	

embryons	témoins	et	dans	un	fond	de	signalisation	AR	nulle	en	présence	de	la	drogue	diéthyl-

aminobenzaldéhyde	(DEAB).	Nous	avons	obtenu	la	carte	du	destin	du	cerveau	postérieur	après	

inhibition	de	l’AR.	Elle	montre	que	l’antériorisation	du	cerveau	postérieur	est	dûe	à	un	change-

ment	d’identité	des	progéniteurs	postérieurs,	sans	augmentation	du	taux	de	prolifération	cellu-

laire.	Nous	avons	constaté	que	les	domaines	antérieurs	r3	et	r4	ont	augmenté	de	200%	après	
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traitement	par	le	DEAB,	par	la	mesure	du	volume	via	une	segmentation	semi-automatique	et	une	

forte	réduction	du	domaine	r5.	Nous	n'avons	pas	trouvé	de	changement	significatif	du	taux	de	

prolifération/la	longueur	du	cycle	cellulaire	après	inhibition	de	l’AR.	Cela	suggère	fortement	que	

les	progéniteurs	des	rhombomères	postérieurs	adoptent	un	destin	antérieur	en	raison	du	dépla-

cement	du	gradient	du	morphogène	AR	et	du	destin	cellulaire	correspondant.	La	segmentation	

des	domaines	et	leur	reconstruction	3D	ont	montré	que	le	domaine	r5	réduit	se	limite	à	la	partie	

dorsale	du	tube	neural,	ce	qui	suggère	que	les	cellules	ventrales	sont	plus	sensibles	à	la	perturba-

tion	de	l’AR.	Nous	avons	montré	que	les	progéniteurs	des	cellules	ventrales	au	résidu	r5	ont	ac-

quis	l'identité	r4	en	suivant	à	rebours	ces	cellules	qui	n'expriment	pas	krox20.	Dans	l'ensemble,	

notre	étude	dissèque	le	phénotype	d’antériorisation	du	cerveau	postérieur	après	inhibition	de	la	

voie	AR.	

Nous	avons	constaté	que	la	convergence	est	retardée	après	inhibition	de	l’AR,	par	mesure	du	taux	

de	compaction	du	neurectoderme.	En	conséquence,	nous	observons	un	défaut	de	morphologie	du	

tube	neural	chez	20	à	40	%	des	embryons	de	deux	lignées	transgéniques	établies	en	fonds	casper	

et	WT/Tü.	Ce	défaut	est	très	réminiscent	de	celui	des	mutants	vangl2-/-	dans	lesquels	la	conver-

gence	est	retardée.	La	signalisation	PCP	établit	la	polarité	des	cellules	durant	les	mouvements	de	

convergence	extension.	Une	convergence	retardée	conduit	à	une	plaque	neurale	plus	large.	La	

division	de	type	C	(division	cellulaire	avec	franchissement	de	la	ligne	médiane	par	la	cellule	fille)	

qui	est	une	activité	 intrinsèque	dépendante	du	 temps,	se	produit	dans	la	région	latérale	de	 la	

plaque	neurale	et	conduit	à	la	formation	d'une	double	ligne	médiane	apicale	et,	par	conséquent,	

à	la	duplication	du	tube	neural.	Nous	avons	également	recherché	une	potentielle	interaction	entre	

les	voies	AR	et	PCP.	Il	a	été	démontré	que	dans	les	embryons	de	souris	Raldh2-/-,	vangl2	et	fzd3,	

qui	sont	nécessaires	à	la	signalisation	PCP,	sont	fortement	inhibés	dans	le	cerveau	postérieur	et	

la	moelle	épinière	aux	stades	E8.25-E8.75	(Tuduce	et	al.,	2009).	Nos	résultats	suggèrent	pour	la	

première	fois	que	l’acide	rétinoïque	pourrait	contrôler	la	voie	de	signalisation	PCP	dans	la	mor-

phogenèse	du	rhombencéphale	chez	le	poisson	zèbre.		

Les	 gradients	de	morphogènes	ne	 se	 forment	pas	seulement	par	simple	diffusion	mais	par	 le	

transport	actif	de	molécules	de	morphogènes	à	travers	la	matrice	extracellulaire	sur	de	longues	

distances	(Rogers	et	Schier,	2011a).	Pour	comprendre	la	nature	du	gradient	du	morphogène	AR	

et	à	quelle	distance	il	agit	dans	le	neuroectoderme	présomptif,	nous	avons	cherché	à	restaurer	

l'AR	sélectivement	dans	des	progéniteurs	du	rhombencéphale	et	avons	analysé	le	sauvetage	du	

rhombomère	r5	qui	en	résulte.	La	photo-isomérisation	de	la	forme	inactive	13-cis	RA	en	forme	

active	all-trans-RA	a	été	utilisée	pour	développer	le	contrôle	spatio-temporel	de	l’activité	AR	(Xu	

et	al.,	2012).	La	même	étude	a	montré	que	si	l'AR	était	activé	localement	dans	la	région	de	la	tête	

avant	 le	 stade	 bud,	 il	 était	 possible	 de	 corriger	 les	 défauts	 du	 cerveau	 postérieur	 chez	 les	
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embryons	traités	par	le	DEAB.	Dans	notre	expérience,	nous	avons	restauré	l'AR	spécifiquement	

dans	les	progéniteurs	de	r5	sur	un	côté	de	l'embryon	au	stade	du	bouclier	par	une	illumination	

aux	UV	par	microscopie	confocale.	Nous	avons	observé	le	sauvetage	de	l’ensemble	du	domaine	r5	

c.a.d	de	part	et	d’autre	de	l'axe	AP	du	tube	neural.	Ce	résultat	indique	que	l’AR	restauré	dans	les

cellules	est	rapidement	séquestré	sur	une	longue	distance	et	renforce	l’idée	d'un	effet	de	commu-

nauté	de	l’AR	sur	ses	gènes	cibles	et	la	morphogenèse	du	cerveau	postérieur.

Le	rôle	des	FGFs	dans	la	morphogenèse	du	cerveau	postérieur	

Les	FGFs	 contrôlent	 la	 spécification	du	mésoderme	et	 les	mouvements	morphogénétiques	 au	

cours	de	 la	gastrulation.	 Ils	établissent	 l’identité	segmentaire	dans	 l’ensemble	du	rhombencé-

phale.	Le	dernier	rôle	a	été	bien	établi	dans	plusieurs	études	(Maves,	Jackman	et	Kimmel,	2002	;	

Walshe	et	al.,	2002).	Au	stade	précoce,	FGF	est	nécessaire	et	doit	être	activé	avant	5	hpf	pour	

induire	l'expression	de	nombreux	gènes	de	patterning	du	cerveau	postérieur	(Roy	et	Sagerström,	

2004).	Nous	montrons	que	l'inhibition	de	FGF	de	4	à	6	hpf	est	suffisante	pour	perturber	la	mise	

en	place	du	cerveau	postérieur.	Nous	observons	une	réduction	de	r3	et	r5	dans	ces	embryons.	

FGF	est	connu	pour	réguler	les	mouvements	de	convergence	extension	du	mésoderme.	L'inhibi-

tion	de	FGF	chez	l'embryon	de	poisson	zèbre	de	4	à	6	hpf	affecte	l'extension	du	plan	du	corps	de	

l’embryon	selon	l’axe	AP.	Ainsi	nous	avons	opté	pour	une	nouvelle	position	de	montage	de	l'em-

bryon	au	stade	de	bouclier	afin	de	capturer	le	développement	du	cerveau	postérieur	lors	de	nos	

imageries.	Les	jeux	de	données	d'imagerie	obtenus	après	traitement	avec	SU5402,	inhibiteur	de	

l’activité	des	récepteurs	FGFs,	seront	exploités	pour	comprendre	le	rôle	des	FGFs	au	cours	de	la	

gastrulation	en	analysant	le	mouvement	coordonné	du	mésendoderme	et	de	l'ectoderme,	grâce	à	

l’analyse	de	divers	paramètres	cellulaires	 tels	que	 la	vitesse,	 les	mouvements	directionnels	et	

autres.	Les	données	d'imagerie	recueillies	peuvent	être	explorées	en	détail	afin	de	comprendre	le	

rôle	des	FGFs	dans	la	formation	du	cerveau	postérieur	à	l’échelle	de	la	cellule	grâce	à	l’obtention	

de	la	carte	du	destin	des	rhombomères	individuels	dans	l’embryon	traité	au	5402.		

La	construction	et	 l'utilisation	de	spécimens	numériques	à	partir	de	données	3D+temps	et	de	

leurs	 équivalents	simulés	pour	mettre	 en	 évidence	 la	boîte	noire	des	processus	morphogéné-

tiques	reliant	le	génotype	et	le	phénotype	est	actuellement	à	l'avant-garde	d'une	approche	trans-

diciplinaire	du	développement	embryonnaire.	
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Overview	
	

In	this	thesis,	we	aim	to	study	cellular	mechanisms	that	underlie	early	hindbrain	patterning	using	

zebrafish	as	a	model	organism.	Further,	we	aim	to	understand	the	role	of	signalling	pathways	

Retinoic	acid	(RA)	and	Fibroblast	Growth	Factor	(FGF)	in	the	early	cellular	events	of	hindbrain	

segmentation.	The	thesis	is	divided	into	parts	as	follows,	

	

-An	introduction	to	zebrafish	as	a	model,	an	overview	of	zebrafish	early	morphogenesis	with	em-

phasis	on	neural	tube	formation	and	the	current	CNS	fate	map	at	gastrula	stages.	It	also	provides	

comprehensive	details,	the	signalling	pathways	involved	during	hindbrain	segmentation	and	cur-

rent	model	of	Gene	Regulatory	Network	(GRN).	Further,	I	discuss	the	current	approaches	to	study	

morphogenesis	and	finally,	I	state	the	aims	of	my	PhD	thesis.	

	

-The	methodology	we	established	to	perform	long	term	in	vivo	imaging	of	early	hindbrain	mor-

phogenesis	in	transgenic	zebrafish	reporter	line	using	two-photon	microscopy	and	reconstruc-

tion	of	cell	lineages	at	individual	rhombomere.	Then,	I	explain	the	method	to	perform	optogenetic	

restoration	of	RA	in	selective	progenitors	of	RA-null	embryos.	

	

-The	result	section	contains	two	parts:	1)	The	manuscript	(in	preparation)	titled	“Segmental	or-

ganization	of	hindbrain	progenitors	during	gastrulation:	Implication	of	RA	role	in	hindbrain	pat-

terning	at	cellular	level”.	Fate	map	of	hindbrain	rhombomeres	r2-	r6	is	established.	The	manu-

script	describes	the	cell	behaviours	during	early	hindbrain	morphogenesis;	AP	segmental	organ-

ization	of	rhombomeres	and	DV	segregation	of	rhombomere	cells	from	the	shield	stage.	Further,	

the	RA	role	in	hindbrain	morphogenesis	at	cellular	level	is	elucidated.	Restoration	of	RA	in	RA-

null	embryos	using	optogenetic	tools	demonstrated	the	community	effect	of	RA	on	target	gene	

and	hindbrain	morphogenesis.	2)	The	study	of	FGF	role	in	hindbrain	morphogenesis.	It	outlines	

the	standardisation	of	chemical	treatment	to	inhibit	FGF	signalling	and	imaging	protocol	for	cap-

turing	early	hindbrain	morphogenesis	upon	FGF	inhibition	are	presented.	Further,	the	expected	

analysis	is	presented.		

	

-The	general	discussion	and	perspective	of	the	results.	We	aim	to	model	hindbrain	morphogene-

sis	with	quantitative	parameters	obtained	from	our	3D+time	imaging	data.	
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1.	Introduction	
	

1.1.	Zebrafish	as	a	model	
	
Zebrafish	(Danio	rerio)	is	a	tropical	fish	that	belongs	to	teleost	family.	It	has	been	a	powerful	ver-

tebrate	model	especially	 in	 the	 field	of	developmental	biology	since	1980s	 (Veldman	and	Lin,	

2008;	Basu	and	Sachidanandan,	2013).	Zebrafish	are	small,	about	4-5cm	(Figure	1.1)	and	require	

low	cost	and	low	maintenance.	After	the	divergence	of	fish	and	mammals,	whole	genome	dupli-

cation	occurred	in	the	lineage,	 leading	to	the	teleost	family	(Gebo,	1988).	Thus,	zebrafish	pos-

sesses	two	paralogue	genes	of	their	many	mammalian	counterpart	orthologues.	71.4%	of	human	

genes	have	at	least	one	zebrafish	orthologue	which	makes	it	fairly	comparable	to	humans	(Howe	

et	al.,	2013).	High	genome	similarities	and	conserved	physiology	between	humans	and	zebrafish	

make	it	an	excellent	model	to	study	genetic	diseases	including	developmental	disorders.	Devel-

opmental	stages	of	zebrafish	are	well	characterized	(Kimmel	et	al.,	1995;	Karlstrom	and	Kane,	

1996).	Zebrafish	undergo	ex-utero	fertilization	and	embryonic	development	which	makes	it	more	

accessible	to	investigate	developmental	events	than	mammalian	models	such	as	mice	and	rabbits	

which	develop	in-utero.	Its	high	fecundity	is	advantageous	for	genetic	manipulation	and	chemical	

drug	screening	experiments	which	require	a	 large	sample	size.	Additional	advantages	such	as	

transparent	nature	of	embryos	at	early	stages	and	rapid	embryonic	development	complemented	

with	readily	available	transgenesis	tools	(Driever	et	al.,	1994;	Suster	et	al.,	2009)	make	it	an	ideal	

model	to	visualise	the	individual	cell	movements	and	sub-cellular	processes	during	morphogen-

esis	 using	 simple	 to	 advanced	microscopes.	 Combined	 advanced	microscopic	 techniques	 and	

computational	tools	are	being	used	to	perform	reconstruction	of	cell	lineages	and	further	to	dis-

sect	various	morphogenetic	events	(Keller	et	al.,	2008;	Wan	et	al.,	2019).	

	
	

	

	

	

	

	

	
Figure	1.	1.	Embryonic	and	adult	stages	of	zebrafish.	

Embryo	and	larva	stages	(left).	Adult	male	and	female	zebrafish	(right).	Figure	from	(Holtzman	
et	al.,	2016).	
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1.2.	 Zebrafish	 early	 morphogenesis	:	 Emphasis	 on	 neural	 tube	 for-
mation	
	

1.2.1.	Gastrulation	
	
Gastrulation	 is	 a	 fundamental	process	 of	 animal	 embryogenesis,	where	 specification	 and	 for-

mation	of	distinct	germ	layers	occur.	Further,	anteroposterior	(AP)	and	dorsoventral	(DV)	em-

bryonic	axes	are	established.	In	triploblastic	animals,	three	germ	layers	are	formed	namely,	ecto-

derm	(outer),	mesoderm	(middle)	and	endoderm	(inner).	Ectoderm	gives	rise	to	nervous	system	

and	epidermis.	Mesoderm	gives	rise	to	muscles,	bones	and	circulatory	system.	Endoderm	will	

develop	into	gastrointestinal	tract	and	associated	organs.	Major	morphogenetic	movements	that	

shape	the	embryo	from	a	simple	uniform	mass	of	cells,	the	blastula	to	multi-layered	gastrula	are	

epiboly,	 internalisation,	convergence	and	extension	(Solnica-Krezel	and	Sepich,	2012).	Epiboly	

enables	thinning	and	spreading	of	blastoderm	cells.	During	 internalisation,	 the	endoderm	and	

mesoderm	 cells	 separate	 from	 ectoderm	 and	 internalise	 beneath	 the	 ectoderm.	 Convergence	

helps	narrow	the	germ	layers	dorsoventrally.	Concurrent	extension	elongates	them	antero-pos-

teriorly.	These	morphogenetic	components	are	evolutionarily	conserved	although	there	is	spe-

cies-specific	differences	in	the	underlying	cell	behaviours	(Williams	and	Solnica-Krezel,	2020).	

	
1.2.1.2.	Zebrafish	gastrulation	
	
Morphogenesis	of	zebrafish	embryo	starts	with	the	epiboly	movement.	During	which,	all	three	

regions	of	the	blastula	stage	embryo,	the	enveloping	layer	(EVL),	deep	cells	and	the	yolk	syncytial	

layer	(YSL)	spread	towards	the	vegetal	pole	(Figure	1.2)	(Pinheiro	and	Heisenberg,	2020).	The	

progression	of	epiboly	movement	pauses	briefly	at	50%	epiboly	stage	when	other	gastrulation	

movements	begin	and	eventually	completes	at	10	hpf	after	engulfing	the	entire	yolk.	This	event	

marks	the	end	of	gastrulation	(Figure	1.2)(Bruce	and	Heisenberg,	2020).	Zebrafish	gastrulation	

starts	at	5.3	hpf	(50%	epiboly)	and	lasts	till	10	hpf	(100%	epiboly)	(Warga	and	Kimmel,	1990).	

At	50%	epiboly,	cells	start	to	accumulate	at	the	embryonic	margin	and	form	a	transient	thickening	

called	the	germ	ring.	Internalization	of	mesendoderm	cells	beneath	the	ectoderm	occurs	first	on	

the	dorsal	side	of	the	germ	ring	margin	and	then	proceeds	at	all	points	around	the	margin.	On	the	

dorsal	side,	it	makes	a	prominent	structure	called	the	shield.	Internalisation	movements	result	in	

the	formation	of	two	layers	namely	epiblast	and	hypoblast	(Figure	1.2B,	C).	The	epiblast	consists	

of	ectoderm	and	pre-internalisation	mesendoderm	progenitors	and	hypoblast	consists	of	inter-

nalised	mesendoderm	cells.	Soon	after	internalisation,	mesendoderm	differentiates	into	meso-

derm	or	endoderm	progenitors.	Endoderm	cells	engage	in	random	walking	over	the	yolk.	The	

dorsal	internalized	mesoderm	continues	to	migrate	towards	animal	pole	until	the	end	of	gastru-

lation	and	facilitates	the	formation	of	AP	axis	and	head	morphogenesis	(Figure	1.2A).	Cells	on	the	
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ventral	side	change	direction	at	mid-gastrulation	and	move	towards	vegetal	pole,	where	they	will	

contact	the	dorsal	mesoderm	cells	(Figure	1.2).	Together,	they	contribute	to	tail	morphogenesis.	

At	70%	epiboly,	all	germ	layer	cells	in	the	lateral	regions	start	convergence	and	extension	move-

ments	towards	dorsal	side	which	leads	to	AP	extension	of	animal	body	axis,	along	with	continued	

epiboly	 and	 anterior	 migration	 (Solnica-Krezel	 and	 Sepich,	 2012;	 Pinheiro	 and	 Heisenberg,	

2020a;	Williams	and	Solnica-Krezel,	2020).	

	
Figure	1.	2.	Gastrulation	movements	in	zebrafish	embryo.	

Schematic	representation	of	the	four	major	morphogenetic	movements	A)	Cross	section	of	the	
embryos	at	three	gastrula	stage	are	shown	with	animal	pole	up	and	the	dorsal	side	to	the	right.	
Black	and	orange	arrows	indicate	epiboly	and	internalization	movements	respectively.	Mesendo-
derm	progenitors	in	orange	and	red	and	the	prospective	ectoderm	in	light	and	dark	blue.	Follow-
ing	internalization,	mesendoderm	cells	migrate	towards	the	animal	pole	(blue	arrows)	and	ven-
tral-derived	mesoderm	progenitors	eventually	change	direction	and	move	towards	vegetal	pole	
(green	 arrows).	White	 arrows	 indicates	 convergence	 and	extension	movement.	 (B)	Mesendo-
derm	internalization	at	shield	stage.	The	magnified	representation	of	the	boxed	area	above	shows	
that	the	onset	of	internalization	movements	gives	rise	to	the	formation	of	two	cell	layers—the	
hypoblast,	composed	of	post-involution	mesendoderm	progenitors	and	the	epiblast,	which	con-
sists	of	ectoderm	progenitors	and	pre-involution	mesendoderm	progenitors.	(C)	The	magnified	
representation	of	the	boxed	area	above	highlights	anterior	migration	of	the	dorsal	axial	mesendo-
derm	and	the	characteristic	separation	of	the	germ	layers	at	the	epiblast/	hypoblast	boundary	at	
75%	epiboly.	AP,	Animal	pole;	VP,	Vegetal	pole;	A,	Anterior	axis;	P,	Posterior	axis;	D,	Dorsal	side;	
V,	Ventral	side;	EVL,	Enveloping	layer;	YSL,	Yolk	syncytial	layer	(iYSL	refers	to	internal	YSL,	eYSL	
designates	the	external	YSL);	DFCs,	Dorsal	Forerunner	cells;	Ppl,	Prechordal	plate;	NC,	Notochord.	
hpf-	hours	post-fertilization.	Figure	from	(Pinheiro	and	Heisenberg,	2020).	 	
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1.2.1.3.	Convergence	and	extension	of	neuroectoderm		
	

After	the	completion	of	mesendoderm	internalization,	blastoderm	cells	that	present	on	the	sur-

face	of	the	embryo	but	beneath	the	enveloping	layer	constitute	the	ectoderm	cells	(Figure	1.2).	

Dorsal	ectoderm	cells	give	rise	to	neural	tissue	and	the	ventral	cells	develop	into	non-neural	ec-

toderm	such	as	 the	epidermis	(Warga	and	Kimmel,	1990;	Williams	and	Solnica-Krezel,	2020).	

During	epiboly	movement,	neuroectoderm	cells	move	towards	vegetal	pole.	At	mid-gastrulation,	

cells	 start	 to	 simultaneously	 undergo	 convergent	 extension	 towards	 the	 embryonic	 midline	

where	they	form	the	neural	plate.	Neuroectoderm	cells	exhibit	similar	movements	of	convergence	

extension	with	the	underlying	mesoderm	cells.	Cell	behaviours	such	as	directed	migration,	cell	

elongation	and	mediolateral	intercalation	underlie	the	convergence	and	extension	of	neuroecto-

derm	cells	to	the	embryonic	dorsal	midline.	Polarised	protrusions	of	neurectoderm	cells	drive	

their	dorsal	migration.	Mediolateral	intercalation	facilitates	narrowing	and	extension	for	the	axis	

formation.	

	
Regulation	of	neuroectoderm	movements	

	
BMP	and	FGF	 signalling	gradients	are	known	to	 specify	 various	 cell	 fates	 and	morphogenetic	

movements	during	gastrulation.	BMP	(Bone	morphogenetic	protein)	signalling	specifies	the	ven-

tral	fate	of	the	embryo	and	inhibits	convergence	and	extension	movement	of	ventral	cells.	High	

Bmp	levels	limits	convergence	and	extension	movement	through	negative	regulation	of	genes	in-

volved	in	Planar	Cell	Polarity	(PCP)	such	as	wnt11	and	wnt5a	(Myers,	Sepich	and	Solnica-Krezel,	

2002).	The	low	BMP	signalling	in	the	dorsal	cells	restrict	convergence	and	promote	extension.	

BMP	gradient	also	negatively	regulates	cell	adhesion	molecules	and	establish	directional	cell	mi-

grations	during	dorsal	convergence	of	lateral	cells	(von	der	Hardt	et	al.,	2007).	The	cell	behav-

iours	of	lateral	region	of	gastrulating	embryos	are	regulated	by	PCP	signalling	components	such	

as	vangl2	and	wnt5b,	extra-cellular	matrix	(ECM)	organisation,	and	adhesion	molecules	such	as	

N-cadherin	(Jessen	et	al.,	2002;	Kilian	et	al.,	2003;	Love,	Prince	and	Jessen,	2018).	It	is	shown	that	

wnt5b	mediated	activation	of	PCP	signalling	regulates	cell	elongation	and	convergent	extension	

movements	of	neuroectoderm	cells	(Kilian	et	al.,	2003).	Wnt11	also	regulates	convergence	and	

extension	movements	of	lateral	cells	during	zebrafish	gastrulation	(Heisenberg	et	al.,	2000).	In	

the	vangl2	mutant	fishes,	mediolateral	intercalation	and	cell	elongation	of	neuroectoderm	cells	

are	disrupted,	resulting	in	short	and	wider	neural	plate	(Jessen	et	al.,	2002).	ECM,	enriched	with	

fibronectin	and	laminin	proteins,	is	formed	between	the	mesoderm	and	ectoderm	during	late	gas-

trulation.	Their	recent	study	showed	that	the	vangl2	expression	at	the	cell	surface	depends	on	

fibronectin	and	regulates	the	protrusive	activity	of	cells,	necessary	for	dorsal	convergence	(Love,	

Prince	and	Jessen,	2018).	Furthermore,	prechordal	plate	mesoderm	(anterior	axial	mesoderm)	
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which	migrates	towards	animal	pole	directly	affects	the	opposite	movement	of	the	overlying	neu-

rectoderm	moving	towards	vegetal	pole.	E-cadherin-mediated	friction	forces	which	are	gener-

ated	at	their	interface	are	critical	for	the	neuroectoderm	movements	(Smutny	et	al.,	2017).	

	
1.2.2.	Vertebrate	Neurulation		
	
Neurulation	is	a	period	during	which	the	formation	of	neural	tube	occurs.	The	morphogenetic	

events	of	neurulation	start	at	the	end	of	gastrulation	and	leads	to	formation	of	3D	neural	tube	

structure	from	2D	neural	plate	cells.	The	neural	tube	is	a	hollow	tube	located	on	the	dorsal	side	

of	the	embryo	which	runs	along	antero-posterior	axis	of	the	embryonic	body	(Figure	1.3).	Later	

neural	tube	structure	develops	into	brain	anteriorly	and	spinal	cord	posteriorly;	the	central	lu-

men	will	form	their	ventricular	system	(Clarke,	2009).	The	neural	tube	is	an	epithelial	structure	

with	a	strong	apico-basal	polarity.	Vertebrate	neurulation	occurs	by	 two	distinct	mechanisms	

namely,	primary	and	secondary	neurulation.	Primary	neurulation	occurs	in	head	and	trunk	re-

gions	of	birds	and	mammals.	The	key	events	in	primary	neurulation	 is	columnarisation	of	the	

ectoderm	cells	to	form	the	epithelial	neural	plate,	thickening	of	the	edges	of	the	neural	plate	to	

form	the	neural	folds,	convergent	extension	of	the	neural	plate	cells	that	facilitates	bending	to	

form	the	neural	groove	and	elongates	the	neural	tube,	and	closure	of	the	groove	to	form	the	neural	

tube	(Figure1.3A)	(Lowery	and	Sive,	2004).	

	

	
	
Figure	1.	3.	Vertebrate	neural	tube	formation.	

Neural	ectoderm	(neural	plate)	and	nonneural	ectoderm	(n-nect)	tissues	are	shown.	A:	Classical	
primary	neurulation	in	the	chick	embryo.	This	involves	the	invagination	of	an	existing	epithelium	
at	the	midline	and	lumen	formation	by	folding	up	to	form	the	neural	tube	B:	Neurulation	in	the	
frog.	This	involves	the	invagination	of	a	bi-layered	neural	plate	and	the	formation	of	a	central	
lumen	by	 tissue	 invagination.	C:	Teleost	neurulation	 in	the	zebrafish	embryo.	Here,	 the	neural	
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plate	converges	and	internalises	to	form	solid	keel	and	subsequently	rod	primordia.	D:	Classical	
secondary	neurulation	in	the	chick	embryo.	ng-neural	groove.	This	is	characterised	by	condensa-
tion	of	mesenchyme	cells	to	form	a	solid	primordium	which	then	undergoes	an	epithelial	transi-
tion	to	generate	multiple	lumen,	which	finally	coalesce	to	form	a	continuous	apical	surface	at	the	
neural	tube	stage.	Gray	cells	with	white	nuclei	represent	a	polarized	epithelial	organization	while	
white	 cells	 with	 gray	 nuclei	 represent	 nonpolarized	 tissue.	 Arrows	 indicate	 tissue	 move-
ments.	Figure	from	(Araya	et	al.,	2016).	
	
In	amphibians,	neural	tube	closure	occurs	at	all	axial	levels	at	the	same	time	whereas	in	birds	and	

mammals,	the	closure	points	varies	along	the	AP	axis	(Figure	1.3B).	Secondary	neurulation	occurs	

in	more	posterior,	lumbosacral	region	of	birds	and	mammals.	Here,	a	group	of	mesenchymal	cells	

condenses	to	form	a	transitory	solid	rod	that	eventually	cavitates	into	an	epithelial	tube.	Subse-

quently,	a	lumen	(in	the	case	of	mouse)	or	a	small	number	of	cavities	(in	the	case	of	chicken)	

generates,	that	coalesce	to	form	proper	neural	tube	structure	(Figure	1.3D).	

	

1.2.2.1.	Zebrafish	neurulation	
	
Zebrafish	neurulation	does	not	entirely	 fit	 into	either	of	 these	mechanisms,	yet	utilise	similar	

strategies	to	construct	the	neural	tube	(Figure	1.3C).	Unlike	in	mice	and	frog,	where	the	neural	

plate	cells	are	single	or	bi-layered	respectively,	zebrafish	is	comprised	of	multi-layer	neural	plate,	

3-6	layers	in	the	brain	region	and	single	layer	in	spinal	cord	region	(Hong	and	Brewster,	2006;	

Araya	et	al.,	2016).	Neural	plate	cells	are	less	tightly	associated	than	typical	epithelial	but	more	

organized	 than	 a	mesenchymal	 tissue,	 thus	 it	 is	 called	 pseudo-epithelium	 (Lowery	 and	 Sive,	

2004).	Around	10–11	hpf,	neural	plate	cells	from	both	sides	of	AP	axis	converge	toward	the	dorsal	

embryonic	midline	and	interdigitate	with	each	other	(Figure	1.4A)	(Araya	et	al.,	2016).	Medial	

cells	internalize	at	the	midline	and	move	ventrally	(deeper)	while	the	incoming	lateral	cells	move	

towards	dorsal	midline	and	intercalate.	This	forms	a	solid	neural	keel	structure	by	12-13	hpf	(Fig-

ure	1.4A).	Around	15–17	hpf,	the	solid	keel	forms	a	cylindrical-like	structure	called	the	neural	rod	

(Figure1.4A).	Slowly	the	neural	rod	acquires	apico-basal	polarity	with	opposing	apical	surfaces	

of	cells	along	the	midline.	A	lumen	is	generated	at	the	midline	but	not	in	anterior	to	posterior	

sequence,	which	transforms	neural	rod	into	a	hollow	neural	tube	by	24	hpf.	Rather,	the	opening	

is	initiated	in	rhombomeres	in	a	stereotypical	manner	along	the	AP	length	and	coalesce	to	form	

the	lumen	(Gutzman	and	Sive,	2010).	The	mediolateral	position	of	cells	in	neural	plate	correspond	

to	dorsoventral	organisation	of	the	neural	tube	which	is	shown	through	sparse	lineage	tracing	

and	3D+time	live	imaging	of	early	neurulation	stages	(Papan	and	Campos-Ortega,	1994;	Hong	and	

Brewster,	2006;	Araya	et	al.,	2019).	
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Figure	1.	4.	Cell	and	tissue	organisation	of	zebrafish	neurulation.	

A)	Confocal	images	show	the	neural	plate,	keel,	rod	and	tube	stages	of	zebrafish	neurulation	at	
hindbrain	levels	(transverse	view).	Cells	membranes	labelled	with	CAAX-GFP.	OV	indicates	otic	
vesicle.	mz-	medial	zone	and	lz-	lateral	zone	of	the	neural	plate.	Scale:	20	μm	wide.	B)	Schematics	
of	cell	and	tissue	organisation	at	the	four	stages.	At	neural	plate	steps,	neural	cells	are	organised	
within	the	superficial	deep	axis	of	the	neural	anlage.	By	neural	keel	stages,	neural	cells	undergo	
elongation	and	intercalation	within	its	superficial-deep	axis.	At	neural	rod	stages,	neural	progen-
itors	change	its	mitotic	spindle	orientation	in	90	degrees	and	polarised	undergo	crossing	cell	di-
vision.	By	neural	tube	stages,	neural	cells	show	well-established	apical	and	basal	polarity	and	a	
central	lumen	is	formed.	Green	dots	indicates	midline	apical	deposition	in	neural	cells	prior	the	
midline-crossing	division.	Apical	(green)	and	basal	(purple)	polarity.	Dividing	cells	(gray).	Figure	
from	(Araya	et	al.,	2016,	2019).	
	

An	interesting	feature	of	zebrafish	neurulation	is	the	midline	crossing	cell	division	called	C-divi-

sion.	During	neural	keel	and	rod	stages,	cell	divisions	occur	predominantly	across	the	midline	

(Figure1.4B).	The	orientation	of	the	division	is	90°	angle	to	the	AP	axis	(Geldmacher-Voss	et	al.,	

2003).	This	 stereotypical	 division	underlies	 the	proper	 formation	of	apical	midline	 (Quesada-

Hernández	et	al.,	2010).	Approximately	90%	of	neural	progenitor	cells	undergo	C-division	which	

deposit	 one	daughter	 cell	 into	 each	 side	of	 the	AP	axis.	Following	 the	division,	 daughter	 cells	
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elongate	across	the	apico-basal	extent	of	the	left	and	right	neuroepithelium.	Ultimately,	the	divid-

ing	“mother”	cell	remains	on	its	ipsilateral	side	while	the	midline	crossing	“daughter”		integrates	

into	the	contralateral	side	of	the	neural	rod	with	mirror-image	apico-basal	polarity	(Figure	1.5A)	

(Tawk	et	al.,	2007).	Further,	it	is	shown	that	the	pard3,	apical	polarizing	protein	is	specifically	

localized	in	the	cleavage	furrow	of	cells	prior	to	C-division	and	equally	inherited	to	daughter	cells	

in	order	to	acquire	mirror-symmetric	apical	polarity	(Figure	1.5B).	This	ensures	the	position	of	

apical	ends	of	daughter	cells	at	the	midline	and	marks	the	future	lumen.	C-division	has	a	powerful	

morphogenetic	influence	during	zebrafish	neural	tube	development.	It	was	shown	that	the	ec-

topic	C-division	leads	to	a	spectrum	of	neural	tube	disorganization	from	a	presence	of	“ectopic	

mass	of	disorganized	cells	 in	 the	neuroepithelium”	 to	more	dramatic	 “duplicated	neural	 tube”	

(Ciruna	et	al.,	2006;	Tawk	et	al.,	2007).	In	case	of	delayed	convergence,	as	in	PCP	pathway	mutant	

(trilobite),	C-divisions	occurs	at	lateral	regions	of	the	wider	neural	keel	instead	of	the	midline.	

This	gives	rise	to	bilateral	ectopic	apical	planes	which	in	turn	results	in	duplicated	neural	tube	

(Figure	1.5C)	(Tawk	et	al.,	2007).	Misoriented	C-divisions	results	in	lack	of	coordination	of	cells	

across	the	midline	and	therefore,	exhibit	abnormal	hindbrain	architecture	with	a	discontinuous	

lumen	(Quesada-Hernández	et	al.,	2010;	Žigman	et	al.,	2011;	Zigman	et	al.,	2014).	Independent	of	

apical-basal	 polarity	 and	 PCP	 components,	 Hoxb1b	 and	 miR430	 (microRNA	 through	 target	

genes)	are	also	shown	to	control	oriented	cell	division	(Zigman	et	al.,	2014;	Takacs	and	Giraldez,	

2016).	It	is	interesting	to	note	that	the	role	of	Hox	genes	in	orienting	mitotic	spindle	formation	

during	cell	division	at	the	hindbrain	level.	However,	C-division	is	dispensable	for	lumen	formation	

as	blocking	cell	division	do	not	abolish	lumen	formation.	Acquisition	of	apical	polarity	at	the	mid-

line	is	independent	of	C-division	(Buckley	et	al.,	2013).	
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Figure	1.	5.	C-divisions	during	zebrafish	neurulation.	

A)	Time-lapse	sequence	shows	a	neural	rod	cell	prior	to,	during	and	following	C-division.	Cells	
are	shown	with	Pard3-GFP,	a	nuclear	label	(H2B-RFP)	and	a	membrane	label	(Cherry-CAAX).	Ap-
ical	surface	(arrow).	The	of	an	apical	cell	polarity	at	the	tissue	midline	is	observed	prior	to	cyto-
kinesis.	Dotted	 lines:	midlines.	Dashed	 lines:	basal	edges.	B)	Pard3–GFP	puncta	localise	 to	the	
cleavage	furrow	in	cells	diving	very	close	to	the	midline.	C)	A	schematic	of	developing	neural	tube	
in	transverse	sections	is	shown	with	the	mirror-symmetric	C-divisions	in	WT	and	trilobite	mu-
tant.	Pard3	localization	is	shown	in	red	and	basal	marker	(GFAP)	is	shown	in	yellow.	Figures	from	
(Buckley	et	al.,	2013)	and	(Tawk	et	al.,	2007).	
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1.2.2.2.	Molecular	regulation	of	neurulation	movements	
	
Convergence	movements	of	neural	plate	cells	to	the	dorsal	midline	is	partly	controlled	by	planar	

cell	polarity	(PCP)	pathway.	 In	general,	PCP	signalling	specifies	cells	with	uniform	orientation	

within	a	plane	of	tissue	(Davey	and	Moens,	2017).	The	pathway	is	highly	conserved	from	inver-

tebrates	to	vertebrates.	The	core	components	of	PCP	signalling	includes	Van	Gogh/Strabismus,	

Prickle,	Dishevelled,	Frizzled	and	Flamingo/Stan	(Figure	1.6).	Asymmetrical	intracellular	distri-

bution	of	the	components	confer	the	planar	polarity	of	the	cells.	Downstream	signalling	of	PCP	

regulates	cytoskeleton	rearrangement,	cell	polarity	and	cell	adhesion.	These	properties	facilitate	

cell	migration	and	other	morphogenetic	movements.	The	asymmetric	localization	of	PCP	compo-

nents	Prickle1	and	Vangl2	in	anterior	edges	of	neuroectoderm	cells	establishes	anterior-poste-

rior	polarity,	 thus	restricts	cell	mixing	along	AP	axis	during	convergence	(Ciruna	et	al.,	2006;	

Roszko	et	al.,	2015).	Loss	of	zebrafish	Vangl2	in	trilobite	mutants	eliminates	the	polarization	of	

neural	keel	cells	following	C-division.	This	leads	to	poor	re-intercalation	of	daughter	cells	into	the	

neuroepithelium	and	accumulation	of	ectopic	neural	progenitors	(Ciruna	et	al.,	2006).	Cell-cell	

adhesion	molecules,	N-cadherin	(cdh2)	and	Protocadherin-19	(pcdh19)	play	a	critical	role	during	

internalization	of	neural	keel	stages	as	their	absence	causes	disrupted	neural	cell	movements	and	

aberrant	neural	tube	morphology	despite	normal	initial	convergence	(Hong	and	Brewster,	2006;	

Biswas,	Emond	and	Jontes,	2010;	Araya	et	al.,	2016).	Cell	shape	changes	during	internalization	is	

influenced	by	Myosin	II	contractility,	which	is	enriched	transiently	in	superficial	surface	of	medial	

cells	and	N-Cadherin	regulates	their	localization	(Araya	et	al.,	2019).	This	highlights	that	similar	

strategy	of	typical	epithelial	remodelling	is	used	by	zebrafish	during	internalisation.	

	
Neuroectoderm	cell	movements	are	highly	coordinated	in	terms	of	speed	and	direction	with	the	

underlying	mesoderm	movements	during	 convergence	 and	 internalization	 stages.	 It	 is	 shown	

that	in	the	absence	of	mesoderm	in	nodal	mutant	fishes,	internalization	of	neural	plate	cells	and	

formation	of	neural	tube	are	severely	disturbed	due	to	the	loss	of	coordinated	movements,	but	

not	as	a	direct	effect	of	loss	of	nodal	signalling	(Araya	et	al.,	2014).	The	extracellular	matrix	pro-

teins,	laminin	and	fibronectin	present	in	the	basal	lamina	between	the	two	germ	layers	starting	

at	10hpf,	couple	the	convergence	of	these	two	layers	during	the	morphogenetic	movements	of	

neurulation	(Araya,	Carmona-Fontaine	and	Clarke,	2016).	
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Figure	1.	6.	Non-canonical/WNT	pathway.	

The	various	core	components	of	the	pathway	are	illustrated.	The	non-canonical/WNT	pathway	

leads	 to	microtubules	 stability,	 actin	dynamics	and	 transcription	of	WNT	 target	 genes.	 Figure	

from	(Corda	and	Sala,	2017).	
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1.2.3.	Zebrafish	fate	maps		
	

1.2.3.1.	Classical	fate	map	
	
Historically,	the	fate	mapping	method	has	been	used	to	study	the	reorganization	of	cells	from	one	

stage	to	a	later	stage	of	embryonic	development	(Clarke	and	Tickle,	1999;	England	and	Adams,	

2007).	Fate	maps	give	useful	information	such	as	cell	rearrangement	and	cell	migration	processes	

that	are	necessary	to	build	the	tissue	or	organ	in	its	size,	shape	and	position.	A	cell	or	a	distinct	

group	of	cells	is	labelled	with	dyes	in	a	defined	region	of	the	embryo.	The	labelled	cells	and	their	

progenies	are	identified	at	a	later	stage	that	gives	the	information	about	the	contribution	of	the	

cell's	descendants	to	a	structure	or	organ.	A	repeatable	pattern	of	cell	location	in	several	embryos	

studied	is	used	to	build	the	fate	map.	Fate	maps	of	various	species	including	zebrafish	were	es-

tablished	(Figure	1.7)	(Keller,	1975;	Kimmel,	Warga	and	Schilling,	1990;	Woo,	Shih	and	Fraser,	

1995).	Despite	geometrical	differences,	topological	fate	relationships	at	the	stage	of	gastrulation	

are	conserved	between	mammals,	birds,	amphibians,	and	zebrafish	(Buckingham	and	Meilhac,	

2011).	Fate	maps	are	instrumental	to	design	the	grafts	and	explants	experiments	and	to	interpret	

the	function	of	molecular	markers.	

	
Figure	1.	7.	Fate	map	of	the	zebrafish	embryo.	

A	fate	map	of	the	zebrafish	embryo	at	the	early	gastrula	stage	is	presented	(top).	The	organiser	is	
at	the	equator,	on	the	dorsal	side	of	the	embryo.	31	hpf	embryos	with	lateral	and	midline	sagittal		
views	are	shown	(bottom).	Figure	from	(Kimelman	and	Martin,	2012).	
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Intra-species	(transplantation	of	labelled	cells	into	the	host	of	same	species)	and	inter-species	

transplantation	were	also	used	to	construct	a	fate	map.	Chick-quail	chimeras	were	made	based	

on	the	morphological	difference	in	the	nuclei	of	these	two	species	and	development	of	species-

specific	monoclonal	antibodies	(Le	Douarin,	1973).	Studies	in	these	chimeras	were	invaluable	in	

identifying	various	derivatives	of	neural	crest	cells.	However,	fate	mapping	of	cells	does	not	pro-

vide	the	information	on	cell	fate	commitment.	It	can	be	established	only	through	experimental	

challenges	such	as	transplantation.	It	is	inferred	whether	the	cell	has	acquired	a	restricted	cell	

fate	potential	depending	on	the	transplanted	cells	that	adapt	fate	according	to	either	the	origin	

or	its	new	environment	(Buckingham	and	Meilhac,	2011).	The	Spemann	and	Mangold	‘s	organiser	

graft	led	us	to	the	understanding	of	neural	commitment	occurring	at	late	gastrulation	and	of	the	

concept	of	embryonic	induction.	

	
1.2.3.2.	CNS	fate	map	state-of-the-art		
	

Zebrafish	CNS	fate	map	which	consists	of	the	various	sub-divisions	telencephalon,	diencephalon,	

retina,	midbrain	and	hindbrain	was	obtained	at	6	hpf	and	10	hpf	(Figure	1.8A)(Woo	and	Fraser,	

1995).	The	method	involves	injection	of	fluorescein-dextran	or	rhodamine	dextran	dye	into	a	sin-

gle	cell	in	the	superficial	layers	of	5-6	hpf	embryos	followed	by	scoring	the	position	of	labelled	

cells	at	later	stages	6	hpf	and	10	hpf	using	epi-fluorescent	microscopy.	In	the	study,	they	found	

that	the	presumptive	neuroectoderm	at	6	hpf	displays	a	predictable	organization	that	reflects	the	

future	anterior-posterior	and	dorso-ventral	order	of	the	CNS.	The	basic	order	of	the	neural	tube	

is	evident	by	10	hpf	(Figure	1.8B).	Through	time-lapse	imaging	of	the	embryo	with	labelled	cells,	

authors	were	able	 to	dissect	 the	cell	 rearrangements	during	gastrulation.	The	neuroectoderm	

cells	undergo	highly	ordered	cell	movements.	The	cells	near	the	dorsal	midline	at	6	hpf	consist	of	

forebrain	progenitors	display	anterior-directed	migration	while	more	laterally	positioned	mid-

brain	and	hindbrain	progenitors	converge	at	 the	midline	prior	 to	anterior	ward	migration.	 In	

summary,	the	fate	map	established	by	(Woo	and	Fraser,	1995)	remains	the	current	state-of-the-

art	zebrafish	CNS.		
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Figure	1.	8.	Organization	of	the	zebrafish	central	nervous	system.	

(A,B)	Schematics	of	CNS	fate	map	at	6h	and	10h,	respectively.	A)	Animal	pole	view	with	the	shield	
positioned	bottom	B)	Dorsal	view	with	the	advancing	hypoblast	on	top..	Domains	occupied	by	
progenitors	of	each	brain	subdivisions	are	coded	with	their	representative	colours,	as	shown	in	
the	key.	Shaded	colours	with	a	mixture	of	colours	of	any	two	domains	indicate	their	respective	
overlapping	region.	Figure	from	(Woo	and	Fraser,	1995).	
	
1.6.3.2.	Limitations	of	the	fate	map		

	
However,	the	fate	map	lacks	precision	of	borders	due	to	the	limited	number	of	cells	analysed.	

Importantly,	it	targets	only	superficial	layers	of	the	embryo,	1-2	cell	layers	due	to	the	inability	to	

penetrate	into	deeper	layers	through	injection.	The	embryo	consists	of	3-4	cell	layers	in	animal	

pole	and	5-6	cell	layers	in	germ	ring.	It	does	not	provide	the	entire	cell	dynamics	of	hindbrain	

progenitors	throughout	the	gastrulation	stages.	Nevertheless,	the	fate	map	of	hindbrain’s	individ-

ual	rhombomeres	and	their	clonal	analysis	have	not	been	performed.	
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1.3.	Hindbrain	segmentation	
	
1.3.1.	Sub-divisions	of	brain		
	
During	neurulation,	the	developing	brain	is	primarily	divided	into	forebrain,	midbrain	and	hind-

brain	with	 antero-posterior	 characteristics.	 They	 exhibit	 as	major	 swellings	 at	morphological	

level.	The	most	anterior,	forebrain	(prosencephalon)	is	further	classified	into	diencephalon	and	

telencephalon.	In	the	adult	brain,	telencephalon	develops	into	cerebrum	and	diencephalon	into	

thalamus,	hypothalamus,	pineal	gland	and	optic	vesicles	of	the	eye.	The	middle,	midbrain	(mes-

encephalon)	is	composed	of	the	tectum	and	the	tegmentum	and	develops	sensory	and	motor	con-

trol.	The	most	caudal,	hindbrain	(rhombencephalon)	develops	into	cerebellum	and	pons	(Meten-

cephalon)	and	medulla	 oblongata	 (Myelencephalon)(Figure	1.9A).	Medulla	 and	pons	 together	

with	midbrain	are	usually	termed	as	the	brainstem.	

	

	

	

	
Figure	1.	9.	Hindbrain	derivatives	in	adult	brain.	

A)	Anatomy	of	the	human	brain,	with	the	hindbrain	derivatives	highlighted	in	red.	B)	Depiction	
of	the	mouse	embryonic	hindbrain	with	rhombomeres	annotated	(r1–r8).	s-somite.	Figure	mod-
ified	from	(Parker,	Bronner	and	Krumlauf,	2016).	
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1.3.2.	Function	of	hindbrain	
	
	In	the	Central	Nervous	System	(CNS),	the	hindbrain	is	a	key	coordination	centre	for	many	phys-

iological	processes	and	behaviours.	Eight	of	the	12	cranial	nerves	emanate	from	the	hindbrain.	

These	cranial	nerves	(somatic	and	branchiomotor)	are	involved	in	receiving	sensory	information	

from	various	organs	in	the	head	and	providing	output	motor	signals	to	the	facial	muscles.	Thus,	

they	are	responsible	for	sensations	of	taste,	touch	and	hearing.	They	control	movement	of	eye,	

head	and	face	and	also	secretion	of	saliva	and	tears	in	higher	vertebrates.	Reticulospinal	inter-

neurons	in	the	brainstem	function	as	a	motor-command	for	the	execution	of	motor	co-ordination	

during	locomotion	and	posture	(Peterson,	1979).	Complex	network	of	cell	groups	termed	reticu-

lar	formation	in	the	brainstem	are	involved	in	blood	circulation	and	wakefulness.	Neural	circuits	

in	the	hindbrain	provide	rhythmic-pace	timing	that	is	necessary	for	breathing,	swallowing	and	

vocalization.	All	these	core	functions	along	with	their	underlying	neuroanatomy	are	common	fea-

tures	in	vertebrate	brain.	Hindbrain	is	one	of	the	most	evolutionarily	conserved	part	of	brain	in	

vertebrates	(Alexander,	Nolte	and	Krumlauf,	2009;	Parker,	Bronner	and	Krumlauf,	2014).	

	
1.3.3.	Hindbrain	segmentation	
	
Segmentation	is	initially	defined	in	the	drosophila	body	plan	and	wing	disc	(Garcia-Bellido,	Ripoll	

and	Morata,	1973;	Lawrence,	1973).	 In	general,	 segmentation	refers	 to	 the	repetition	of	units	

along	the	AP	body	axis	that	leads	to	regional	diversity.	Segmental	events	that	occur	during	verte-

brate	embryonic	development	are	somitic	segmentation	(vertebral	column),	pharyngeal	arches	

and	hindbrain	segmentation	(Kimmel,	Sepich	and	Trevarrow,	1988;	Graham	et	al.,	2014).	These	

segmental	events	are	thought	to	have	evolved	independently	(Graham	et	al.,	2014).	Thus,	there	

is	no	common	molecular	mechanisms	that	underlie	different	segmental	events.	

	
Shortly	after	the	end	of	gastrulation,	hindbrain	territory	starts	to	transiently	subdivide	into	7	or	

8	repeated	segments	along	the	antero-posterior	axis.	However,	the	segments	do	not	have	obvious	

correspondence	to	the	final	contour	of	adult	hindbrain	structures	(Figure	1.9).	The	segments	are	

called	rhombomeres.	Segmentation	is	the	mode	of	hindbrain	morphogenesis	in	all	studied	verte-

brates	including	chick,	mice,	xenopus,	zebrafish	(Gilland	and	Baker,	1993).	These	segments	were	

initially	and	long	thought	to	be	inconsequential	buckling	as	a	result	of	mechanical	constraints	in	

the	growing	neuroepithelium	(Vaage,	1969).	But	later,	rhombomeres	are	identified	as	true	seg-

ments.	 They	 are	 units	 of	 cell	 lineage	 restriction	 and	 of	 specific	 gene	 expression.	 It	 was	 first	

demonstrated	 in	 chick	 through	 elegant	 cell-labelling	 and	 transplantation	 analyses	 (Fraser,	

Keynes	and	Lumsden,	1990)	and	later	in	mice	and	zebrafish	through	genetic	labelling	(Jimenez-

Guri	et	al.,	2010;	Calzolari,	Terriente	and	Pujades,	2014).	Hindbrain	segmentation	exhibits	a	strik-

ing	resemblance	 to	the	embryo	body	plan	of	drosophila,	 in	the	sense	that	progressive	antero-
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posterior	sub-regionalization	of	 the	embryo	results	 in	segments	which	will	each	give	rise	 to	a	

specific	part	of	the	adult	fly.	In	hindbrain,	each	segment	expresses	unique	set	of	gene	expression	

patterns	and	promote	segment-specific	cell	fates,	differentiation	of	neurons	and	discrete	cranial	

neural	crest	streams	(Kiecker	and	Lumsden,	2005).		

	
Hindbrain	segmentation	manifests	as	visible	morphological	swellings	along	the	AP	length	of	hind-

brain	neuroepithelium.	In	zebrafish,	the	morphological	segments	appear	from	18-20	hpf	(Figure	

1.10A)	(Kimmel	et	al.,	1995).	Unlike	somitic	segmentation,	where	the	formation	of	somite	is	se-

quential	and	progressive,	hindbrain	segmentation	does	not	follow	sequential	order	and	the	order	

is	species	dependent	(Lumsden,	1990).	Also,	the	sub-divisions	occur	in	the	pre-existing	hindbrain	

neuroepithelium.	The	formation	of	rhombomere	boundaries	is	visualised	with	time-lapse	analy-

sis	of	Bodipy-ceramide–stained	embryos	during	early	somite	stages	in	zebrafish	(Moens	et	al.,	

1998)	and	chick	embryos	(Lumsden	and	Keynes,	1989).	In	zebrafish,	r4	domain	is	first	defined	

with	the	appearance	of	the	boundary	between	r3	and	r4	(r3/4)	and	then	the	r4/5	boundary,	fol-

lowed	by	the	r1/2,	r2/3,	and	r6/7	boundaries	(Figure	1.10B,C).	

	

	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
Figure	1.	10.	The	zebrafish	hindbrain	is	organized	into	segmental	rhombomeres.	

A)	The	rhombomeres	are	visible	as	a	series	of	bulges	along	the	anterior-posterior	axis	of	the	hind-
brain	at	18	hpf	(lateral	view).	The	otic	vesicle	(ov)	is	present	adjacent	to	r5.	B)	The	cellular	archi-
tecture	of	the	hindbrain	and	rhombomere	boundaries	are	visualised	at	15	hpf	(12-somite	stage)	
with	Bodipy-ceramide	staining	of	intercellular	spaces.	C)	RNA	in	situ	hybridization	with	mari-
posa/foxb1.2	shows	boundary-specific	expression	in	the	r1/2–r6/7	boundaries	at	20	hpf.	Ante-
rior	is	to	the	left.	Figure	from	(Moens	and	Prince,	2002).	
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Molecular	boundaries	with	rhombomere-specific	gene	expression	precede	the	morphological	ap-

pearance	of	segments.	It	was	first	shown	with	the	segmental	expression	of	krox20	gene	in	pre-

sumptive	r3	and	r5	of	mice	(Wilkinson	et	al.,	1989).	Initially	the	ragged	expression	of	these	genes	

seen	at	11	hpf	sharpens	and	straightens	over	a	short	period	by	the	time	of	morphological	appear-

ance	at	13	hpf.	Some	cells	with	different	molecular-rhombomere	identity	intermingle	between	

the	rhombomere	segments	at	early	stages	due	to	the	challenge	faced	by	cell	intercalation	during	

convergent-extension	movements	of	neural	progenitors.	They	do	not	inter	cross	between	rhom-

bomeres	once	the	boundaries	are	established	(Fraser,	Keynes	and	Lumsden,	1990;	Jimenez-Guri	

et	al.,	2010;	Calzolari,	Terriente	and	Pujades,	2014).	Cell	identity	switch	of	intermingled	cells	at	

early	stages	and	cell	segregation	between	odd	and	even	numbered	rhombomeres	at	the	borders	

at	later	stages	ensure	the	homogeneity	of	the	rhombomere	cells	within	the	segments	(Figure1.11)	

(Xu	and	Wilkinson,	2013).	Cell	adhesion	within	the	rhombomeres	and	repulsion	between	odd	and	

even-numbered	 segments	 restrict	 cell	 movements	 between	 rhombomeres	 (Wizenmann	 and	

Lumsden,	1997;	Xu	et	al.,	1999).	Studies	in	zebrafish	showed	that	the	actomyosin	cytoskeletal	

components	are	enriched	at	inter-rhombomeric	boundaries	and	prevent	cell	mixing	between	ad-

jacent	rhombomeres	(Calzolari,	Terriente	and	Pujades,	2014;	Cayuso	et	al.,	2019).	

	
Boundary-specific	gene	expression	are	shown	to	be	induced	between	odd	and	even-numbered	

rhombomeres	by	 increased	cortical	 tension	at	 the	border	(Cayuso	et	al.,	2019).	The	boundary	

region	is	composed	of	a	two-cell	layer	throughout	the	dorsal-ventral	axis.	Boundary	cells	have	

distinct	cellular	properties	compared	to	cells	present	within	the	rhombomeres	(Heyman,	Kent	

and	Lumsden,	1993).	In	zebrafish,	boundary	cells	are	triangular/club-shaped	with	larger	apical	

side	while	cells	within	segments	are	spindle-shaped	with	smaller	apical	side	(Gutzman	and	Sive,	

2010;	Voltes	et	al.,	2019).	They	express	specific	molecular	markers	such	as	wnt1	and	wnt8b	at	

early	stages	and,	foxb1	and	radical	fringe	(rfng)	at	later	stages	(Figure1.10C).	Boundary	cells	act	

as	 signalling	 centres	 to	pattern	 the	differentiation	of	neurons	 in	 the	 segment,	 exerted	 in	part	

through	coordinate	modulation	of	notch	and	Wnt	signalling	pathways	(Kiecker	and	Lumsden,	

2005a).	 Wnt1	 at	 the	 boundary	 cells	 promote	 neurogenesis	 in	 the	 non-boundary	 regions	 in	

zebrafish	(Amoyel	et	al.,	2005).	Neurogenesis	is	prevented	in	boundary	cells	in	response	to	notch	

activation	that	helps	maintain	the	boundary	cell	population.	It	is	shown	that	the	Yap/Taz	mech-

ano-transduction	maintains	boundary	cells	as	proliferative	progenitors	till	40	hpf	(Voltes	et	al.,	

2019).	 Later,	 boundary	 cells	 switch	 to	 participate	 in	 neurogenesis.	 In	 contrast	 to	 zebrafish,	

boundary	cells	in	chick	exhibit	decreased	proliferation	and	differential	spatial	regulation	of	gene	

expression	emphasising	that	species-specific	differences	exist	in	the	role	of	boundary	cells	and	

that	lead	to	the	corresponding	features	in	their	neuroanatomy	(Pujades,	2020).	
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Figure	1.	11.	Mechanisms	involved	in	rhombomere	border	sharpening.	

A)	The	 initial	 fuzzy	border	of	segments	(distinct	cell	 identity	 indicated	with	red	vs	green)	be-
comes	a	sharp	and	straight	border.	krox20	expression	in	pre-r3	and	r5	 	at	11	hpf	with	ragged	
boundaries	 (top	 left)	 and	 the	boundaries	of	krox20	 are	 razor	 shaped	by	18	hpf	 (top	 right)	 in	
zebrafish.	Two	mechanisms	can	contribute	to	such	sharpening:	B)	Switching	of	identity	of	ectopic	
cells	to	match	to	their	predominant	neighbours	C)	Segregation	of	cells	into	territory	that	has	the	
same	identity.	Bottom,	models	of	switching	of	cell	identity	and	of	cell	segregation	involving	their	
signalling	pathways	and	gene	regulatory	network.	Adapted	from	(Moens	and	Prince,	2002;	Xu	
and	Wilkinson,	2013;	Wilkinson,	2018).	
	

Hindbrain	segments	also	follow	two	segment	periodicity	meaning	alternative	segments	having	

similar	cellular	properties	and	gene	expression	patterns.	Odd-numbered	rhombomeres	have	dif-

ferent	 cell	 adhesion	 properties	 than	 the	 even-numbered	 rhombomeres	 (Wizenmann	 and	

Lumsden,	1997).	Cell	repulsion	exists	between	two	rhombomeres.	Among	segmentation	genes,	

krox-20	 is	expressed	 in	alternate	rhombomeres	r3	and	r5	(Wilkinson	et	al.,	1989;	Oxtoby	and	

Jowett,	1993).	Two-segment	periodicity	is	also	exhibited	by	the	formation	and	organisation	of	

branchiomotor	nerves.	Each	nerve	is	derived	from	alternating	pairs	of	even-	and	odd-numbered	

segments	but	exit	to	the	periphery	from	only	the	even-numbered	segments	(Moens	and	Prince,	

2002).	

r3	 r5	
r3	 r5	

A) Border sharpening	

B) Switching of cell identity	 C) Cell segregation	

r3 r4 r4 r3 
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1.3.4.	Significance	of	hindbrain	segmentation		
	
Construction	of	vertebrate	head	depends	crucially	on	the	transient	hindbrain	segmentation	by	

two	main	means	1)	Neuronal	organisation:	Segmentation	enables	the	embryo	to	organize	pro-

genitor	cells	that	define	the	organization	of	birth	of	neurons,	neuronal	differentiation	and	neural	

circuit	connections	during	brain	development.	2)	Craniofacial	patterning:	Guides	the	segment-

specific	migration	paths	of	neural	crest	cells	to	specific	pharyngeal	arches,	that	give	rise	to	various	

craniofacial	features	(Lumsden	and	Keynes,	1989).	

	

1.3.4.1.	Neuronal	organisation	
	

In	the	developing	hindbrain,	segmental	patterns	of	proliferation	and	neurogenesis	give	rise	to	

repeated	neuronal	population,	which	differentiate	in	a	rhombomere-specific	manner.	For	exam-

ple	in	zebrafish,	each	rhombomere	contains	a	similar	set	of	reticulospinal	interneurons,	yet	there	

are	differences	 in	size,	 number,	 and	projections	within	 each	 segment	 (Higashijima,	Hotta	and	

Okamoto,	2000).	In	chick	and	fish,	it	is	shown	that	the	neurons	of	the	trigeminal	(V),	facial	(VII)	

and	glossopharyngeal	(IX)	branchiomotor	nerves	arise	first	in	even-numbered	rhombomeres	r2,	

r4	and	r6,	subsequently	differentiate	in	odd-numbered	segments	(r3,	r5	and	r7).	Their	axons	exit	

from	even	numbered	rhombomeres	to	innervate	the	corresponding		pharyngeal	arches	b1,	b2	

and	b3	respectively	(Figure	1.12)	(Lumsden	and	Keynes,	1989;	Higashijima,	Hotta	and	Okamoto,	

2000;	Chandrasekhar,	2004).	Further,	the	timing	of	neuronal	differentiation	is	also	shown	to	be	

delayed	in	odd-numbered	rhombomeres	(Lumsden	and	Keynes,	1989).	Disruption	of	morpholog-

ical	segmentation	leads	to	neuronal	patterning	defects,	such	as	fusion	of	motor	nuclei	and	loss	of	

specificity	in	target	innervation	(Parker,	Bronner	and	Krumlauf,	2016).	The	segmental	organiza-

tion	of	neurons	and	of	 the	hindbrain	 is	 lost	during	subsequent	growth	and	morphogenesis	of	

brain.	However,	it	acts	as	a	common	structural	and	functional	plan	of	neuronal	connection	that	

persists	throughout	adult	life	(Moens	and	Prince,	2002).		
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Figure	1.	12.	Schematic	representation	of	a	vertebrate	hindbrain	(chick)	in	dorsal	view.	

The	reiterative	formation	of	motor	nuclei	and	the	exit	points	of	their	efferent	nerves	from	rhom-
bomeres	2,	4,	6	and	7	(r2,	r4,	r6	and	r7)	are	indicated	on	the	right	side.	The	trigeminal	(mV),	facial	
(mVII)	and	glossopharyngeal	cranial	 (mIX)	nerves	project	 into	 the	 first	 (b1),	 second	(b2)	and	
third	(b3)	branchial	arches,	respectively,	and	the	vagus	nerve	(mX)	innervates	a	large	part	of	the	
body.	The	positions	of	the	cranial	sensory	ganglia	(gV	and	gVII–gXI)	and	the	otic	vesicles	(ov)	are	
indicated	on	the	left	side.	FP,	floor	plate;	mVI,	mXII,	somatic	motor	neurons.	Figure	modified	from	
(Kiecker	and	Lumsden,	2005).	
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1.3.4.2.	Migration	paths	of	neural	crest	cells	
	

Neural	crest	cells	(NCC)	are	often	classified	as	fourth	germ	layer	because	of	their	enormous	po-

tential	to	contribute	to	diverse	structures	including	pigment	cells,	peripheral	neurons,	glia,	carti-

lages	and	bones	(Le	Douarin	and	Kalcheim,	1999;	Hall,	2000;	Simões-Costa	and	Bronner,	2015).	

Neural	plate	border	cells	(neural	ectoderm)	give	rise	to	NCCs	around	the	time	of	vertebrate	neu-

ral	tube	closure.	They	are	broadly	classified	into	cranial,	vagal,	trunk	and	sacral	neural	crest	based	

on	the	location	where	they	originate	from	along	the	AP	neural	axis.		

	
The	cranial	neural	crest	emanating	from	forebrain,	midbrain	and	hindbrain	gives	rise	to	cranio-

facial	skeleton,	connective	tissue,	pigment	cells	and	cranial	ganglia	(Schilling	and	Kimmel,	1994;	

Couly	et	al.,	1998;	Martik	and	Bronner,	2017).	At	the	level	of	posterior	midbrain	and	whole	hind-

brain,	they	migrate	latero-ventrally	in	three	discrete	streams.	Their	migration	paths	are	dictated	

by	the	segmental	organisation	of	the	hindbrain	(Lumsden,	Sprawson	and	Graham,	1991;	Knecht	

and	Bronner-Fraser,	2002).	All	rhombomere	segments	contribute	to	populate	pharyngeal	arches	

but	not	equally	(Figure1.13B).	In	the	zebrafish	embryo,	the	first	stream	is	composed	of	cells	from	

posterior	midbrain	and	hindbrain	segments	r1-r2,	contributing	 to	mandibular	arch	primordia	

(PA1).	The	second	stream	originates	mainly	from	r4	and	a	few	cells	from	r3	and	r5	and	contrib-

utes	to	hyoid	arch	primordia	(PA2).	The	third	stream	that	populates	branchial	arches	primordia	

(PA3-6)	comes	from	r6	and	r7,	but	fewer	cells	come	from	r5	as	well	(Schilling	and	Kimmel,	1994).	

R3	and	r5	regions	are	considered	as	nearly	crest-free	zones.	In	zebrafish,	cranial	NCCs	migration	

from	hindbrain	starts	at	13	hpf	and	follows	an	AP	progression	in	timing	(Rocha	et	al.,	2020)	(Fig-

ure1.13A).	Disruption	of	the	segmental	organisation	of	hindbrain	will	lead	to	cranial	neural	crest	

development	 and	migration	defects.	The	 segregation	of	 cranial	 neural	 crest	 cells	 into	distinct	

streams	is	necessary	to	prevent	fusions	of	the	cranial	ganglia	and	skeletal	elements	and	also	mix-

ing	of	neural	crest	cells	with	other	cell	types	(Golding	et	al.,	2000;	Golding,	Dixon	and	Gassmann,	

2002).	
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Figure	1.	13.	Migration	of	cranial	neural	crest	cells.	

A)	Schematics	of	cranial	neurulation	and	neural	crest	migration	at	 the	rhombomere	4-6	 level,	
displaying	neural	crest	cells	(green)	migrating	anterior	and	posterior	of	the	otic	vesicle	towards	
branchial	arches.	Arrowhead	indicates	the	laterally	segregated	cells.	Stages	are	indicated.	n:	no-
tochord;	ep:	epidermis;	ov:	otic	vesicle	B)	Streams	of	neural	crest	cell	migration:	Neural	crest	cells	
derived	 from	 the	 hindbrain	 (large	 green	 arrows)	migrate	 ventrolaterally	 in	 three	 segmental	
streams	adjacent	to	the	even-numbered	rhombomeres	and	into	the	branchial	arches.	Nccs	de-
rived	from	the	odd-numbered	rhombomeres	do	not	migrate	laterally,	rather	they	migrate	anteri-
orly	or	posteriorly	to	join	the	even-numbered	neural	crest	streams.	OV:	otic	vesicle;	ba:	branchial	
arch;	ncc:	neural	crest	cells.	Figures	from	(Rocha	et	al.,	2020)	and	(Trainor,	2003)	respectively.	
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1.4.	Molecular	mechanisms	underlying	hindbrain	segmentation	
	

The	current	dogma	holds	“activation-transformation”	model	(Niewkoop,	1999)	for	the	induction	

of	neural	tissue.	In	this	model,	the	naïve	ectoderm	is	initially	activated	to	general	anterior	neural	

tissue	(forebrain)	and	a	subset	is	subsequently	transformed	to	posterior	fate	(hindbrain	and	spi-

nal	cord)	through	the	secretion	of	caudalizing	factors.	In	zebrafish,	activator	signal	BMP	antago-

nists:	noggin,	chordin,	and	follistatin	proteins	come	from	the	mesodermal	lip	“organiser”.	Poste-

riorising	signals	such	as	FGF,	RA	and	canonical	Wnt	pathways	emanate	from	paraxial	mesoderm	

present	adjacent	to	the	posterior	neuroectoderm	(Woo	and	Fraser,	1997;	Begemann	et	al.,	2001;	

Kudoh,	Wilson	 and	 Dawid,	 2002).	 However,	 recent	 studies	 challenge	 the	 activation-transfor-

mation	model,	show	the	axial	position	(A-P)	determines	cell	fate	prior	to	neural	induction	(Metzis	

et	al.,	2018)	and	further	argue	that	two	separate	mechanisms	act	behind	induction	of	anterior	

(brain)	and	posterior	(spinal	cord)	neural	tissue	(Polevoy	et	al.,	2019).	Nonetheless,	it	is	estab-

lished	through	many	studies	in	several	vertebrate	systems	that	Fgf,	Wnt	and	RA	have	roles	as	

posteriorizing	factors	and	are	involved	in	hindbrain	induction.	Three	morphogen	gradients,	FGF,	

RA	and	Wnt	and	a	complex	network	of	transcription	factors	control	the	regulation	of	early	hind-

brain	specification	and	patterning	(Frank	and	Sela-Donenfeld,	2019).		

	
1.4.1.	Morphogen	gradients	
	
A	morphogen	is	a	signalling	molecule,	mostly	polypeptides	but	non-peptide	molecules	such	as	

retinoic	acid	exist	as	well.	Morphogen	gradients	are	thought	to	give	positional	cues	to	a	uniform	

field	of	cells	and	drive	distinct	cell	fates	in	a	concentration-dependent	manner	(Rogers	and	Schier,	

2011).	It	is	described	by	Lewis	Wolpert’s	“French	Flag”,	where	different	thresholds	of	an	unique	

morphogen-	concentration	gradient	gives	distinct	cell	fates.	Morphogens	can	also	direct	cell	be-

haviour	 such	 as	movement	directly.	Generally,	 gradients	 are	produced	at	a	 source	 and	trans-

ported	towards	the	degrading	sink.	The	spatial	distribution	is	achieved	not	just	through	a	simple	

diffusion	but	involves	active	transport	mechanisms	through	the	extracellular	space	toward	neigh-

bouring	cells	(Kerszberg	and	Wolpert,	1998).	Responding	to	the	signal	at	threshold	levels,	cells	

activate	different	sets	of	target	genes,	thus	initiate	the	patterning	processes	and	ultimately	dic-

tates	cell	fate	(Rogers	and	Schier,	2011).	Mechanisms	leading	to	different	cell	states	with	different	

concentrations	of	morphogen	are	currently	being	elucidated.	Cis-regulatory	modules	(enhancer)	

with	different	affinity	for	morphogen	molecules	provide	insight	into	the	mechanisms	of	action	of	

Dorsal	 (Dl)	 and	 Bicoid	 (Bcd)	 morphogens	 in	 patterning	 Drosophila	 embryos	 (Irizarry	 and	

Stathopoulos,	2021).	The	challenges	of	simple	concentration-dependent	morphogen	gradient	are	

interpretation	of	noisy	morphogen	gradient	by	the	cells	at	the	border	and	how	growing	tissues	

incorporate	morphogen	gradient	during	morphogenesis.	
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Hindbrain	segmentation	utilises	such	positional	signalling	information	to	pattern	the	neuroepi-

thelium	into	seven	segments.	Latest	modelling	with	two	morphogens	FGF	and	RA	and	transcrip-

tion	factors	such	as	krox20,	hoxb1b,	also	taking	into	account	the	morphogenetic	movements	sim-

ulated	the	formation	of	r2-r6	with	sharp	boundaries	at	correct	size	(Qiu	et	al.,	2021).	Following	

sections	explain	the	known	roles	of	RA	and	FGF	morphogen	gradients	in	hindbrain	induction	and	

patterning.		

	

1.4.1.1.	RA	signalling	
	

Retinoic	acid	is	an	active	metabolite	of	vitamin	A.	It	is	a	small	lipophilic	molecule	which	acts	as	a	

signalling	ligand.	It	is	a	key	player	in	chordate	axial	patterning.	During	embryogenesis,	it	plays	

several	key	roles	such	as	anteroposterior	patterning	of	hindbrain	and	heart,	neuronal	differenti-

ation	of	spinal	cord	neurons,	formation	of	early	somites,	optic	cup,	anterior	eye	and	kidney,	in-

duction	of	forelimb,	lung,	pancreas	and	also	meiosis	(Duester,	2008).	Embryos	deficient	in	vita-

min	A	(vitamin	A	deficiency	syndrome	or	VAD)	fail	to	complete	development	and	exhibit	pattern-

ing	defects	 in	 the	CNS,	 circulatory	 system,	hematopoietic	 system,	 limbs,	 and	 trunk.	 But	when	

given	in	excess	or	in	ectopic	places,	RA	is	a	potent	teratogen.	Thus,	the	appropriate	pattern	of	RA	

activity	is	necessary	for	a	successful	embryonic	development.	Local	control	of	synthesis	and	deg-

radation	 creates	 the	 necessary	 balance	 in	 RA	 signalling	 (Dobbs-McAuliffe,	 Zhao	 and	 Linney,	

2004).	

	
Synthesis	 and	 degradation:	 Retinoic	 acid	 is	 synthesized	 from	 vitamin	 A	precursor,	which	 is	

available	through	diet	as	beta-carotene	and	retinyl	esters	from	plant	and	animal	sources	respec-

tively.	During	embryonic	development,	it	is	provided	from	the	mother	through	placenta	and	yolk	

sac	in	mammalian	embryos,	while	in	other	vertebrates	such	as	zebrafish,	it	is	contained	in	the	egg	

yolk.	RA	is	then	derived	from	vitamin	A	precursor	through	two	consecutive	enzymatic	steps	(Fig-

ure	1.14a).	Vitamin	A,	 (retinol)	 is	oxidised	to	retinaldehyde	by	either	alcohol	dehydrogenases	

(Adhs)	or	retinol	dehydrogenases	(RDHs)	and	then	to	retinoic	acid	by	retinaldehyde	dehydrogen-

ases	(Raldh1,	Raldh2	and	Raldh3)	enzymes	(Duester,	2008).	On	the	other	hand,	RA	undergoes	

oxidative	degradation	by	cytochrome	P450	(Cyp26)	enzymes	(Cyp26a1,	Cyp26b1	and	Cyp26c1).	

Intra	 and	extra-cellular	 transportation	of	RA	 is	mediated	by	binding	proteins	Retinol-Binding	

Protein	(RBP4)	and	Cellular	Retinol-Binding	Proteins	(CRBP	1	and	2)	respectively.	Several	iso-

meric	forms	of	RA	such	as	all	trans,	13-cis	RA	and	9-cis	RA	exist;	however	all-trans	RA	is	the	pri-

mary	ligand	acting	during	embryonic	development	and	9-cis	RA	is	only	detectable	when	vitamin	

A	is	in	excess	(Cunningham	and	Duester,	2015).	
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Figure	1.	14.	RA	signal	transduction	and	RA	morphogen	gradient	during	zebrafish	hind-
brain	development.	

	(a)	Schematic	representation	of	major	steps	of	the	RA	signalling	pathway	and	main	components	
of	the	RA	machinery.	The	RA	signalling	pathway	converts	Vitamin	A	to	RA	following	three	im-
portant	steps:	(1)	RA	metabolism,	 (2)	RA	signal	 transduction	and	(3)	RA	degradation.	The	RA	
machinery	 includes	main	actors	of	 the	signalling	pathway:	RA	synthesizing	and	degrading	en-
zymes	(Rdhs;	Aldhs;	Cyp26s),	transport	proteins	(Rbp;	Crbp;	Crabp),	nuclear	hormone	receptors	
(RAR-RXRs),	and	Retinoic	Acid	Response	Elements	(RAREs).	(b)	Schematic	depiction	of	the	dy-
namic	regulation	of	endogenous	levels	of	RA	during	hindbrain	development.	Aldh1a2	expressed	
in	presomitic	mesoderm	and	somites	induces	the	synthesis	of	RA	which	then	diffuses	into	the	
adjacent	neural	tube.	The	anterior	limit	of	RA	signalling	activity	in	the	neural	tube	is	progressively	
restricted	by	the	dynamic	segmental	expression	of	Cyp26a1,	Cyp26b1	and	Cyp26c1	which	encode	
the	 cyp	degrading	 enzymes.	 The	developmental	 time	points	 correspond	to	 zebrafish	develop-
ment.	A,	anterior;	P,	posterior;	r,	rhombomere.	Figure	from	(Bedois,	Parker	and	Krumlauf,	2021).	 	
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Mode	of	action:	CRABP	(cellular	RA-binding	protein)	protein	transports	RA	to	the	nucleus.	Thus,	

unlike	other	signalling	molecules	such	as	FGF,	and	Wnt,	which	act	through	membrane	receptors,	

RA	directly	enters	nucleus	and	regulates	transcription	of	target	genes	via	two	nuclear	receptors	

namely,	retinoic	acid	receptors	(RARs)	which	bind	all	trans	RA	and	retinoid	X	receptors	(RXRs)	

which	bind	the	isomer	9-cis	RA.	RAR	α-γ	(specific	to	RA)	interacts	with	RXR	α-γ	(common	dimeric	

factor)	to	form	a	dimer.	The	binding	of	RA	ligand	to	RAR	present	in	the	RAR-RXR	dimer	forms	a	

complex,	which	in	turn	binds	directly	to	the	specific	DNA	motifs,	called	retinoic	acid	response	

element	(RAREs).	RAREs	are	found	in	the	regulatory	regions	of	target	genes.	In	the	absence	of	RA	

ligand,	RAR-RXR	dimers	can	bind	to	RAREs	and	partner	with	transcriptional	repressors	to	inhibit	

target	 gene	 expression.	 Binding	 of	 RA	 ligands	 to	 RAR-RXR	 dimers	 induces	 a	 conformational	

change	and	results	in	the	replacement	of	the	associated	repressor	complexes	with	co-activators	

(NCOA)	and	facilitates	the	activation	of	target	genes.	In	this	way,	RA	modulates	the	expression	of	

downstream	genes	(Duester,	2008;	Bedois,	Parker	and	Krumlauf,	2021).	

	

RA	in	hindbrain	patterning:	RA	morphogen	gradient	primarily	lays	down	the	segmental	Hox	

code	in	hindbrain	primordia.	The	roles	of	RA	have	been	elucidated	from	studies	performed	in	

various	animal	models	mainly	rats,	mice,	chick	and	zebrafish	 through	causing	vitamin	A	defi-

ciency,	excess	RA	treatment,	mutants	and	morphants	of	various	genes	involved	in	RA	synthesis	

and	degradation	pathways	and	their	target	genes	and	treatment	of	embryos	with	chemical	inhib-

itors	of	RA	synthesis.	

	

RA	forms	shifting	morphogen	gradient:	The	shifting	boundaries	of	RA	morphogen	gradient	over	

time	is	depicted	in	zebrafish	model	(Figure	1.14b).	The	feedback	mechanism	between	synthesis	

and	degradation	gives	rise	to	a	temporally	dynamic	concentration	gradient	of	RA	during	hind-

brain	segmentation.	Several	ligands,	receptors	and	antagonists	of	RA	signalling	pathway	are	ex-

pressed	in	region-specific	manner	at	different	time	windows.	This	regulates	the	robust	and	dy-

namic	RA	morphogen	gradient	(White	and	Schilling,	2008;	Frank	and	Sela-Donenfeld,	2019).	In	

zebrafish,	cyp26a1	 expression	 is	 initially	 induced	 in	 the	mesendoderm,	 adjacent	 to	 the	 future	

hindbrain,	by	low	levels	of	RA.	During	mid-gastrulation	stages	(6–9	hpf),	FGF	activity	from	the	

midbrain	induces	cyp26a1	expression	in	the	prospective	r1–r2	domain	of	the	hindbrain	(White	

et	al.,	2007)	(Figure	1.14).	Degradation	of	RA	in	r1	and	r2	by	cyp26a1	initially	sets	a	sharp	anterior	

limit	of	RA	signalling	activity	at	the	r2/r3	boundary	of	the	hindbrain.	Towards	the	end	of	gastru-

lation	(9	to	10	hpf),	cyp26b1	is	further	induced	in	r3	and	r4	and	cyp26c1	in	r2	to	r4,	which	alters	

the	anterior	limit	of	RA	activity	to	the	r4/r5	boundary.	By	11–13	hpf,	the	cyp26b1	and	cyp26c1	

expression	domains	spread	and	collectively	cover	r2	to	r6	domain,	which	results	in	another	shift	

of	the	anterior	limit	of	RA	activity	to	the	r6/r7	boundary.	In	support	of	the	view,	endogenous	RA	
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gradient	is	also	directly	visualised	in	vivo	during	zebrafish	gastrulation	and	hindbrain	segmenta-

tion	using	Fluorescence	Resonance	Energy	Transfer	(FRET)	based	RA	reporters	(Shimozono	et	

al.,	2013).	

	
Downstream	effectors	of	RA	during	hindbrain	patterning:	Many	genes	from	the	regulatory	net-

work	controlling	hindbrain	segmentation	such	as	hoxa1,	hoxb1,	vhnf1,	cdx1,	hoxb4,	and	hoxd4	con-

tain	RARE	elements	in	their	enhancer	regions.	These	RAREs	respond	to	the	RA	morphogen	gra-

dient	at	different	time	windows	and	spatial	positions	along	the	A-P	axis,	leading	to	the	generation	

of	ordered	gene	expression	domains	(Figure	1.15).	The	domains	are	subsequently	shaped	by	in-

teractions	with	other	patterning	genes.	The	regulatory	mechanisms	underlying	differential	RA	

responsiveness	are	currently	being	understood	with	the	discovery	of	cis-regulatory	elements	of	

various	genes	(Tümpel,	Wiedemann	and	Krumlauf,	2009;	Parker	and	Krumlauf,	2020).	

	

	

	
Figure	1.	15.	Direct	target	genes	of	RA	Signalling	during	hindbrain	segmental	patterning.	

Depiction	of	the	hindbrain	is	shown	in	dorsal	view	with	anterior	to	the	left.	The	shifting	bounda-
ries	of	Cyp26	expression	and	RA	responsiveness	are	 illustrated	 for	 three	sequential	phases,	as	
characterized	in	the	zebrafish	hindbrain	at	pre-rhombomeric	and	rhombomeric	stages.	RA	acti-
vates	directly	 the	expression	of	key	genes	 in	 the	hindbrain,	Hox	paralogue	group1,	vHnf1	and	
Hoxb4.	Figure	from	(Parker	and	Krumlauf,	2020).	
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1.5.1.6.	Effects	of	RA	manipulation	

	
	In	 general,	 dietary	 depletion	 of	 vitamin	 A	 in	 chick	 embryos,	 loss-of-function	 mutations	 in	

Aldh1a2,	both	in	mice	and	zebrafish,	aldha2	morphants	in	zebrafish	and	injection	of	dominant	

negative	Retinoic	Acid	Receptors	(dnRA)	lead	to	a	loss	of	posterior	rhombomeres	and	expansion	

of	 anterior	 rhombomeres	 (Figure	 1.16A)	 (Niederreither	 et	 al.,	 2000;	 Begemann	 et	 al.,	 2001,	

2004).	It	is	also	exhibited	with	the	loss	of	posteriorly	expressed	genes,	such	as	hoxb1,	fgf3,	and	

val,	together	with	caudal	expansion	of	the	r3	stripe	of	krox20	(Figure1.16B).	In	contrast,	embryos	

treated	with	exogenous	RA	exhibit	expansion	of	posterior	rhombomeres	at	the	expense	of	ante-

rior	ones.	Notably,	both	loss-	and	gain-of-function	approaches	are	dose	dependent.	Higher	doses	

of	pharmacological	inhibitors	of	RA	signalling	such	as	DEAB	and	BMS493	or	exogeneous	RA	treat-

ments	lead	to	progressively	more	severe	anteriorization	or	posteriorization,	respectively	(Maves	

and	Kimmel,	2005).	Challenging	the	morphogen	gradients,	continuous	treatment	of	RA-deficient	

embryos	with	a	uniform	concentration	of	exogenous	RA	fully	rescues	hindbrain	patterning	within	

a	wide	concentration	range.	Interestingly,	it	is	shown	that	the	degradation	enzymes	Cyp26	play	a	

crucial	role	in	quickly	converting	any	uniform	extracellular	concentration	of	RA	into	an	intracel-

lular	concentration	gradient	that	facilitates	the	rescue	of	hindbrain	patterning	(Hernandez	et	al.,	

2007;	White	et	al.,	2007;	White	and	Schilling,	2008).	Furthermore,	a	global	transient	exposure	of	

RA	via	all-trans	RA	(active	isomer)	treatment	or	photoisomerization	of	13-cis	RA	(inactive)	into	

all-trans	RA	rescues	hindbrain	patterning	in	RA-deficient	embryos.	This	indicates	that	all-trans-

RA	is	sequestrated	in	the	exposed	embryo	(Xu	et	al.,	2012).	
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Figure	1.	16.	Posterior	rhombomere	need	progressively	higher	levels	of	RA	signalling.	

A)	Schematics	of	hindbrain	patterning	with	decreasing	levels	of	RA,	achieved	by	inhibition	with	
varying	concentration	of	pan-RAR	synthetic	retinoid	antagonist	(BMS493)	in	chick.	Various	con-
centration	of	the	drug	was	applied	at	the	primitive	streak	stage	before	the	RA	requirement	for	
hindbrain	patterning	sets	in,	lead	to	a	spectrum	of	phenotypes,	ranging	from	a	fully	RA-deficient	
phenotype	(a)	to	essentially	wild	type	(f).	r:	rhombomere;	s:	somite;	sc:	spinal	cord.	B)	Loss	of	
posterior	 rhombomere	 markers	 upon	 DEAB	 treatment	 (µM),	 inhibitor	 of	 RA	 synthesis	 in	
zebrafish.	 In-situ	hybridization	of	brain	markers	in	wild	type	(A,	E,	 I,	M,	Q)	and	DEAB-treated	
zebrafish	embryos	at	various	developmental	stages.	Embryos	stained	in	blue	for	hoxb1b	at	10	hpf	
(A,	C,	D),	vhnf1	at	10.5	hpf	(E,	G,	H)	at	18	hpf,	hoxb1a	(I,	K,	L),	val	(M,O,P)	and	hoxd4a	(Q,	S,	T).	
Other	markers	in	red	are	pax2a	to	label	MHB	(A,	C,	E,	G,	H)	and	krox20	(in	all	other	panels).	DEAB-
treated	embryos	show	severe	reduction	of	hoxb1a	and	hoxd4a	expression,	loss	of	vhnf1	expres-
sion,	krox20	in	r5,	val	in	r5-r6,	and	expansion	of	domains	of	krox20	in	r3	and	hoxb1a	in	r4.	In	situ	
hybridization	 of	 labelled	 genes,	 hoxb1b,	 vhnf1,	 hoxb1a,	 val,	 hoxd4a	 and	 krox20	 at	 respective	
stages.	Dorsal	view	of	zebrafish	embryos	with	anterior	to	the	left.	Scale	bar:	50µm.	Figure	from	
(Gavalas,	2002)	and	(Maves	and	Kimmel,	2005)	respectively.	
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1.4.1.2.	Fibroblast	Growth	Factor	(FGF)	signalling	
	

FGF	family	consists	of	a	several	structurally	related	proteins	that	are	found	in	various	organisms	

from	drosophila	to	mice	and	humans	(Ornitz	and	Itoh,	2001).	FGFs	play	regulatory	roles	in	di-

verse	cellular	processes	including	cell	migration,	differentiation,	cell	survival,	and	apoptosis.	Dur-

ing	embryonic	development,	FGF	signalling	plays	a	crucial	role	in	the	induction	and	maintenance	

of	mesoderm	 and	 neuroectoderm,	 the	 control	 of	 morphogenetic	movements,	 anteroposterior	

(AP)	patterning,	somitogenesis	and	the	development	of	various	organs	(Dorey	and	Amaya,	2010).	

There	are	22	FGF	ligands	that	have	been	characterised	 in	humans	and	mice.	FGFs	are	 further	

classified	into	subfamilies	based	sequence	similarity	and	biochemical	properties.	FGFs	bind	to	

heparan	sulfate	proteoglycans	(hpcg).	This	acts	as	an	accessory	molecule	to	activate	the	cell	sur-

face	receptors	called	FGFR.	FGFRs	are	tyrosine	kinase	receptors	that	contain	a	heparin-binding	

sequence,	three	extracellular	immunoglobulin-like	domains,	a	hydrophobic	transmembrane	do-

main,	 and	 a	 split	 intracellular	 tyrosine	 kinase	 domain	 (Eswarakumar,	 Lax	 and	 Schlessinger,	

2005).	Four	FGF	receptors	(FGFR1-FGFR4)	are	reported	in	all	vertebrates.	The	differential	bind-

ing	affinities	between	FGFs	and	FGFRs	and	the	complex	and	dynamic	expressions	of	Fgf	ligands	

and	receptors	provide	the	correct	FGF	signalling	transduction	for	a	variety	of	biological	functions.	

Feedback	inhibitors	such	as	the	Sproutys,	Sef	and	MAP	kinase	phosphatase	3	are	responsible	for	

the	 attenuation	of	 FGF	 signals	 restricting	FGF	activities	 spatio-temporally	 (Thisse	 and	Thisse,	

2005).	

	
The	FGF	signalling	cascade	is	initiated	by	the	binding	of	FGF	ligands	and	hspg	to	the	extracellular	

ligand	domain	of	FGFR,	which	in	turn	induces	receptor	dimerization,	activation	and	autophos-

phorylation	of	multiple	tyrosine	residues	in	the	cytoplasmic	domain	of	the	receptor	molecule.	A	

variety	of	signalling	proteins	are	phosphorylated	in	response	to	FGF	activation	that	initiate	vari-

ous	intracellular	signalling	pathways	and	mediate	changes	in	gene	expression	and	cell	behaviour.	

The	FGF	system	is	associated	with	several	downstream	signalling	pathways	such	as	RAS/mito-

gen-activating	protein	(MAP)	kinase	pathway,	 the	phosphoinositide	3	 (PI3)	 kinase/protein	ki-

nase	 B	 (PKB)	 pathway,	 and	 the	phospholipase	 C	gamma	 (PLCγ)/protein	 kinase	 C	 (PKC)/Ca2+	

pathway	(Figure	1.17)	(Dorey	and	Amaya,	2010).	
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Figure	1.	17.	Downstream	pathways	of	FGF	signalling.	

FGF	signalling	is	initiated	by	ligand-dependent	dimerisation	of	the	FGFR,	which	leads	to	the	cross-
phosphorylation	(P)	of	tyrosine	residues	in	the	intracellular	domain	of	the	receptor	tyrosine	ki-
nase	(not	shown).	These	phosphorylated	residues	are	then	bound	specifically	by	several	intracel-
lular	signal	transduction	proteins,	including	phospholipase	C	gamma	(PLCγ),	Fibroblast	growth	
factor	 receptor	 substrate-2	 (FRS2)	 and	 Sarcoma	 proto-oncogene	 tyrosine	 kinase	 (Src)	 family	
members.	These	initiate	several	intracellular	signalling	pathways,	including	the	(A)	PLCγ	path-
way,	(B)	protein	kinase	C/	Protein	kinase	B	(PI3K/PKB)	pathway	and	(C)	the	rat-sarcoma/extra-
cellular-signal-regulated	kinase	(Ras/ERK)	pathway.	The	cell	responses	to	these	three	pathways	
are	indicated.	Figure	from	(Dorey	and	Amaya,	2010).	
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FGF	in	gastrulation	movements:	FGF	is	well	known	for	its	role	in	mesoderm	specification	and	

their	morphogenetic	movements	during	gastrulation.	The	role	of	FGF	in	controlling	morphoge-

netic	movements	is	highly	conserved	through	evolution	and	it	is	shown	in	sea	urchin,	frog,	dro-

sophila,	c.elegans,	chick	and	mice	(Dorey	and	Amaya,	2010).	It	regulates	multiple	cellular	events,	

including	cell	shape	change	and	migration.	During	mid-late	gastrula	stages	of	Xenopus,	Spred	pro-

tein,	a	FGF	modulator	indirectly	activates	FGF’s	PLCγ/PKCδ/Ca2+	pathway	(Sivak,	Petersen	and	

Amaya,	2005).	The	pathway	instructs	the	mesoderm	cells	to	undergo	morphogenetic	movements,	

which	occur	after	the	specification	of	mesoderm	cells	by	FGF.	FGF	interacts	with	Wnt/PCP	path-

way	to	control	the	cell	movements	such	as	convergent	extension	during	gastrulation.	Convergent	

extension	requires	the	reorganization	of	cytoskeletal	elements,	that	enables	cells	to	become	po-

larized	along	a	similar	axis.	Polarized	cells	intercalate	with	one	another,	which	causes	the	overall	

tissue	layer	to	extend	along	the	AP	axis.	FGF	is	shown	to	act	as	both	chemoattractant	and	chem-

orepellent	to	organise	the	migratory	events	in	chick	(Yang	et	al.,	2002).	

	
FGF	in	hindbrain	induction	and	patterning:	During	hindbrain	development,	FGFs	are	first	uti-

lised	 as	 one	 of	 the	 posteriorizing	 factors	 of	 the	 neural	 ectoderm,	 together	with	 RA	 and	Wnt	

(Doniach,	1995).	From	mid-gastrulation	to	segmentation	stages,	FGFs	are	redeployed	in	several	

organizing	centres	such	as	Midbrain-Hindbrain	Boundary	(MHB)	and	mid-hindbrain	(r4)	to	reg-

ulate	further	subdivision	of	the	hindbrain	(Mason,	2007).		

	
FGF	exerts	its	role	in	early	AP	patterning	of	neuroectoderm	via	the	regulation	of	Hox	genes.	In-

creasing	 FGF	 concentrations	 lead	 to	 expression	 of	 progressively	 more	 posterior	 Hox	 genes	

(Doniach,	1995).	It	is	also	shown	that	ectopic	FGF	expression	in	developing	central	nervous	sys-

tems	can	convert	anterior	neural	tissue	to	more	posterior	neural	cell	types.	Thus,	 it	acts	as	an	

early	posteriorizing	factor	on	the	neuroectoderm.	Later,	FGF	signalling	from	the	MHB	inhibits	Hox	

gene	expression	 in	r1	and	sets	the	anterior	 limit	of	Hoxa2	expression	in	r2.	This	regulation	 is	

required	for	development	of	r1.	Fgf3	and	fg8	are	initially	expressed	in	zebrafish	hindbrain	terri-

tory	from	80%-90%	epiboly	stages.	During	late	gastrulation,	fgf3	and	fgf8	are	induced	by	Hoxb1a	

in	 presumptive	 r4	 that	 in	 turn	 influence	 r5-r6	 patterning	 (Figure	 1.18)(Maves,	 Jackman	 and	

Kimmel,	2002).	Vhnf1,	which	 is	 initiated	by	RA,	cooperates	with	Fgf3	and	Fgf8	 to	activate	 the	

expression	of	valentine	 (val)/Kreisler/MafB	 in	r5	and	r6.	Thus,	FGF	and	RA	signalling	are	pro-

posed	to	be	integrated	to	pattern	the	caudal	hindbrain	(Hernandez	et	al.,	2004;	Chomette	et	al.,	

2006).	Val	is	required	along	with	vhnf1	and	Fgf		for	krox20	induction	in	r5	(Wiellette	and	Sive,	

2003).	pea3	and	erm	are	identified	as	the	transcriptional	factor	target	of	fgf8	to	activate	krox20	

expression	in	r5		(Roehl	and	Nüsslein-Volhard,	2001).	Ffg3	is	also	known	to	induce	the	expression	

of	pax6	in	r3	and	r5	that	indirectly	inhibits	krox20	expression	via	nab1	induction	(Kayam	et	al.,	

2013).	Through	regulating	both	krox20	and	pax6,	which	mutually	repress	each	other,	Fgf3	helps	
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achieve	sharp	rhombomere	borders	in	the	posterior	hindbrain.	In	contrast	to	r4	signalling	centre	

in	zebrafish,	in	chicken	embryos,	r2	and	r4	function	as	local	signalling	centres	in	the	hindbrain	

where	FGF	signalling	is	necessary	to	maintain	the	expression	of	EphA4	in	r3	and	r5	(Cambronero	

et	al.,	2020).	

	

	
	

Figure	1.	18.	FGF	signalling	during	hindbrain	patterning.	

FGF	 signalling	 centres	 (green	 shading)	 characterized	 in	 the	 zebrafish	 or	 chick	 hindbrain.	 In	
zebrafish,	hoxb1a	activates	 expression	 of	fgf3/8	to	 create	 an	 r4	 signalling	 centre,	 which	 influ-
ences	expression	of	val/Kreisler	and	krox20	in	conjunction	with	vHnf1.	The	isthmic	organizer	is	a	
source	of	FGF	signals	that	pattern	r1	and	restrict	anterior	Hox	expression.	In	chick,	FGF	signalling	
from	r2	and	r4	influences	expression	of	EphA4	in	r3	and	r5,	either	directly	(dashed	arrows)	or	
via	Krox20.	r,	rhombomere;	s,	somite.	Figure	from	(Parker	and	Krumlauf,	2020).	
	

Zebrafish	ace	mutant	(fgf8)	is	hypomorphic	and	exhibits	mild	hindbrain	defects	but	lacks	cere-

bellum	and	the	midbrain-hindbrain	boundary	organizer	(Reifers	et	al.,	1998).	Loss	of	FGF	signal-

ling	through	a	competitive	chemical	inhibitor,	SU5402	during	gastrulation	causes	loss	of	poste-

rior	rhombomere	formation	along	with	the	loss	of	gene	expression	in	r5	and	r6	(Roy	and	Sager-

ström,	2004).	Also,	fgf3	and	fgf8	appear	to	act	redundantly	since	gene	expression	in	r5	and	r6	is	

lost	only	in	zebrafish	embryos	co-injected	with	morpholino	oligonucleotides	(MO)	of	both	genes	

(Walshe	et	al.,	2002).	Krox20	expression	in	r3	is	also	reduced	in	these	morphants.	
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1.4.2.	GRN	of	hindbrain	segmentation	
	

Many	developmental	genes	are	expressed	 in	restricted	domains	of	prospective	hindbrain	that	

reflect	and	underlie	the	development	of	future	morphological	segments.	The	key	players	are	Hox	

genes.	Zebrafish	has	seven	Hox	clusters,	comprising	of	48	Hox	genes	while	mammals	such	as	

mouse	and	humans	have	four	clusters	with	39	described	genes	(Amores	et	al.,	1998).	Hox	genes	

play	a	crucial	and	ancient	role	in	providing	A-P	identity	to	hindbrain	segments.	Hox	gene	expres-

sion	is	coupled	to	hindbrain	segmentation	and	its	regulatory	elements	are	highly	conserved	till	

lamprey,	which	is	at	the	base	of	vertebrates	(Parker,	Bronner	and	Krumlauf,	2014).	Hox	genes	

from	the	Paralogue	Group	(PG1-4)	display	nested	and	ordered	segment-specific	patterns	of	ex-

pression	along	 the	AP	axis,	 in	response	 to	FGF	and	RA	gradients.	They	position,	sharpen,	and	

maintain	other	segmental	gene	expression.	Thereby,	rhombomere-specific	gene	regulatory	net-

work	is	formed	and	commits	cells	to	distinct	segmental	fates.	Mis-specification	of	Hox	code	causes	

homoeotic	transformation	of	rhombomere	identity.	For	example,	in	mouse	and	zebrafish,	ectopic	

expression	of	Hoxa1	and	hoxb1b	respectively	causes	a	homeotic	transformation	of	r2	to	r4	iden-

tity	both	in	terms	of	molecular	markers	and	neuroanatomy	(Zhang	et	al.,	1994;	McClintock	et	al.,	

2001).	

	
The	latest	GRN	model	of	hindbrain	patterning	is	constructed	from	the	experimental	data	includ-

ing	analyses	of	gene	expression,	phenotypes	and	perturbation	of	gene	expressions	in	mutants	and	

morphants	and	characterisation	of	cis-regulatory	elements	performed	in	many	vertebrate	mod-

els,	primarily	in	mice,	zebrafish	and	chick.	The	network	is	found	to	be	widely	conserved	as	the	

overall	hindbrain	structure	and	 function	across	vertebrate	species	are	remarkably	similar	too	

(Parker,	Bronner	and	Krumlauf,	2016;	Parker	and	Krumlauf,	2020).	However,	 the	diversity	of	

craniofacial	features	and	hindbrain	among	different	vertebrate	species	might	have	evolved	due	

to	the	differential	role	of	GRN	genes	at	later	stages	and/or	the	difference	in	the	downstream	genes	

of	this	network	(Krumlauf	and	Wilkinson,	2021).	Comparative	studies	of	nature	of	downstream	

genes	in	different	species	are	required	to	further	our	understanding.		

	
The	“hypothetical”	GRN	is	described	in	progressive	series	of	modules	with	an	example	of	mouse	

hindbrain.	The	different	elements	involved	in	each	step	is	given	in	(Figure	1.19)	and	it	is	evident	

that	many	elements	play	multiple	roles	during	hindbrain	segmentation.	The	gene	regulatory	net-

work	in	three	progressive	modules	is	depicted	in	(Figure	1.20).	
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Figure	1.	19.	Gene	regulatory	network	(GRN)	governing	hindbrain	segmentation.	

A	framework	of	the	GRN	model	is	depicted	as	a	progressive	series	of	modules	associated	with	
underlying	cell	and	developmental	processes	in	the	mouse	hindbrain	between	E7.25	and	E10.0.	
Each	module	(coloured	box)	has	its	regulatory	circuits	and	components.	Key	genes	and	signals	
are	inside	each	box.	The	gene	names	correspond	to	mouse.	The	arrows	indicate	the	flow	of	regu-
latory	information	between	modules.	Figure	from	(Krumlauf	and	Wilkinson,	2021).	
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Figure	1.	20.	Three	modules	governing	successive	steps	in	the	hindbrain	segmentation	
GRN.	

(A)	The	A-P	signalling	module	initiates	the	process	of	segmentation	in	the	pre-rhombomeric	hind-
brain	through	combined	inputs	and	cooperative	interaction	between	Fgf,	Wnt	and	RA	signalling	
pathways.	This	establishes	restricted	domains	of	spatially	restricted	enzymes,	signals	and	tran-
scription	factors	(blue	rectangles)	that	trigger	the	next	step	(B)	The	segmental	sub-division	mod-
ule	represents	regulatory	interactions	that	establish	sharp	expression	domains	of	segmentation	
genes	(green	rectangles)	through	auto-	and	cross-regulation	involving	mutual	repression	and	ac-
tivation.	This	provides	a	transcriptional	code	that	sub-divides	the	hindbrain	into	segments	(C)	
The	segmental	A-P	patterning	module	activate	rhombomere-restricted	domains	of	Hox	expres-
sion	(purple	rectangles)	to	specify	identity	of	individual	segments.	Darker	shades	of	colour	indi-
cate	higher	levels	of	respective	hox	expression	in	specific	rhombomeres.	In	A-C,	the	interactions	
depicted	within	each	module	do	not	imply	a	specific	temporal	or	hierarchical	order,	but	represent	
cumulative	interactions	associated	with	each	module.	r,	rhombomere.	RA-Retinoic	acid,	FGF-	Fi-
broblast	Growth	Factor.	Figure	from	(Krumlauf	and	Wilkinson,	2021).	 	
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1.4.2.1.	A-P	signalling	module	
	
In	the	initial	A-P	signalling	module,	signalling	pathways	such	as	RA,	FGF	and	Wnt	are	constituted	

and	involved	in	the	induction	of	various	Hox	and	other	transcription	factors,	enzymes	and	signals	

in	restricted	domains	in	the	neuroectoderm	(Figure	1.20A).	In	mouse,	Wnt3a	activates	Meis	and	

Pbx	genes	which	in	turn	activates	the	expression	of	Fgf3	and	Fgf8	and	the	synthesis	of	RA	in	pre-

somitic	mesoderm,	adjacent	to	the	posterior	hindbrain.	Synthesised	RA	diffuses	to	the	presump-

tive	neuroectoderm	till	the	level	of	r3	beyond	that	the	FGF	induced	Cyp26a1	which	degrades	RA	

(Sirbu	et	al.,	2005).	Thus,	it	forms	the	morphogen	gradient	in	the	prospective	hindbrain	with	pos-

terior	RA	[high]	and	anterior	RA	[low]	levels.	Hox	PG1	genes,	Hoxa1	and	Hoxb1	are	initially	in-

duced	by	RA	with	the	anterior	limit	at	r2/r3	boundary.	Vhnf1/Hnf1b	and	Cdx1	are	also	induced	

by	RA	in	prospective	r5	and	r6	and	r7	domains	respectively	(Houle	et	al.,	2000;	Hernandez	et	al.,	

2004).	

	
1.4.2.2.	Segment	sub-division	module	
	
In	the	segment	sub-division	module,	the	initiated	transcription	factors	in	the	previous	step	in	turn	

activate	a	network	of	spatially	restricted	transcription	factors	in	the	segmental	sub-division	mod-

ule.	Hoxb1	directly	activates	Fgfs	in	r4.	Fgf	and	Vhnf1	together	initiate	the	expression	of	Kreisler	

in	r5	and	r6	and	Krox20	in	r5	(Wiellette	and	Sive,	2003).	Later,	the	shifted	RA	gradient	activates	

the	Hox	PG4	genes,	Hoxb4	and	Hoxd4	in	prospective	r7	domain	(Gould,	Itasaki,	and	Krumlauf	

1998;	F.	Zhang,	Nagy	Kovács,	and	Featherstone	2000).	Key	segmentation	genes	such	as	Hoxa1	

and	Hoxb1	in	r4,	Vhnf1	in	r5	and	r6,	Krox20	in	r3	and	r5,	Kreisler/Valentino	in	r5	and	r6	and	

Cdx1	in	r7	with	tight	A-P	expression	domains	are	formed	(Figure	1.20B).	The	segmental	pattern	

of	gene	expression	prefigures	rhombomere	boundaries.	These	genes	have	direct	cross-regulatory	

properties	among	each	other	and	form	spatially	restricted	domains	of	the	gene	expression.	For	

example,	Hoxb1	in	r4	and	Krox20	in	r3	and	r5	repress	each	other	and	it	establishes	sharp	borders	

of	r3/r4	and	r4/r5	(Chomette	et	al.,	2006;	Labalette	et	al.,	2015).	Cdx1	represses	Kreisler	in	r7	

thereby	restricting	Kreisler	expression	to	r6/r7	border	(Sturgeon	et	al.,	2011).	Further,	spatially	

restricted	expression	domains	sharpen	and	maintain	through	positive-feedback	loops.	This	ulti-

mately	provides	the	segment-specific	“Hox	code”	to	divide	the	hindbrain	region	into	seven	seg-

ments	with	unique	identity	(Parker	and	Krumlauf	2020).	

	
1.4.2.3.	Segment	A-P	patterning	module	
	

In	 the	segment	A-P	patterning	module,	 transcription	 factors	directly	regulate	 the	spatially	re-

stricted	expression	of	Hox	genes.	Krox20	regulates	Hoxa2	and	Hoxb2	in	r3	and	r5.	Kreisler	acti-

vates	Hoxa3	and	Hoxb3	in	r5	and	r6.	The	expression	of	Hox	genes	are	confined	and	maintained	
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in	specific	rhombomeres	through	various	auto-	and	cross-regulation	among	themselves	(Figure	

1.20C).	Fox	example,	Hoxa3	in	r5	and	r6	is	maintained	by	a	conserved	auto-	and	cross	regulatory	

region,	dependent	on	Hoxa3	and	Hoxb3	and	Pbx	and	Prep/Meis	cofactors	(Manzanares	et	al.,	

2001).	Hoxa2	is	the	only	Hox	expressed	in	r2	and	regulates	r2	development.	Thereby,	an	“Hox	

code”	is	attributed	to	each	individual	segment.	The	“Hox	code”	gives	A-P	positional	identity	to	

each	segment	that	facilitates	regional	diversity	in	the	hindbrain	primordia	(Hunt	and	Krumlauf,	

1991).	Hox	genes	initiate	and	regulate	rhombomere-specific	genes	necessary	for	neurogenesis,	

differentiation	and	patterning.	The	patterning	cues	must	mediate	dorsoventral,	mediolateral,	and	

temporal	regulation	to	drive	restricted	expression	of	the	target	genes.	The	regulatory	network	

imparted	by	Hox	genes	on	their	target	genes	is	currently	being	elucidated.	Hox	target	genes	are	

identified	with	various	techniques	such	as	microarray	and	Chip	seq	(Rohrschneider,	Elsen	and	

Prince,	2007;	Amin	et	al.,	2015).	Rhombomere-specific	single	cell	sequencing	at	three	stages	16	

hpf,	 24	hpf	 and	44	hpf	during	 zebrafish	hindbrain	 segmentation	 further	promises	 to	 identity	

downstream	 genes	 that	 are	 in	 relation	 with	 Hox	 (Appendix	 Figure	 1)	 (Tambalo,	 Mitter	 and	

Wilkinson,	2020).	

	
1.4.2.4.	Secondary	signals		
	
Secondary	signals	such	as	Wnt	and	FGF	form	within	the	hindbrain	in	order	to	further	subdivide	

the	region	(Figure	1.19).	Segmentation	sub-division	module	restricts	Hoxb1	in	r4	that	induces	the	

expression	of	fgf3	and	fgf8	in	the	presumptive	r4.	Thus,	for	zebrafish,	Fgf3	and	fgf8	form	a	sec-

ondary	local	signalling	centre	(r4)	where	FGF	signals	act	at	short	range	to	pattern	the	posterior	

hindbrain	by	regulating	the	expression	of	Hoxb1,	Krox20	and	Kreisler	(Val/MafB)	and	specifies	

posterior	rhombomeres	r4-r7	(Mason,	2007).	Wnt	signalling	centres	form	at	the	rhombomere	

boundaries	that	further	regulate	the	precise	metameric	patterning	in	the	zebrafish	hindbrain	(Ri-

ley	et	al.,	2004).		

	
1.4.2.5.	Cell	segregation	and	boundary	cell	formation	module	
	
The	sharp	expression	domains	of	transcription	factors	together	with	secondary	signalling	module	

regulate	the	cell	segregation	and	border	formation	processes	(Figure	1.19).	Eph-Ephrin	signalling	

plays	a	crucial	role	in	cell	segregation	and	boundary	formation.	Eph	receptors	(tyrosine	kinase)	

are	expressed	in	r3	and	r5,	whereas	membrane-bound	ephrins	are	expressed	in	r2,	r4,	and	r6	

(Figure	1.21A).	Segmentation	gene	krox20	directly	regulates	ephA4	expression	in	r3	and	r5.	In	the	

caudal	 region,	 hox4	 proteins	 regulate	 cell	 segregation	 between	 r6	 and	 r7,	 mediated	 through	

Ephrin	B2	(Prin	et	al.,	2014).	Ephb4	is	regulated	downstream	of	Val	(Cooke	et	al.,	2001).	The	Ephs		

and	ephrins	forms	bidirectional	signalling	pathway,	meaning	that	interaction	between	cells	ex-

pressing	ephrin	with	those	expressing	Eph	can	lead	to	the	transduction	of	signals	in	both	cells	
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(Figure	1.21B).	In	this	way,	Eph/ephrin	pathway	serves	to	create	cell	adhesion	between	cells	in-

side	the	segment	and	repulsion	between	cell	populations	of	adjacent	segments	(Xu	et	al.,	1999;	

Cooke,	Kemp	and	Moens,	2005).	This	leads	to	cell	sorting	between	adjacent	cell	populations.	The	

Eph-Ephrin	is	also	involved	in	the	formation	of	mechanical	barriers	at	inter-rhombomeric	bound-

aries	(Calzolari,	Terriente	and	Pujades,	2014).	Cell	identity	switch	is	also	shown	to	occur	in	inter-

mingled	cells	of	different	rhombomere	identity.	Recent	study	showed	that	different	levels	of	RA	

signalling	in	segments	are	directly	coupled	to	segment	identity	of	cells	in	respective	segments.	

This	enables	cell	identity	switch	of	intermingled	cells	in	a	given	segment	to	maintain	homogenous	

segmental	identity	(Addison	et	al.,	2018;	Wilkinson,	2018).	Computer	simulations	have	shown	

that	both	cell	segregation	and	cell	 identity	switch	are	necessary	to	maintain	homogenous	seg-

ments	(Wang	et	al.,	2017).	Furthermore,	It	is	shown	that	rapid	convergence	of	neural	plate	cells	

together	 with	 identity	 regulation	 by	 RA	 and	 FGF	morphogen	 gradients	 contribute	 to	 border	

sharpening	of	the	adjacent	rhombomeres	(Qiu	et	al.,	2021).	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	
	
Figure	1.	21.	Eph-ephrin	signalling	in	hindbrain	border	sharpening.	

A)	Depiction	of	the	segmental	expression	of	Eph	receptors	and	ephrins	in	the	zebrafish	hindbrain.	
EphA4	has	high	affinity	for	ephrin	B2	and	ephrin	B3,	whereas	EphB4	binds	selectively	to	ephrin	
B2.	 The	 segmental	 expression	 of	 high-affinity	 Eph-ephrin	 pairs	 is	 complementary,	 such	 that	
strong	activation	(blue	 lines)	occurs	at	segment	borders.	B)	Eph	receptors	are	activated	upon	
interacting	with	membrane-bound	ephrins,	which	mediate	signal	transduction,	 leading	 to	 for-
ward	and	reverse	signalling	with	Eph-expressing	cell	and	ephrin-expressing	cell	respectively.	Fig-
ure	from	(Krumlauf	and	Wilkinson,	2021).	
	 	

A	

B	
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1.4.2.6.	Transcription	factor	krox20/egr2b	
	
The	gene	regulatory	network	(GRN)	which	underlies	the	hindbrain	segmentation	includes	genes	

that	encode	transcription	factors	restricted	to	specific	rhombomeres.	The	earliest	genes	expres-

sion	in	prospective	hindbrain	are	Hoxa1,	Hoxb1,	Vhnf1	and	Krox20.	Krox20,	also	known	as	egr2,	

encodes	for	a	transcription	factor	member	that	belongs	to	zinc	finger	family	proteins.	It	is	the	first	

identified	molecular	marker	that	proved	the	molecular	segmentation	of	hindbrain	(Wilkinson	et	

al.,	1989;	Schneider-Maunoury	et	al.,	1997).	In	zebrafish,	it	is	expressed	in	presumptive	hindbrain	

at	10	and	11	hpf	that	prefigures	rhombomere	3	and	5	domains	respectively	(Figure1.22)	(Oxtoby	

and	Jowett,	1993).	Krox20	confers	r3	and	r5	identity	and	is	essential	for	the	formation	of	these	

segments	(Schneider-Maunoury	et	al.,	1993).	Krox20	activates	directly	Hox	PG	2	and	3	genes	such	

as	Hoxa2,	Hoxb2	and	Hoxb3	in	r3	and	r5,	and	in	r5,	respectively	whereas	it	represses	the	Hox	PG1	

gene	Hoxb1.	Targeted	Krox20	gene	inactivation	in	mice	leads	to	disappearance	of	r3	and	r5	do-

mains	and	subsequently	their	neuronal	formation.	Krox20	in	r3	is	controlled	by	transcriptional	

enhancer	occupied	by	Hox/Pbx	and	Meis	factors	(Wassef	et	al.,	2008)	and	FGF	mediators	(La-

balette	et	al.,	2015).	Krox20	in	r5	is	induced	by	Vhnf1	and	Mafb/Val/Kreisler	which	in	turn	are	

induced	by	RA	and	FGF	signalling	(Hernandez	et	al.,	2004;	Labalette	et	al.,	2011).	Thus,	induction	

of	Krox20	 needs	 synergism	 between	 RA	 and	 FGF	 signalling	 via	 their	 downstream	mediators	

Vhnf1.	Three	enhancer	elements	(A-C)	had	been	identified	for	Krox20	regulation	in	mouse	and	

chick	(Chomette	et	al.,	2006)	with	element	A	having	autoregulatory	property.	Recently,	 it	was	

shown	that	there	are	six	enhancer	elements	present	in	zebrafish	which	includes	the	three	previ-

ous	conserved	elements	(Torbey	et	al.,	2018).	

	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
Figure	1.	22.	Krox20	expression	in	zebrafish	embryo	at	early	developmental	stages.		

A-D:	100%	epiboly;	E-H:	Segmentation	stage.	Dorsal	view	of	the	embryos	oriented	with	anterior	
end	to	the	left.	In-situ	hybridisation	on	whole	mount	embryos	reveals	the	expression	of	krox20	in	
two	segments	of	the	hindbrain	that	constrict	as	segmentation	progresses	along	the	neuraxis.	Fig-
ure	from	(Oxtoby	and	Jowett,	1993).	

10 hpf	 11 hpf	

12 hpf	 13 hpf	
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1.5.	Approaches	to	study	morphogenesis	
	
1.5.1.	Constructing	dynamic	fate	maps	and	digitalising	life	
	
In	order	to	understand	the	cellular	mechanisms	during	morphogenesis,	establishment	of	dynamic	

fate	map	is	necessary.	In	such	approach,	the	trajectory	of	each	cell	 is	followed	and	a	complete	

record	of	the	reorganisation	of	cells	from	the	progenitor	level	to	the	organ	formation	is	made.	The	

technological	advances	in	microscopy	and	computing	methods	made	the	constructions	of	such	

dynamic	fate	maps	possible	(Buckingham	and	Meilhac,	2011).	The	major	components	of	obtain-

ing	dynamic	fate	map	is	cell	lineage	tracing	via	cell	labelling,	3D+	live	imaging,	cell	tracking	tools	

and	quantitative	analysis	of	dynamic	fate	maps	(England	and	Adams,	2007).	

	
Vital	dye	labelling	has	been	replaced	by	genetic	labelling	with	the	discovery	of	fluorescent	pro-

teins.	Genetic	labelling	is	performed	through	integration	of	fusion	protein	coding	sequence	into	

the	genome	through	transgenesis	(Köster	and	Fraser,	2004).	Fusion	proteins	can	permanently	

label	the	cells	either	ubiquitously	or	tissue-specifically.	It	can	give	further	details	such	as	mitotic	

status	and	cell	shape	dynamics	by	specifically	targeting	them	to	nucleus	and	membrane	respec-

tively.	The	mRNAs	encoding	fusion	fluorescent	proteins	can	be	injected	to	label	cells	systemically	

that	lasts	 for	a	short	period	of	development.	Photoconvertible	 fluorescent	proteins	(causing	a	

shift	in	the	wavelength	and	consequently	colour	of	emitted	light	after	illumination)	such	as	Kaede	

and	nls-Eos	offer	a	spatial	and	 temporal	control	of	precise	 labelling	(Hatta,	Tsujii	and	Omura,	

2006).	Heat	shock	inducible	promoter	is	also	available	to	activate	a	gene	at	a	specific	stage	along	

with	the	labelling	of	activated	cells	(Halloran	et	al.,	2000).	Once	the	suitable	labelling	is	achieved,	

live	imaging	can	be	performed	upon	optimum	embryo	growth	condition	and	immobilisation.	Ad-

vanced	microscopes	depend	on	the	intensity	of	fluorescent	labelling.	It	records	image	as	a	stack	

or	z-series	of	optical	sections.	It	can	therefore	capture	the	3-D	volume	of	the	embryo	at	any	time.	

Repeated	imaging	in	a	time-lapse	or	continuous	mode	over	a	period	captures	a	3D	record	of	em-

bryonic	development.	The	positions	of	individual	cells	and	their	progeny	over	time	can	be	stored	

as	series	of	cartesian	coordinates,	can	therefore	be	visualised	and	animated.	Automated	cell	track-

ing	tools	make	use	of	the	isolated	nuclei	nature	from	neighbours	and	track	them	over	time.	Quan-

titative	analysis	of	cell	behaviours	 including	 trajectories,	 speed	and	mechanical	cues	provides	

biomechanical	 understanding	 of	 the	 integrated	 mechanisms	 of	 development	 (Megason	 and	

Fraser,	2007).	
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1.5.2.	3D+time	live	imaging		

	

During	embryo	morphogenesis,	cells	are	rearranged	to	form	various	tissues	and	organs	in	distinct	

shapes.	Morphogenesis	involves	cell	divisions	and	cell	death,	along	with	larger	cell	movements,	

cell-cell	intercalation,	cell	shape	changes	and	collective	cell	migration.	It	is	a	highly	dynamic	pro-

cess	at	spatio-temporal	levels.	Visualising	the	embryo	growth	and	obtaining	quantitative	meas-

urements	of	these	cell	behaviours	and	reconstruction	of	the	entire	cell	lineage	is	critical	for	our	

understanding	of	underlying	biological	mechanisms	(Keller,	2013).	In	addition	to	cell	dynamics,	

obtaining	information	such	as	change	of	gene	expression,	protein	dynamics	and	physical	forces	

acting	during	embryonic	development	in	parallel	is	essential	for	our	complete	understanding	of	

morphogenesis	(Behrndt	et	al.,	2012;	Maître	et	al.,	2012;	Tsai	et	al.,	2020).	Live	imaging	is	a	way	

to	obtain	such	information	quantitively	with	high	spatio-temporal	details	(Megason	and	Fraser,	

2007;	Keller,	2013).		

	
Progress	 in	 microscopic	 techniques	 and	 discovery	 of	 fluorescent	 proteins	 and	 subsequent	

transgenesis	methods	made	it	now	possible	to	perform	in	toto	imaging	of	early	embryonic	devel-

opment	 and	 the	 reconstruction	 of	 cell	 lineages	 in	 many	 higher	 invertebrates	 Drosophila	

(McMahon	et	al.,	2008;	Krzic	et	al.,	2012),	C.	elegans	(Bao	et	al.,	2006;	Wu	et	al.,	2011),	sea	ur-

chin/Paracentrotus	lividus	(Villoutreix	et	al.,	2016),	ascidie/Phallusia	mammillata	(Guignard	et	

al.,	2020)	and	vertebrates	models	such	as	zebrafish/Danio	rerio	(Keller	et	al.,	2008;	Faure	et	al.,	

2016)	and	pre-	and	post-implantation	developmental	stages	of	mammalian	models,	mouse/	Mus	

musculus	(McDole	et	al.,	2011,	2018;	Strnad	et	al.,	2016)	and	pre-implantation	stages	of	rabbit/	

Oryctolagus	cuniculus	(Fabrèges	et	al.,	2018).	Together	with	advances	in	computation	tools	such	

as	image	processing	and	automated	cell	tracking	tools,	almost	every	cell	in	the	embryos	can	be	

tracked	 and	 reconstructed	 across	 the	 early	 developmental	 stages	 (Pastor-Escuredo	 and	 del	

Álamo,	2020).	However,	accurate	automated	reconstruction	of	all	cells	for	a	long	period	of	mor-

phogenesis	is	still	a	great	challenge	given	the	complexity	and	magnitude	of	cell	numbers	involved	

during	vertebrate	embryonic	development.	

	
1.5.2.1.	Microscopy	
	

Confocal,	two-photon	point	scanning	and	light	sheet	(1-photon	and	2-photon)	microscopes	are	

now	routinely	used	for	3D+time	live	imaging	of	either	embryo	or	organogenesis.	Each	of	them	

provides	several	advantages	and	disadvantages.	The	choice	of	microscope	depends	on	the	spe-

cific	objective,	balancing	the	main	competing	parameters;	embryo	health,	spatial	and	temporal	

resolution	and	signal-noise	ratio	(Figure	1.23)	(Keller,	2013).	Living	cells	and	tissues	in	the	de-

veloping	embryo	are	sensitive	to	light	exposure	and	results	in	cellular	damage,	also	known	as	
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phototoxicity.	Therefore,	embryo	should	be	exposed	to	minimum	light	so	that	the	health	of	the	

embryo	is	not	compromised	which	allows	long	term	live	imaging.	Optimum	spatial	resolution	is	

important	to	observe	cellular	and	sub-cellular	processes.	The	acquisition	speed	should	be	high	

enough	to	capture	and	interpret	certain	fast	morphogenetic	events,	like	cell	division.	Signal-noise	

ratio	is	required	for	automated	image	processing	to	analyse	the	large	amount	of	imaging	data.		

	
Figure	1.	23.	Competing	parameters	during	live-cell	imaging	in	modern	light	microscopy.	

The	choice	of	the	microscope	depends	on	the	priority	of	the	competing	parameters.	Figure	from		
(Lemon	and	McDole,	2020).	
	

1.5.2.2.	Confocal	microscopy	
	

Confocal	point	scanning	microscopy	is	a	highly	used	imaging	system	to	obtain	optical	sectioning	

of	3D	structures	of	the	embryos	and	adult	tissues	(Keller,	2013).	In	confocal	microscopy,	 laser	

beam	is	focused	into	a	small	focal	spot	of	the	biological	specimen	that	excites	the	fluorescent	mol-

ecule	(Figure	1.24A).	The	specimen	is	scanned	through	the	3D	volume	and	the	corresponding	

images	are	recorded	voxel	by	voxel	from	the	signal	obtained	at	each	focus	point.	A	pinhole	is	used	

in	the	detection	system	to	reject	fluorescence	arising	from	outside	of	the	focal	spot	(out-of-focus).	

The	usage	of	pinhole	provides	3D	images	with	good	contrast.		

	
However,	the	drawback	of	the	system	is	very	inefficient	use	of	light	and	fluorescent	proteins	as	

most	of	the	light	is	rejected	with	the	use	of	pinhole.	It	requires	high	laser	power	to	produce	an	

adequate	signal	which	in	turn	exposes	the	specimen	to	more	light.	Due	to	these	factors,	photo-

bleaching	and	phototoxicity	remain	a	big	issue.	Further	sequential	acquisition	of	signal	limits	the	

imaging	speed.	The	imaging	depth	is	also	limited	with	the	usage	of	light	at	the	spectrum	of	visible	

wavelength	(Keller,	2013;	Pantazis	and	Supatto,	2014).		
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1.5.2.3.	Two-photon	scanning	microscopy	
	

Two	photons	of	longer	wavelength	can	be	absorbed	by	fluorescent	molecules	in	a	single	event	

when	power	densities	are	high	enough.	Two-photon	scanning	microscopy	works	in	this	principle,	

two	 photons	 of	 longer	wavelength	 (usually	 infrared	 range)	 from	 a	 femtosecond-pulsed	 laser	

source	excite	 the	 fluorescent	molecule	(Benninger	and	Piston,	2013).	The	use	of	longer	wave-

length	photons	offers	deeper	penetration	into	tissues	and	less	phototoxicity	compared	to	ultra-

violet	 range	 excitation	 light	 used	 in	 confocal	 microscopy.	 Fluorescence	 is	 usually	 generated	

within	the	focal	volume	and	therefore	pinhole	is	not	required	to	prevent	out-of-focus	light	(Figure	

1.24	C,D).	Also,	it	reduces	photobleaching.	Two-photon	microscopy	is	a	top	choice	to	image	larger	

depth	of	thick	tissues	such	as	neuronal	architecture.	However,	it	uses	the	same	point	scanning	

approach	as	confocal	microscopes,	thus	limitations	in	speed	and	signal-to-noise	ratio	remain	an	

issue.		

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
Figure	1.	24.	Microscopy	choices	for	capturing	cell	and	tissue	dynamics.	

(A	and	C)	Geometry	of	laser	scanning	microscopy	(LSM)	and	(B	and	D)	light-sheet	fluorescence	
microscopy	(LSFM),	with	(A-B)	single	(confocal)	or	(C-D)	multiphoton	excitation.	For	LSFM,	fluo-
rescence	is	collected	with	a	widefield	camera	perpendicular	to	the	excitation	beam	resulting	in	
faster	scanning	rate	and	reduced	photo	damage.	The	main	specifications	are	listed	for	the	four	
imaging	set	ups.	Figure	from	(Trinh	and	Fraser,	2015).	 	
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1.5.2.4.	Light	sheet	microscopy	
	

Light	 sheet	microscopy	 provides	 solutions	 to	 the	 limitations	 faced	 by	 the	 point	 scanning	 ap-

proach.	In	light	sheet	microscopy,	a	micrometre-thin	volume	of	the	sample	is	illuminated	with	a	

plane	of	laser	light	entering	from	the	objective	placed	on	the	side	(Figure	1.24	B,D)	(Wan,	McDole	

and	Keller,	2019).	The	emitted	fluorescence	is	collected	using	another	objective	which	is	oriented	

at	a	right	angle	to	the	light	sheet.	In	this	way,	other	structures	of	the	specimen	outside	the	plane	

of	illumination	are	not	illuminated,	hence	the	light	exposure	to	the	specimen	is	minimized.	High	

speed	is	achieved	as	it	uses	a	camera	that	records	the	thin	sheet	of	volume	of	the	specimen	di-

rectly	from	the	collected	fluorescence.	The	3D	volume	is	captured	faster	by	moving	the	light	sheet	

through	the	sample	along	the	detection	axis.	Therefore,	it	is	suitable	to	image	embryonic	devel-

opment	for	long	term	at	high	spatial	and	temporal	resolution.	

	
However,	 light	 sheet	 microscopy	 requires	 a	 special	 microscope	 set	 up	 and	 unconventional	

mounting	procedure.	The	system-sample	geometry	limits	the	range	of	samples	that	can	be	im-

aged	practically.	Depth	limit	with	one	photon	light	sheet	microscopy	is	mitigated	with	two-pho-

ton	light	sheet	microscopy.	The	size	of	data	generated	by	light-sheet	setups	is	orders	of	magnitude	

greater	 than	 that	of	confocal	and	 two-photon	scanning	microscopes	as	 it	 ranges	 to	a	 few	tera	

bytes.	Storage	is	a	big	challenge	for	routine	applications.	Thus,	microscopy	choice	depends	on	the	

priority	of	the	parameters	required	for	the	study	by	considering	advantages	and	disadvantages	

provided	by	several	microscopy	techniques	(Table1.1).		

	

	
Table	1.1.	Properties	of	different	microscopy	techniques	for	whole-embryo	imaging.	

Properties	of	different	microscopy	techniques	for	whole-embryo	imaging..	*	commercially	avail-
able	using	Gaussian	beam	illumination	and	one-photon	excited	fluorescence.	‡	with	recent	devel-
opments,	such	as	confocal	detection,	multiphoton	excitation	of	Bessel	beam	illumination.	Table	
from	(Pantazis	and	Supatto,	2014).	
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1.5.1.5.	Live	imaging	in	zebrafish		
	

Zebrafish	provides	optical	transparency,	rapid	and	external	embryonic	growth	which	are	highly	

suitable	for	live	imaging.	Reconstruction	of	cell	lineages	during	early	24	hours	of	development	

was	made	possible	(Keller	et	al.,	2008;	Olivier	et	al.,	2010).	Global	cell	movements	involved	in	

germ	 layer	 formation	during	 zebrafish	 gastrulation	was	 further	 examined	(Shah	et	 al.,	 2019).	

Apart	from	that,	specific	tissue	and	organ	morphogenesis	such	as	pectoral	fin,	inner	ear,	spinal	

cord	neurons,	forebrain	among	others	were	also	imaged	and	their	morphogenesis	were	investi-

gated	in	detail	(England	et	al.,	2006;	Dyballa	et	al.,	2017;	Nguyen	et	al.,	2019;	Sharma	et	al.,	2019;	

Wan	et	al.,	2019).	In	collaboration	with	our	lab,	hindbrain	morphogenesis	during	the	end	of	gas-

trulation	has	been	examined	in	a	recent	study	(Araya	et	al.,	2019).	This	study	provides	insights	

into	the	formation	of	3D	neural	tube	from	2D	neural	plate	stages	in	terms	of	cell	rearrangement	

and	cell	shape	changes.	

	
1.5.3.	Cell	lineage	reconstruction	
	

Several	methods	that	involve	genetic	tracers	such	as	DNA	barcoding	and	single-cell	RNA	sequenc-

ing	are	now	available	for	cell	lineage	reconstruction	(Woodworth,	Girskis	and	Walsh,	2017;	Zhang	

et	al.,	2020).	However,	changes	in	cell	behaviours	can	be	only	observed	from	direct	visualisation	

of	cells	through	microscopy	data.	Automated	processing	of	3D+time	images	provide	precise	data	

about	cell	positions,	trajectories,	divisions,	nucleus	and	cell	shapes.	Thus,	reconstruction	of	cell	

lineages	during	early	development	is	feasible.	The	first	standard	tracking	algorithm	was	estab-

lished	for	C.	elegans	early	development	(Bao	et	al.,	2006).	Further,	it	is	applied	to	more	complex	

organisms	such	as	zebrafish	(Keller	et	al.,	2008;	Faure	et	al.,	2016),	Drosophila	(McMahon	et	al.,	

2008)	and	recently	in	post	implantation	stages	of	mouse	embryos	(McDole	et	al.,	2018).	Recon-

struction	of	cell	lineages	are	being	performed	with	a	few	globally	available	tracking	algorithms	

such	as	Tracking	with	Gaussian	Mixture	Models	(TGMM)	(Amat	et	al.,	2014),	Trackmate	(Tinevez	

et	al.,	2017),	Imaris	and	others	(Faure	et	al.,	2016)	(Table	1.2).		
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Table	1.2.	Overview	of	a	selection	of	lineage-tracking	tools.		

Software	packages	available	to	perform	automated	lineage	tracking	are	listed	with	their	features.	
Table	from	(Wolf,	Wan	and	McDole,	2021).	 	
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Figure	1.	25.	The	BioEmergences	workflow	for	reconstruction	of	cell	lineages.	

Successive	steps	starting	from	embryo	preparation	and	leading	to	the	reconstructed	data	are	de-
picted.	It	proposes	two	alternative	nuclear	centre	detection	methods,	GMCF	and	DoG.	Processed	
datasets	are	readily	available	for	visualisation	and	analysis	by	the	interactive	visualization	tool	
Mov-IT.	Figure	from	(Faure	et	al.,	2016).	
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Our	methodology:	BioEmergences	workflow	

	
The	BioEmergences	platform	was	established	by	our	laboratory	(Faure	et	al.,	2016).	The	work-

flow	has	two	channel	detection	workflow,	one	channel	is	nuclei,	crucial	for	cell	tracking	and	an-

other	 is	membrane	channel	which	is	optional.	Algorithms	 integrated	 in	the	workflow	perform	

image	filtering,	nucleus	centre	detection,	nucleus	and	membrane	segmentation,	and	nuclei-based	

cell	tracking	(Figure	1.25).	Centre	detection	software	allows	us	to	manually	apply	parameters	to	

detect	maximum	centres	of	nuclei.	Upon	processing	of	live	imaging	datasets	through	workflow,	it	

is	automatically	transferred	to	Mov-IT	software,	a	custom-made	visualisation	interface.	Mov-IT	

allows	us	to	perform	validation	and	correction	of	nucleus	detection	and	cell	lineage	by	superim-

posing	reconstructed	data	on	the	raw	data.	It	provides	several	tools	including	3D	volume	render-

ing,	2D	orthoslice	views,	cell	lineage	and	segmentation	display.		

	
The	performance	of	the	workflow	has	been	measured	by	lineage	score	which	determines	nuclei	

centre	sensitivity	and	linkage	sensitivity.	An	average	‘lineage	score'	reaches	96%	and	the	average	

mitosis	sensitivity	is	about	67%	in	the	data	set	of	zebrafish	gastrulation	(Faure	et	al.,	2016).	Dur-

ing	later	stages,	however	the	performance	is	decreased.	Thus,	the	automated	reconstruction	of	

cell	lineages	during	early	neurulation	(densely	packed	cells	of	neuroectoderm)	is	challenging	and	

thereby	requiring	intense	manual	correction.	Instead	of	Simulated	Annealing	(SimAnn)	tracking	

algorithm	originally	described	 in	 the	workflow	 (Figure	1.25),	 Expectation-Maximisation	 (EM)	

tracking,	which	is	the	iteration	of	SimAnn	algorithm,	is	currently	being	used	for	improved	auto-

mated	cell	tracking	(Faure	et	al.,	2016).	BioEmergences	workflow	is	currently	being	adapted	to	

process	large	data	such	as	one	from	light	sheet	microscopy.	

	
Deep	learning	has	been	increasingly	used	to	improve	various	domains	of	image	processing	such	

as	image	segmentation,	cell	detection	and	tracking.	Thereby,	new	methods	of	automated	lineage	

reconstruction	with	higher	performance	are	being	developed	including	in	our	lab	by	Thierry	Savy	

among	others	(Moen	et	al.,	2019;	Malin-Mayor	et	al.,	2021;	Sugawara,	Cevrim	and	Averof,	2021).	

	
1.5.4.	Optogenetics	approaches	
	
Optogenetics	means	light-induced	manipulation	of	gene	or	biological	function.	Light	responsive	

proteins	such	as	rhodopsin	are	naturally	available	from	bacteria	to	humans	(Joshi,	Rubart	and	

Zhu,	2020).	The	optogenetic	approach	utilises	them	where	 light	responsive	proteins	are	engi-

neered	into	genetically	encoded	protein	switches,	in	order	to	manipulate	specific	biological	func-

tion	non-invasively.	Biological	 functions	 include	activation	of	signalling	pathway	and	gene	ex-

pression,	 protein	 localization	 such	 as	moving	organelles,	 chromatin	modification,	 and	protein	

function	 (Rogers	 and	Müller,	 2020).	 The	 optogenetic	 approaches	 provide	 tunability	 and	 high	
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spatial	and	temporal	control	which	is	not	usually	achieved	with	genetic	and	pharmacological	ma-

nipulation.	Initially,	optogenetics	tools	were	introduced	to	activate	or	inhibit	specific	set	of	neu-

rons.	It	 is	now	widely	employed	to	study	embryogenesis.	Signalling	molecules	pattern	the	em-

bryo.	 To	 understand	 the	mechanisms	 of	 signalling	 pathways	 such	 as	 how	molecules	 spread,	

where	and	when	the	signalling	is	needed,	the	response	of	cells	to	different	signalling	amplitudes,	

signalling	dynamics,	noise	and	integration	of	various	signalling	pathways,	optogenetics	tools	are	

being	used	(Rogers	and	Müller,	2020).	

	
Optogenetic	tool	to	manipulate	RA	signalling	
	
To	manipulate	RA	signalling	during	embryogenesis,	isomerisation	of	RA	at	a	specific	wavelength	

of	light	serves	as	a	principle	(Figure	1.26).	Different	isomers	of	RA	exist	such	as	13-cis	RA,	all-

trans	RA	and	9-cis	RA.	Each	of	them	has	binding	affinity	to	different	RA	receptors.	During	early	

embryonic	development,	only	all-trans	RA	which	binds	to	RARs	is	shown	to	be	a	key	player.	Photo	

isomerisation	of	biologically	inactive	13-cis	RA	generates	at	steady	state	~20-25%	of	the	active	

all-trans	RA	and	also	 30-35%	9-cis	 and	20-25%	13-cis	 RA	 stereoisomers	 upon	UV	 exposure.	

Therefore,	this	photo	conversion	allows	us	to	have	spatiotemporal	controlled	activation	of	RA	

signalling	using	confocal	and	two-photon	scanning	microscopy	(Xu	et	al.,	2012).		

	

	
Figure	1.	26.	Isomerization	reaction	of	13-cis	RA	into	all-trans	RA	(and	vice	versa).	

Figure	from	(Xu	et	al.,	2012).	

	
	
Photo	 activation	 of	 caged	 RA	 (RA	 ester)	 is	 shown	 to	 be	 useful	 in	manipulating	 RA	 signal	 in	

zebrafish	embryo,	however	the	concentration	of	RA	released	is	less	precise	in	this	case	(Neveu	et	

al.,	2008).	
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1.6.	Aims	of	the	PhD	thesis	
	

The	state-of-the-art	of	zebrafish	hindbrain’s	fate	map	comes	from	the	conventional	sparse	lineage	

tracing,	performed	in	1995.	It	does	not	precisely	show	the	borders	of	the	rhombomere	progenitor	

domains.	It	lacks	cell	dynamics	that	underlie	the	formation	of	segments.	The	gene	regulatory	net-

work	involved	in	the	process	is	extensively	understood	from	loss	and	gain	of	gene	function	and	

consequent	analysis	of	downstream	genes.	The	cellular	approach	is	anticipated	to	elucidate	cell	

behaviours	that	lead	to	phenotypic	defects	upon	pathological	conditions.	It	should	provide	cell	

dynamics,	lineages	and	movements.	Quantitative	parameters	of	cell	behaviour	such	as	prolifera-

tion,	speed,	direction	and	neighbourhood	persistence	will	be	used	to	characterise	the	early	phe-

notypic	effects	of	genetic	perturbation.	Integration	of	cellular	processes	with	genetic	regulation	

is	essential	 for	the	complete	understanding	of	morphogenetic	processes	underlying	hindbrain	

segmentation.	

	
In	this	PhD	thesis,	we	aim	to	understand	zebrafish	hindbrain	morphogenesis	through	visualisa-

tion,	quantification,	and	reconstruction	of	cell	lineages	of	individual	rhombomeres	from	mid-gas-

trulation	till	early	neurulation	under	normal	and	pathological	conditions	such	as	inhibition	of	RA	

and	FGF	signalling	pathways.	We	will	perform	in	vivo	3D+time	imaging	of	zebrafish	embryos	us-

ing	 two-photon	microscopy.	We	will	 use	 the	 hindbrain-specific	 transgenic	 reporter	 fish	 line,	

krox20:eGFP-Hras	which	labels	prospective	rhombomeres	r3	and	r5.	It	serves	as	an	early	marker	

of	rhombomere	before	 the	morphological	appearance	of	segments.	Being	the	central	rhombo-

meres,	it	enables	us	to	label	the	flanking	rhombomeres	as	well.	We	will	use	BioEmergences	work-

flow	to	reconstruct	the	cell	 lineage	tree	of	r2-r6	rhombomeres	from	mid-gastrulation	till	early	

neurulation	from	3D+time	imaging	data.	The	imaging	datasets	will	also	provide	the	analysis	of	

the	progenitor	cell	behaviour	during	this	morphogenetic	process.	Thus,	the	specific	goals	of	the	

thesis	are	as	follows:		

	

1) Establish	the	hindbrain	fate	map	and	its	cell	dynamics	in	normal	condition	from	mid-gas-

trulation	through	early	neurulation.		

2) Define	the	role	of	RA	in	hindbrain	morphogenesis	at	cellular	level	by	RA	signalling	inhibi-

tion	using	a	chemical	inhibitor	(DEAB)	through	the	establishment	of	fate	map	and	analysis	

of	the	cellular	behaviour.	Further,	we	assess	the	community	effect	of	RA	signalling	during	

hindbrain	morphogenesis	using	optogenetic	approaches.	

3) Define	the	role	of	FGF	in	hindbrain	morphogenesis	at	cellular	level	by	FGF	signalling	inhi-

bition	using	a	chemical	 inhibitor	 (SU5402)	through	the	establishment	of	 fate	map	and	

analysis	of	the	cellular	behaviour.	 	
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2.	Material	and	methods	
	

2.1.	 Quantitative	 3D	 live	 Imaging	 and	 cell	 lineage	 reconstruction	 of	
zebrafish	hindbrain	segment	formation	from	mid-gastrulation	through	
early	neurulation	
	

2.1.1.	Introduction	
	

The	state-of-the	art	of	zebrafish	CNS	 fate	map,	 including	hindbrain	at	gastrula	stages	was	ob-

tained	through	sparse	dye	labelling	(Woo	and	Fraser,	1995).	However,	it	lacks	precision	of	bor-

ders	and	cell	dynamics	through	the	hindbrain	morphogenesis,	further	leaves	a	scope	for	precision	

of	hindbrain	fate	map.	Therefore,	we	utilised	the	advancement	in	microscopy	techniques,	genetic	

manipulation	(transgenesis)	and	automated	cell	tracking	tools	and	developed	a	protocol	to	per-

form	quantitative	3D+	time	imaging	of	early	hindbrain	development	(via	segmentation)	and	ac-

quire	dynamic	fate	map	of	rhombomeres	r2-r6	from	mid-gastrula	stage.	We	further	investigated	

their	progenitor	cells’	behaviour	from	mid-gastrulation	(6	hpf)	till	early	neurulation	(15	hpf).	

	
We	constructed	transgenic	fish	line	krox20:eGFP-Hras	in	casper	background,	double	mutant	for	

nacre	and	roy	genes	which	is	devoid	of	pigments	(White	et	al.,	2008).	We	imaged	the	transgenic	

embryo	from	mid-gastrulation	till	early	neurulation	using	two-photon	laser	scanning	microscopy.	

The	transgenic	reporter	fish	initiate	the	labelling	of	rhombomeres	3	and	5	in	cell	membrane	with	

a	slight	delay	compared	to	krox20	endogenous	expression	in	r3	and	r5	at	10	hpf	and	11	hpf	re-

spectively.	Ubiquitous	nuclei	staining	of	the	embryo	from	~3	hpf	onwards	was	achieved	through	

the	injection	of	H2B-mCherry	mRNA	at	one-cell	stage.	Cells	of	r3	and	r5	domain	(nuclei)	can	be	

identified	 through	 membranous	 eGFP	 expression	 upon	 their	 formation	 at	 the	 early	 neurula	

stages.	Back	tracking	the	cells	based	on	nuclei	staining	provided	the	location	of	their	progenitors	

at	mid-gastrula	stage.	For	that,	we	used	BioEmergences	workflow/pipeline	which	performs	im-

age	filtering,	nucleus	centre	detection,	nucleus	and	membrane	segmentation,	and	cell	tracking	on	

captured	imaging	data	(Faure	et	al.,	2016).	For	 the	reconstruction	of	cell	 lineages	and	 further	

analysis,	digital	embryos	were	made	by	the	registration	of	all	nuclei	centres.	The	Mov-IT	software	

was	used	to	annotate	and	correct	the	automated	cell	tracking,	and	analyse	the	cell	behaviours	

during	early	hindbrain	morphogenesis.	
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2.1.2.	Material	
	

Zebrafish	line	 Tg	krox20:eGFP-Hras		

Molecular	biology	 mMessage	mMachine	mRNA	 transcription	 kit	 (Invitrogen),	 plasmid	 con-

taining	the	sequence	encoding	fusion	protein,	H2B-mCherry		

Chemicals	 Embryo	medium,	Tricaine	(Sigma),	0.5%	Low	melting	point	agarose	

(Sigma),	Injection	needle	(glass	capillaries	1.0	mm	OD	GC	100-10,	Harvard	

apparatus)	

Tools	 Microinjection	 of	mRNA:	Microinjector	 (Femtojet),	 Injection	 plate	 at	 2%	

Agarose	(Sigma)	

Imaging	chamber:	35	mm	Petri	dish	(Nunc),	Cover	slip,	Teflon	ring	

Imaging	tools	 Mounting	and	screening:	Fluorescent	stereo	microscope		(Nikon	SMZ1000,	

Leica	MZ16)	

3D	 live	 imaging:	 Two-photon	 scanning	 microscopes	 (Zeiss	 LSM780	 and	

Leica	sp5)	equipped	with	laser	980nm	and	1030nm		

Temperature	control	system:	Okolab	H101	

Software	 BioEmergences	workflow	and	Mov-IT	software	

	

2.1.3.	Experimental	designs		
	

The	experimental	design	for	this	study	consists	of	four	major	parts:	Embryo	preparation,	3D+time	

imaging,	data	processing	(automated	reconstruction	of	cell	lineage)	and	data	analysis.	

	

2.1.3.1.	Embryo	preparation	
	

The	basics	of	our	method	was	to	utilise	ubiquitous	labelling	of	all	cell	nuclei	from	the	beginning	

of	imaging	and	hindbrain	specific	reporter	(membrane)	to	identify	the	hindbrain	rhombomeres	

nuclei	after	 their	 initiation	of	expression.	 In	 this	study,	we	used	H2B-mCherry	nuclei	staining	

through	mRNA	injection	at	one-cell	stage	which	labels	all	nuclei	 in	red	starting	from	3hpf.	We	

used	hindbrain	specific	reporter	line	Tg	Krox20:eGFP-Hras	in	casper	background	which	labels	de-

veloping	rhombomeres’	(r3	and	r5)	cell	membrane	in	green.		

	
2.1.3.1.1.	Characterization	of	krox20	reporter	transgenic	line	
	
Krox20	is	expressed	in	the	rhombomeres	r3	and	r5	(Wilkinson	et	al.,	1989;	Oxtoby	and	Jowett,	

1993,	p.	20)	and	is	required	for	their	specification	and	development.	Its	expression	starts	at	10	

hpf/tailbud	in	pre-r3	and	11	hpf/0-1ss	in	pre-r5	as	two	stripes	in	both	sides	of	the	neural	plate.	
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Then	their	territories	are	expanded	and	formed	as	two	blocks/segments	initially	with	ragged	ex-

pression	and	sharp	boundaries	are	formed	by	6ss/12hpf	(Addison	et	al.,	2018).	Then	the	expres-

sion	 is	downregulated	around	26	hpf	in	r3	and	 later	 in	r5	around	30	hpf	(Oxtoby	and	 Jowett,	

1993).		

There	are	three	enhancer	element	reported	for	regulation	of	krox20	expression	in	r3	and	r5	in	

chick	(Chomette	et	al.,	2006).	They	are	conserved	between	chick,	mouse	and	human.	Element	B	

is	responsible	of	the	initiation	of	krox20	expression	in	r5	while	element	C	is	active	from	r3-r5	

region.	Element	A	is	involved	in	the	autoregulation/maintenance	of	krox20	expression.	Element	

A	 in	 zebrafish	 is	 conserved	 in	 position	 and	 function,	 but	 its	 sequence	 is	 not	 fully	 conserved	

(Chomette	et	al.,	2006).	In	our	lab,	we	constructed	the	transgenic	line	Tg	krox20:eGFP-Hras	car-

rying	the	eGFP-Hras	fusion.	sequence	driven	by	the	chick	element	A.	In	our	transgenic	reporter	

line,	GFP	expression	starts	to	be	visible	at	11	hpf	in	pre-r3	and	at	around	12hpf30	in	pre-r5	due	

to	the	delay	in	maturation	of	eGFP	(Figure	2.1).	It	spatially	recapitulates	krox20	expression	and	

thus	used	for	our	study.	

	

2.1.3.1.2.	Nuclei	staining		
	

H2bmCherry	was	transcribed	in	vitro	using	mMessage	mMachine	T7	transcription	kit	and	stored	

at	-80°C.	H2B-mCherry	mRNA	at	75	ng/ul	was	injected	at	one-cell	stage	in	Tg	krox20:eGFP	em-

bryos.	Embryos	were	collected	immediately	15	minutes	after	they	are	spawn.	A	batch	of	embryos	

was	injected	with	H2bmCherry	mRNA	carefully	at	the	centre	of	the	cell	to	ensure	homogenous	

staining	of	mCherry	in	all	nuclei.	Embryos	were	kept	in	28.5ºC	incubator	after	injection.	At	around	

4	 hpf	 of	 development,	 embryos	 were	 screened	 for	 homogenous	 and	 bright	 staining	 of	

H2bmCherry	using	fluorescent	stereo	microscope	and	selected	for	live	imaging	experiments.	Op-

timal	bright	staining	allows	the	use	of	a	low	laser	power	which	limits		cell	damage.	Homogenous	

staining	is	necessary	for	efficient	automated	reconstruction	of	cell	tracking.	

	

Microinjection	protocol	is	demonstrated	here	(MOOC).	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=klUWsC8D6ME
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Figure	2.	1:	Tg	krox20:eGFP-Hras	embryo	recapitulates	krox20	expression	in	rhombo-
meres	3	and	5.	

3D	rendering	of	the	raw	data	at	different	developmental	stages/time	steps	acquired	with	2-pho-
ton	microscopy	show	the	formation	of	rhombomeres	3	and	5	in	transgenic	embryo	injected	with	
H2bmCherry	mRNA	at	one-cell	stage.	T:	Time	step,	hpf-	hour	post	fertilisation.	
	
2.1.3.2.	Mounting	of	a	zebrafish	embryo	at	the	shield	stage		
	

The	aim	was	to	mount	the	embryo	at	shield	stage	in	a	desired	position	with	the	addition	of	low	

melting	agarose	which	allow	the	development	of	hindbrain	in	the	field	of	view	during	long	term	

live	 imaging.	 Meanwhile,	 the	 embryo	 should	 develop	 normally.	 Therefore,	 we	 established	 a	

mounting	procedure	of	the	embryo	at	the	shield	stage	for	3D+	live	imaging	from	early	gastrula-

tion	(6	hpf)	till	late	neurulation	stage	(15	hpf	and	beyond)	using	an	upright	microscope.	

	

Imaging	chamber	

	

A	 custom-made	 imaging	 chamber	 was	made	 using	 a	 35mm	 petri	 dish	 (Nunc	 TM).	 A	 hole	 of	

1.55millimetre	wide	is	made	at	centre	of	the	petri	dish.	A	Teflon	ring	(ALPHAnov)	with	a	850µm	

large	hole	is	placed	at	the	centre	of	the	dish,	and	a	glass	coverslip	is	sealed	at	the	bottom.	This	

imaging	chamber	should	be	regularly	cleaned	up	once	in	a	month	of	usage	by	removing	the	teflon	

ring	and	rinsing	with	distilled	water.	(Figure	2.2)	
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Figure	2.	2.	Construction	of	the	imaging	chamber.	

Teflon	mold	(ring)	set	up	which	has	cover	slip	sealed	bottom	to	a	petri	dish.	Teflon	ring	(grey)	is	
sealed	on	the	glass	at	the	centre	of	the	petri	dish.		Taken	from	BioEmergences’	lab	protocol.	
	

Embryo	mounting	procedure	

	

• The	imaging	chamber	was	filled	up	with	Embryo	Medium,	supplemented	with	an	anaes-

thetic,	Tricaine	at	0.033%.	

• Using	20µl	pipette,	2-3µl	of	0.5%	low	melting	point	agarose	at	 lukewarm	temperature	

was	poured	into	the	teflon	ring	to	make	an	agarose	bed	in	order	to	place	the	embryo	on	

it.	

• The	embryo	was	brought	into	the	teflon	ring	using	embryo	pipette,	dechorionated	using	

very	fine	and	clean	forceps	and	the	chorion	was	removed	from	the	dish.		

• The	animal	pole	was	placed	on	top	first	and	then	tilted	up/positioned	making	the	shield	

at	approximately	30°	(1/3rd)	from	the	central	axis	of	the	field	of	view	using	forceps	as	

shown	(Figure	a	2.2).		

• About	20-40µl	of	warmed	0.5%	Low	Melting	Point	agarose	was	poured	slowly	on	top	of	

the	embryo	to	secure	this	proper	orientation	and	prevent	the	movement	during	image	

acquisition.		

• The	agarose	was	let	to	solidify	for	5	to	10	minutes	before	transferring	the	chamber	to	the	

microscope.				

	

Additional	steps	for	DEAB-treated	embryo	mounting,	

	

• DEAB	solution	was	made	at	10µM	from	10mM	stock	and	applied	to	the	embryos	in	a	petri	

dish	in	dark	gradually	in	two	steps	at	4	hpf	and	incubated	in	the	same	solution	from	4	hpf	

onwards.	

• Embryos	were	then	incubated	at	28.5°C	in	the	petri	dish	wrapped	in	aluminium	foil.	

• Screening	for	homogenous	and	bright	staining	of	H2B-mCherry	was	performed	at	6	hpf.	

850µm	

1550µm	

35mm	

500µm
	

Teflon ring	

Petri dish	

Coverslip	 350µm	
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• The	 imaging	chamber	was	 filled	up	with	DEAB	solution,	supplemented	with	an	anaes-

thetic,	Tricaine	at	0.033%.	

	

	

	
	

Figure	2.	3.	Mounting	of	embryo	at	shield	stage.	

	
a)	Objective	20X	1NA	immersed	in	the	imaging	chamber	filled	with	embryo	medium.	Position	of	
the	shield	stage	embryo	with	animal	pole	on	top	and	tilted	up	to	20-30	degree	angle.	b)	schemat-
ics	of	shield	stage	embryo	under	scanning.		
	
Mounting	of	embryo	and	imaging	is	demonstrated	here	(MOOC).	
	
2.1.4.	3D+time	imaging	
	

Our	focus	was	not	to	image	whole	embryo	but	to	capture	all	hindbrain	progenitors	r2-r6	from	6		

to	~15	hpf	of	development.	Hindbrain	progenitors,	 the	dorsal	neuroectoderm	cells	 from	both	

sides	of	the	embryo	converge	(narrow)	to	midline	and	undergoes	AP	extension	to	construct	the	

rhombomere	segments.	It	is	a	highly	dynamic	process	which	involves	larger	global	movement	of	

cells	in	a	short	time.	Initial	movements	do	not	require	scanning	at	higher	depth,	but	it	is	needed	

during	the	neural	keel	and	neural	rod	stages	where	the	cells	are	tightly	packed	in	~100	µm	thick-

ness	 of	 the	 neuroepithelium.	 Suitable	 spatial	 and	 temporal	 resolution	 should	 be	 achieved	

throughout	the	imaging	period	for	automated	cell	tracking.	Phototoxicity	should	be	minimal	to	

allow	proper	embryo	growth	and	cell	movements.	Two-photon	microscopy	provides	good	pene-

tration,	 minimal	 phototoxicity	 and	 photobleaching	 compared	 to	 classic	 confocal	 microscopy.	

Thus,	 we	 opted	 for	 two-photon	 microscopy	 that	 allows	 the	 3D+time	 long	 term	 imaging	 of	

zebrafish	embryos	from	6	hpf	till	15	hpf	and	more.	In	order	to	obtain	good	signal-to-noise	ratio	

for	proper	image	segmentation	and	subsequent	tracking,	careful	adjustment	of	the	following	pa-

rameters	were	made;	objective,	 spatial	and	 temporal	sampling,	 field	of	view,	 laser	power	and	

wavelength.		

	

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wmp7q5138X4
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2.1.4.1.	Imaging	condition	
	

Two-photon	 imaging	 was	 performed	 on	 Zeiss	 LSM780	 and	 Leica	 SP5	 upright	 microscopes,	

equipped	with	20X	1.0NA	water	dipping	lens	objective.	Shield	stage	embryo	was	visualised	with	

H2BmCherry	staining	in	all	nuclei.	The	parameters	that	we	standardised	for	imaging	with	the	two	

set	ups	are	given	in	Table	(2.1).	The	field	size	was	kept	at	no	more	than	700x700	µm2	in	the	x,	y	

dimension	and	260µm	in	the	z	dimension.	We	scanned	70	µm	above	the	surface	of	animal	pole	to	

ensure	 that	we	do	not	 lose	hindbrain	progenitors	and	 cells	 in	 the	 scanning	depth	during	 the	

course	of	development	(Figure	2.2	b).	A	spatial	sampling	of	~1.16	per	pixel	in	x,y,z	direction	ap-

peared	sufficient.	However,	spatial	scaling	of	z	at	1	µm	makes	the	hand	correction	of	cell	tracking	

easier.	The	 temporal	resolution	 is	critical	 for	error-free	cell	 tracking.	Thus,	we	chose	Δt	 to	be	

around	2	min30s	at	most.	Image	acquisition	was	continuously	made	over	12	hours	and	beyond.	

The	femtosecond	laser	was	set	at	wavelength	980nm	to	excite	green	and	1030nm	for	red	fluores-

cent	proteins.	 Compromise	between	 laser	power	 and	gain	of	 a	detector	also	had	 to	be	made.	

Choosing	the	laser	power	for	eGFP	was	a	challenge	as	there	is	no	signal	during	the	start	of	the	

imaging	and	the	two	bands	appear	in	r3	and	r5	around	12	hpf	and	13	hpf	respectively.	We	opti-

mised	the	laser	power	for	both	mCherry	and	eGFP	signals	to	set	it	at	first	for	the	whole	imaging	

or	it	is	adjusted	around	the	time	of	eGFP	signal	(krox20)	appearance	using	remote	control	during	

the	overnight	imaging.	We	set	the	temperature	in	the	imaging	chamber	to	26°C	using	an	OKO-lab	

system.	Along	with	the	heat	at	the	laser	focal	points,	 it	was	expected	to	be	around	28°C	in	the	

chamber	 during	 the	 whole	 imaging	 period,	 the	 ambient	 temperature	 for	 zebrafish	 embryo	

growth.	

	

2.1.4.2.	Post-imaging	
	

Normal	development	of	the	imaged	embryo	was	assessed	using	a	stereo	microscope	right	after	

imaging	and	24	hours	later.	Data	from	embryos	which	exhibited	normal	morphology	were	only	

used	for	processing.	The	imaging	data	was	carefully	observed	to	ensure	the	embryo	did	not	move	

suddenly	during	the	image	acquisition	and	if	the	area	of	interest,	hindbrain	progenitors	and	hind-

brain	domains	r3	and	r5	with	eGFP	staining	went	out	of	frame	during	the	imaging	period.	Then	

the	imaging	data	was	uploaded	to	the	workflow	for	further	processing.	
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	Zeiss	LSM780-hybride		 																																										Leica	SP5	

	

Table	2.1:	Imaging	parameters.	a)	Zeiss	LSM780-hybride	b)	Leica	SP5	systems	

	
2.1.5.	Data	processing	
	

The	uploaded	data	was	processed	through	the	BioEmergences	workflow	(Faure	et	al.,	2016).	Dif-

ference	of	Gaussian	(DoG)	performs	filtering	and	nuclei	centre	detection.	Using	the	“Centre	select”	

software,	I	adjusted	three	parameters	which	determine	smallest	nuclei,	biggest	nuclei	and	mini-

mum	intensity	of	the	signal	to	be	detected	in	order	to	detect	correct	and	maximum	nuclei	centres	

at	every	30	time	steps	(over	a	total	of	~300	time	steps).	And	then	the	parameters	were	normal-

ised	to	all	the	time	steps.	In	this	way,	digital	embryos	were	obtained.	EM,	another	version	of	sim-

ulated	annealing	(Sim	Ann),	nuclei-based	 tracking	algorithm	was	applied	to	obtain	automated	

reconstruction	of	cell	lineages	(Faure	et	al.,	2016).		

	

To	improve	the	visualization	of	the	nuclei,	a	new	nuclei	filtering	method	was	adapted,	based	on	

artificial	intelligence.	I	provided	images	of	zebrafish	embryo	with	nuclear	staining	at	around	20	

hpf	to	develop	this	method.	Two	images	were	produced	with	one	at	high	speed	(low	quality);	and	

the	other	with	at	low	speed	(high	quality)	that	match	at	pixel	level	using	Zeiss	LSM780	confocal	

190828aZ	
	

Objective	 20X	1.0NA	Zeiss	

x=y	 607	μm	

z	 254	 μm	 (70	 	 μm	 above	

the	surface)	

Voxel	volume	 1.19x1.19x1μm	

△t		 2m33s	

Speed	 1236	Hz	

LASER	used	

Mai	tai,	

1030nm	 for	 mCherry,	

980nm	for	eGFP	

Image	size	 512x512	pixels	

Gain	 900	

180516aF	
	

Objective	 20X	1.0NA	Leica	

x=y	 596	μm	

z	 230	 μm	 (70	 	 μm	 above	

the	surface)	

Voxel	volume	 1.16μm3	

△t		 2m27s	

Speed	 350	Hz	

LASER	used	 1030nm	 for	 mCherry,	

980nm	for	eGFP	

Image	size	 512x512	pixels	

Gain	 100	
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set	up.	These	images	were	then	used	to	train	an	algorithm	how	to	reconstruct	the	high-quality	

image	from	the	low	quality	one.	Once	it	was	done,	we	checked	and	generalised	its	learning	by	

providing	similar	noisy	images,	ones	it	never	saw,	and	measured	the	error	with	the	quality	image.	

Training	is	done	when	this	error	is	minimal.	This	nuclei	filtering	method	improved	the	raw	nuclei	

signal	in	my	datasets.	It	allowed	manual	tracking	of	cells	located	at	the	bottom	of	the	neural	plate	

to	greater	extend	(Figure	2.4).	

	

																																								High	speed																				Low	speed																	Nuclei	filtering	

	
	
Figure	2.	4.	Artificial	Intelligence	(AI)	based	nuclei	filtering.	

Nuclei	staining	with	H2bmCherry	mRNA	injection	in	one-cell	stage	embryo	imaged	at	neuroepi-
thelium	level	at	20	hpf	in	Zeiss	LSM780-hybride	confocal	at	high	speed	(left),	images	at	lowest	
speed	and	maximum	quality	possible	(middle)	and	the	images	produced	by	algorithm	based	on	
machine	learning	developed	by	Thierry	Savy.		
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2.1.6.	Data	analysis		
	

MovIT,	a	custom-made	software	was	used	to	visualise	the	raw	and	digital	embryo,	annotate,	val-

idate,	delete	and	add	links	of	the	automated	cell	tracking	obtained.	It	was	further	used	to	perform	

analysis	and	extract	additional	information	such	as	speed,	mean	value	of	gravity	mass,	average	

neighbour	distance,	cell	lineage	tree,	cell	division	rate	and	their	corresponding	graphs	are	made	

from	the	values	obtained.	Images	and	movies	were	made	using	the	same	software.	

	

	Analysis	strategy	to	obtain	the	hindbrain	fate	map	

	

• Cell	nuclei	in	r3	and	r5	domains	were	selected	with	krox20-eGFP	membranous	expres-

sion	driven	by	Krox20	shortly	after	the	rhombomere	appearance	(Figure	2.5).	Each	do-

main	was	labelled	with	unique	colour	and	selection.	r3	domain	is	formed	earlier	than	r5,	

so	their	selections	were	done	at	two	different	time	steps.	(Figure	2.5)	

• Cell	nuclei	in	r4	region	which	is	located	in	between	r3	and	r5	were	also	selected.	r2	and	

r6	cell	nuclei	located	anterior	to	r3	and	posterior	to	r5,	respectively	were	selected	with	

certain	approximation.	

• Using	back	propagation	tool,	selected	nuclei	were	back-propagated	till	the	first	time	step	

(6-7hpf)	along	the	automated	cell	tracking.	

• Individual	links	of	cells	were	annotated,	validated	or	corrected.		

• Cell	division	was	detected	through	nuclei	shape	changes	and	its	distinct	dynamics	with	

the	oval	shape	of	the	nuclei.	(Chromosome	arrangement).	We	ensured	that	the	two	daugh-

ter	cells	were	followed	forward	till	the	selection	time	step.	

• Automated	 tracking	was	approximately	 around	96%	accurate	 till	 around	the	develop-

mental	stage	10hpf.	More	hand	corrections	were	made	at	later	stages	since	cells	become	

tightly	packed	at	neural	keel	and	rod	stages.		

• Cell	lineage	tree	of	rhombomere	progenitors,	r2-r6	was	obtained	(Figure	2.6).	
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Figure	2.	5.	Selection	of	r3	and	r5	cell	nuclei.	

	
Digital	embryo	with	nuclei	centres	in	blue,	r3	in	pink	and	r5	in	green	at	12hpf40	and	14hpf20	
respectively,	superimposed	on	raw	membrane	staining	in	white.	Scale	bar:	50	μm.	T:	time	step.	
hpf:	hour	post	fertilisation	
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Figure	2.	6.	A	part	of	cell	lineage	tree	of	hindbrain	progenitors	(r2-r6).	

	
Lineage	tree	is	obtained	from	Mov-IT	tool	after	correction	and	annotation	of	automated	cell	track-
ing.	Each	line	indicates	single	hindbrain	progenitor.	Colour	code:	r2-	red,	r3-	pink,	r4-	white,	r5-
green,	r6-	orange.	Branching	denotes	cell	division.	The	tree	is	ordered	based	on	first	mitosis.	Time	
step	is	indicated	on	the	second	top	in	grey	panel.	Hour	post-fertilisation	(hpf)	is	indicated	on	the	
top	panel.	
	
	
	

	 	

6                   7                      8                     9                     10                       11                     12             
13  
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Timing	
	
Embryo	Preparation:	Injection	is	performed	in	the	morning.	After	4h	of	incubation,	embryo	is	

screened	for	homogenous	staining	of	H2B-mCherry.	At	6	hpf	(usually	after	7	h	of	injection	time),	

embryo	is	mounted	in	imaging	chamber.	It	takes	half	an	hour	to	one	hour	to	mount	and	set	up	

under	the	microscope.	

Imaging:	Imaging	acquisition	is	done	overnight	till	~20	hpf.	Experiment	is	repeated	several	times	

to	obtain	2-3	exploitable	imaging	datasets.	~a	few	months.	

Data	processing:	BioEmergences	workflow	takes	2	days	to	process	and	generate	automated	cell	

tracking.	

Data	Analysis:	a)	Manual	correction:	2-3	months	per	imaging	dataset	depending	on	the	quality	

of	the	dataset	and	on	the	efficiency	of	the	user	to	perform	the	tracking	correction.	

b)	A	week	to	extract	and	analyse	several	parameters	such	as	speed,	mean	of	gravity	mass,	cell	

neighbour	distance,	cell	division	rate	and	others	from	Mov-IT	software.	

Data	space:	The	imaging	data	of	over	18	hours	from	6-24	hpf	can	be	around	40	GB	in	leica	sp5	

and	80	GB	in	Zeiss	LSM780	set	ups.		

	
Selected	datasets	for	fate	map	analysis	

Wildtype:																											ID:	180516aF	(fully	corrected),	190828aZ	(partially	corrected),	120302a,	

120329a	

RA	inhibition:																	ID:	131129a	(fully	corrected),	200812aF	(partially	corrected),	200812aZ		

Movie	1.	3D	raw	data	rendering.	Tg	krox20:eGFP-Hras	from	6	hpf	onwards	under	normal	con-
dition	injected	with	H2B-mCherry	mRNA.	

http://bioemergences.eu/MageshiK/videos/180516aF.mp4	
	
Movie	2.	3D	raw	data	rendering.	krox20:eGFP-Hras	from	6	hpf	onwards	under	normal	condi-
tion	in	injected	with	H2B-mCherry	mRNA.	

http://bioemergences.eu/MageshiK/videos/190828aZ_t_mix.mp4	
	
Movie	3.	3D	raw	data	rendering.	krox20:eGFP-Hras	from	7	hpf	onwards	with	DEAB	treatment	
injected	with	H2B-mCherry	mRNA.		

http://bioemergences.eu/MageshiK/videos/131129a_t_mix.ogg	

	
Movie	4.	3D	raw	data	rendering.krox20:eGFP-Hras	from	6	hpf	onwards	with	DEAB	treatment	
injected	with	H2B-mCherry	mRNA.	

http://bioemergences.eu/MageshiK/videos/200812aF_t_mix.mp4	

	
Movie	5.	3D	raw	data	rendering.krox20:eGFP-Hras	from	6	hpf	onwards	with	DEAB	treatment	
injected	with	H2B-mCherry	mRNA.	

http://bioemergences.eu/MageshiK/videos/200812aZ_t_mix.mp4	
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Troubleshooting	

	

• The	concentration	of	LMP	agarose	was	tested	at	a	range	of	0.4%	to	1%.	It	is	fixed	to	0.5%	

as	a	suitable	concentration.	The	volume	of	LMP	agarose	poured	on	top	of	the	embryo	to	

fix	it	was	chosen	to	be	20-40	μl.	Embryo	may	be	prone	to	deformation	(squeezing)	if	more	

volume	is	used.		

• We	kept	the	frame	size	as	minimum	as	possible	600-700	μm2	to	ensure	good	spatial	res-

olution	 for	visualisation	and	automated	 tracking	and	at	 the	same	time	keep	hindbrain	

progenitors	in	the	chosen	frame.	In	the	imaging	chamber,	the	embryo	is	positioned	with	

its	shield	in	the	diagonal	of	the	frame	to	ensure	the	hindbrain	progenitors	are	in	the	field	

of	view	throughout	the	imaging	period.	

• Spatial	resolution	of	nuclei	signal	is	solved	by	artificial	intelligence-based	nuclei	filtering	

method.	

	

Advantages	of	the	method	

	

• Imaging	chamber	is	easy	to	build	and	maintained	at	low	cost.	LMP	agarose,	as	a	mounting	

medium,	provides	harmless	environment	 to	the	embryo	and	also	minimises	squeezing	

which	enables	normal	cell	movements	during	gastrulation	and	neurulation.		

• Mounting	of	the	embryo	at	shield	stage	is	relatively	easy	compared	to	unusual	light	sheet	

mounting	procedure.		

• The	storage	is	comparatively	less	and	hence	easier	processing	than	light-sheet	micros-

copy.		

• Two	photon	microscopy	provides	minimal	phototoxicity	not	to	interfere	with	the	normal	

development	and	also	allows	imaging	at	greater	depth	(rhombomere	thickness	~100	μm	

and	more).	

• Accuracy	of	automated	cell	tracking	is	high	as	96%	till	around	10hpf	with	the	given	spatial	

and	temporal	resolution.		

	

Limitations	

	

• The	average	zebrafish	embryo	size	with	the	yolk	at	6	hpf	is	750	μm.	Hence	with	20X	ob-

jective,	 full	embryo	cannot	be	 imaged	in	 the	 field	of	view.	The	possibility	of	hindbrain	

progenitors	especially	posterior	rhombomere	progenitors	leaving	the	field	of	view	is	high	

during	image	acquisition	when	the	shield	position	is	not	tilted	enough	up.	Thus,	the	suc-

cess	of	obtaining	exploitable	datasets	is	relatively	low	(10-20%).		
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• There	is	a	limitation	to	the	acquisition	speed	which	compromises	the	signal-to-noise	ra-

tio.	This	ratio	is	always	lower	in	the	deeper	layers	of	neuro-epithelium.	However,	this	is	

almost	resolved	with	our	described	nuclei	filtering	tool.		

• With	the	signal-to-noise	ratio	limitation,	automated	tracking	of	the	cell	in	the	entire	area	

of	interest	(hindbrain	progenitors	r2-r6)	throughout	the	imaging	period	with	high	accu-

racy	is	not	achievable.	

• Annotation	and	manual	corrections	of	around	1000	cells	(r2-r6)	tracked	backwards	over	

6	hours	of	development	(~200	time	steps)	takes	a	lot	of	time	(a	month).	It	is	quite	labori-

ous.	Data	analysis	is	further	delayed.	Improved	tools	for	automated	reconstruction	of	cell	

lineages	with	deep	learning	would	reduce	the	hand	work	in	near	future.		

	

2.2.	Local	optogenetic	restoration	of	Retinoic	Acid	(RA)	in	RA-null	em-
bryos	
	

2.2.1.	Introduction	
	

To	assess	the	community	effect	of	RA	morphogen	in	hindbrain	patterning,	we	planned	to	perform	

local	restoration	of	RA	in	selective	progenitor	cells	in	RA-null	background.	We	reasoned	that	if	

there	is	a	community	effect,	the	rescued	domain	of	r5	will	be	constituted	of	both	restored	RA	cells	

and	also	cells	in	the	neighbourhood	(Figure	2.7).	In	the	case	of	autonomous	effect,	the	rescued	

domain	will	be	constituted	of	only	restored	RA	cells.	The	restored	RA	cells	are	followed	with	the	

simultaneous	conversion	of	nls-Eos	from	a	green	fluorescent	protein	shifting	to	red	protein	upon	

UV	illumination.	Photo	isomerisation	of	13-cis	RA	to	all-trans	RA	occurs	with	UV	exposure.	All-

trans	RA	is	the	functional	isomer	of	RA	during	embryogenesis.	Therefore,	simultaneous	conver-

sion	of	both	13-cis	RA	and	photoconvertible	protein,	nls-Eos	allow	us	to	restore	RA	in	selective	

cells	and	track	the	cells	with	rescued	RA	activity	over	developmental	time.	
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Figure	2.	7.	R5	restoration	by	cell	community	or	cell-autonomous	effects.	

	

2.2.2.	Material	
	

Zebrafish	line												 Tg	krox20:eGFP-Hras		

Molecular	biology			 mMessage	mMachine	mRNA	 transcription	 kit	 (Invitrogen),	 plasmid	 con-

taining	the	sequence	encoding	fusion	protein,	nls-EOS		

Chemicals	 Embryo	medium,	Tricaine	(Sigma),	0.5%	Low	melting	point	agarose	

(Sigma),	Injection	needle	(glass	capillaries	1.0	mm	OD)	

13-cis	RA	(Sigma)	

Tools	 Microinjection	 of	 mRNA:	 Microinjector	 (Femtojet,	 Eppendorf),	 Injection	

plate	at	2%	Agarose	(Sigma)	

Imaging	chamber:	Petri	dish,	Cover	slip,	Teflon	ring	

UV	lamp	

Imaging	tools	 Mounting	and	screening:	Fluorescent	stereo	microscope		

3D	 live	 imaging:	 Two-photon	 scanning	 microscopes	 (Zeiss	 LSM780	 and	

Leica	sp5)	equipped	with	laser	405nm,	980nm	and	1030nm		

Temperature	control	system:	Okolab	H101	

	

2.2.3.	Timeline	of	experiment		
	
Using	the	photo-isomerisation	method,	It	was	shown	that	restoration	of	RA	in	the	head	region	

(but	not	tail)	before	bud	stage	rescues	hindbrain	formation	with	the	read-out	of	krox20	expres-

sion	in	r5	(Xu	et	al.,	2012).	In	our	experiment,	we	first	applied	global	UV	illumination	at	6hpf	with	

an	UV	lamp.	We	observed	a	rescue	of	r5	domain	at	30hpf	(Figure	2.7).	Then,	only	r5	progenitors	

were	 locally	 scanned	with	 laser	 in	 UV	 range	 (405nm).	 In	 order	 to	 follow	 the	 cells	 with	 RA	
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restoration,	we	simultaneously	converted	nls-Eos	protein	(from	a	green	fluorescent	protein	shift-

ing	to	red	upon	UV	illumination).		

Figure	2.	8.	Global	UV	illumination.	

Tg	krox20:eGFP-Hras	embryos	showing	rhombomere	r3	and	r5	at	30hpf	in	A)	control	embryo	B-
D)	DEAB-treated	embryo	(10	µM)	from	4	hpf	and	exposed	for	5	minutes	to	5nM	13-cis	RA	(B)	and	
illuminated	(or	not)	for1	minute	with	a	UV	lamp	(C,D).	Scale:	100	µm	

2.2.4.	Standardisation	of	13-cis	RA	treatment	

A	series	of	13-cis	RA	concentration	from	2nM,	5nM	and	10nM	were	tested	on	DEAB-treated	trans-

genic	embryos.	At	10nM	13-cis	RA,	embryos	showed	partial	rescue	of	the	phenotype,	krox20	ex-

pression	in	r5	is	10-30%	of	the	normal	expression,	without	the	UV	exposure.	At	5nM	13-cis	RA,	

there	was	no	rescue	observed	in	the	absence	of	UV.	At	5nM	13-cis	RA,	1	minute	UV	illumination	

resulted	in	rescue	of	r5-krox20	expression	(30-50%	in	all	embryos.	Thus,	we	opted	for	5nM	13-

cis	RA	for	further	local	illumination	experiments.	

2.2.5.	Procedure	

Figure	2.	9.	Experiment	timeline	for	local	optogenetic	restoration	of	RA.	

Each	step	is	given	with	corresponding	stages	of	embryos.	

• Tg	krox20:eGFP-Hras	embryos	were	collected	and	injected	with	40	ng/µl	nls-Eos	mRNA.
The	concentration	of	mRNA	was	standardised	in	order	to	photoconvert	enough	nls-Eos
shifting	to	red	upon	UV	exposure.	Injected	embryos	were	kept	at	28.5	degree	until	the
next	step.

r3

C

DEAB+13-cis-RA

r3
r5

D

DEAB + 13-cis-RA+ UV 

r3

B

DEAB	

r3
r5

A

Control
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• At	4	hpf,	embryos	were	treated	with	10µM	DEAB	and	maintained	in	dark.	

	
• At	6hpf,	embryos	were	washed	twice	in	embryo	medium	and	incubated	in	5nm	13-cis	RA	

for	5	minutes	in	dark.		
	

• Embryos	were	washed	in	embryo	medium	and	transferred	to	10µM	DEAB	solution	in	a	
new	petri	dish.	From	13-cis	RA	treatment,	the	embryos	were	manipulated	in	complete	
dark	since	very	little	exposure	to	light	causes	conversion	of	13-cis	RA	to	all-trans	RA.	

	
• Embryos	were	screened	for	homogeneous	and	optimum	bright	nls-Eos	expression	in	all	

nuclei	using	stereo	microscope.		
	

• Embryos	were	mounted	in	imaging	chamber	and	positioned	as	explained	in	previous	sec-
tion	to	perform	2-photon	imaging.	

	
• At	around	7hpf,	r5	progenitors	were	specifically	located	with	the	help	of	our	established	

hindbrain	fate	map,	which	is	approximately	5	layer	of	cells	from	the	margin	in	the	Zeiss	
LSM780.	

	
• Located	r5	progenitors	in	oval	region	are	scanned	with	405nm	laser	in	bleaching	mode	

on	Zeiss	LSM	780	set	up.	Scanning	parameters	are	shown	in	(Table:	2.2).	This	also	con-
verted	nls-Eos	from	green	to	red	fluorescent	protein.	Scanning	was	repeated	5-7times	to	
acquire	enough	photo	conversion.	(Figure	2.10)	

	
• Then	the	embryo	was	imaged	overnight	with	2-photon	scanning	microscopy	using	Zeiss	

LSM780	and	Leica	sp5F	set	ups		
	
	

Control:	A	batch	of	control	embryos	were	treated	as	above	except	that	they	were	not	UV	illumi-
nated.	They	were	checked	the	next	day	for	absence	of	krox	20	expression	in	r5.		
	

Zeiss	LSM780	(Bleaching	mode)					 	

Start	bleaching	after	#scans	 5	out	of	20	

Repeat	Bleach	after	#scans	 5	out	of	20	

Iterations	 10	

Stop	when	intensity	drops	to	 10	

Safe	bleach	for	GaAsP	 Yes	

Cycles	 20	

Laser	power	405nm	 20%	

	
Table	2.2:	Scanning	parameters	for	UV	illumination	in	confocal	microscopy	setup.	
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Figure	2.	10.	Simultaneous	photo	conversion	of	nls-Eos	and	isomeric	conversion	of	13-cis	
RA	to	all-trans	RA	in	r5	progenitors.	

An	embryo	at	7	hpf	is	mounted	in	the	imaging	chamber	in	a	position	suitable	for	hindbrain	imag-
ing.	5	layers	were	counted	from	the	margin	to	place	the	detector	on	targeted	r5	putative	progen-
itors	(oval	shaped	area).	UV	laser	is	then	used	to	scan	several	times	in	the	targeted	region.	Scale	
bar:	100	µm.	
	

Notes	
	

• All	steps	must	be	performed	in	complete	dark.	Embryos	in	petri	dish	should	always	be	

covered	with	aluminium	foil.	Even	a	little	exposure	to	light	can	cause	enough	photo	isom-

erisation	of	RA	to	rescue	r5	domain,	without	UV	illumination.		

	

• In	confocal	and	two-photon	scanning	microscopy	set	ups,	brightfield	used	to	locate	the	

embryo	under	the	objective	is	shielded	with	a	red	plate	to	filter	out	UV.	
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3.	Results	
3.1.	Hindbrain	fate	map	and	morphogenesis	under	normal	and	null-RA	
conditions	
	
3.1.1.	Summary	
	
The	 current	 zebrafish	CNS	 fate	map	at	 early	 and	 late	 gastrula	 stages	 including	 the	hindbrain	

comes	from	a	study	done	in	1995	using	conventional	method,	sparse	dye	labelling	that	report	

spatial	position	of	cells.	The	method	involves	single	cell	fluorescein-dextran	dye	injection	at	early	

gastrula	stage	and	scoring	their	progeny	location	at	later	stages	using	epi-fluorescent	microscope.	

Vertebrate	hindbrain	is	transiently	segmented	into	seven	or	eight		repeated	cellular	units	of	seg-

ments	in	the	AP	axis	called	rhombomeres.	The	state	of	the	art	lacks	cell	dynamics	of	hindbrain	

progenitors	during	 gastrulation	 and	precision	 of	 the	 hindbrain	 fate	map	 and	 their	 individual	

rhombomere	domains.	With	the	advancement	in	microscopy	techniques,	genetic	manipulation	

(transgenesis)	and	automated	cell	tracking	tools,	we	aim	to	provide	fate	map	of	zebrafish	hind-

brain	with	individual	rhombomeres	r2-	r6	from	mid-gastrulation	till	early	neurulation.	Our	study	

gives	 insights	 into	the	clonal	origin,	cell	proliferation	and	movement	of	hindbrain	progenitors	

during	gastrulation.	Anterio-posterior	and	Dorso-ventral	organization	of	the	rhombomeres	are	

manifested	as	early	as	shield	stage.	Indeed,	rhombomere	progenitors	exhibit	AP	segmental	or-

ganisation	along	the	animal	pole-margin	axis	and	dorso-ventral	segregation	in	a	proximo-distal	

axis/distance	from	the	shield.	Retinoic	acid	(RA)	forms	a	morphogen	gradient	beginning	from	the	

presumptive	neuroectoderm	till	the	neural	tube	formation	and	its	inhibition	causes	progressive	

loss	of	posterior	hindbrain	rhombomeres	in	a	concentration-dependent	manner.	We	study	the	

cellular	events	such	as	cell	proliferation	and	cell	movement	that	lead	to	reported	phenotypic	de-

fects	during	early	hindbrain	morphogenesis	by	analysing	the	fate	map	and	progenitor	behaviour	

upon	RA	inhibition.	We	identify	the	rhombomere	progenitor	domains	whose	organisation	is	in	

correspondence	with	the	position	and	size	of	the	modified	segments	i.e	the	expansion	of	anterior	

progenitors’	domains.	We	also	observe	a	delayed	convergence	movement	that	is	an	early	conse-

quence	of	 the	 altered	RA	gradient.	Overall,	 our	 analysis	 on	dynamic	 fate	map	of	 hindbrain	 in	

DEAB-treated	embryos	deciphers	RA	roles	in	the	establishment	of	the	rhombomere	progenitor	

domains’	 identity	at	mid-gastrulation	and	the	control	of	convergence	movements	of	neurecto-

derm	during	early	stages	of	neurulation.	Further,	we	restored	RA	at	progenitors’	level	through	

optogenetics	method	around	the	shield	stage	in	RA-null	background	and	rescued	the	posterior	

rhombomere	domains	which	indicates	the	community	effect	of	the	morphogen	in	the	hindbrain	

morphogenesis.		

3.1.2.	Manuscript	to	be	submitted	to	“development”	
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Abstract 
 
The current fate map of the zebrafish central nervous system (CNS) at early and late gastrula 

stages was obtained through sparse lineage tracing. Utilising advanced microscopy imaging 

of transgenic zebrafish lines and automated image processing tools, we develop a method to 

reconstruct the cell lineage of rhombomere (r) r2-r6 from mid-gastrulation through early neu-

rulation. We provide a finer and dynamic fate map of zebrafish hindbrain from 6 till 15 hour 

post fertilisation (hpf). The rhombomere progenitor domains are aligned along the antero-pos-

terior (AP) and dorso-ventral axes as early as the shield stage. Rhombomere progenitor do-

mains exhibit AP organisation parallel to the blastoderm margin. The DV segregation of rhom-

bomeres is set by distribution of the progenitors along the DV axis of the shield stage embryo. 

Progenitors located at the most dorsal part of the blastoderm will form the ventral domain of 

rhombomeres. Our study gives insights into the clonal origin, cell proliferation and migration 

paths of rhombomere progenitors during gastrulation and early neurulation. Retinoic acid mor-

phogen gradient (RA) plays a key role in the specification and patterning of posterior hindbrain. 

RA inhibition using a chemical inhibitor (DEAB) causes progressive loss of posterior rhombo-

meres (r5-r7) with corresponding expansion of anterior ones (r3, r4), in a concentration-de-

pendent manner. We study the cellular behaviours that lead to the reported phenotypic de-

fects. We identify the rhombomere progenitor domains whose organisation is in correspond-

ence with the position and size of the modified segments i.e the expansion of anterior progen-

itors’ domains. The cells of the remaining r5 domain which is restricted to the dorsal part of 

the neural tube, undertake the expected migratory path of dorsal r5 progenitors whereas the 
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corresponding ventral cells adopt the migratory path of r4 ventral progenitors. We also observe	

a delayed convergence movement that is an early consequence of the altered RA gradient. 

Consequently, it results in ectopic neural progenitor accumulations in the dorsal midline and 

neural tube defects. Overall, the establishment of the dynamic fate map of hindbrain in DEAB-

treated embryos deciphers RA roles in the establishment of the rhombomere progenitor do-

mains’ identity at mid-gastrulation and the control of convergence movements of neurecto-

derm during early stages of neurulation. And for the first time, using optogenetic tools, we 

restored RA in a subset of rhombomere progenitors in zebrafish DEAB-treated embryos and 

rescued the whole posterior hindbrain which indicates the community effect of RA signalling 

on target genes and hindbrain morphogenesis. 

	

Introduction 
 
Neural tube, the precursor of brain and spinal cord is constructed from the multi-layered (brain) 

and single-layered (spinal cord) neural plate cells. The later stages of neural tube construction 

from neural plate in teleost (zebrafish) differs from other vertebrates including mammalian as 

it is neither strictly epithelial nor it follows groove formation. During zebrafish gastrulation, dor-

sal neuro-ectoderm cells from both sides of the embryonic axis undergo convergence and 

extension (CE) towards the dorsal midline and form neural plate. Neural plate cells undergo 

mediolateral cell intercalation and extend along the antero-posterior axis and form the neural 

keel structure, followed by a cylindrical-like solid structure called neural rod. Lumen opens at 

the apical midline of the rod and forms the neural tube (Schmitz, Papan and Campos-Ortega, 

1993). The efficiency of convergence depends on Planar Cell Polarity signalling (Ciruna et al., 

2006; Tawk et al., 2007; Quesada-Hernández et al., 2010) and needs coordination with extra-

cellular matrix and underlying mesoderm (Araya et al., 2014; Araya, Carmona-Fontaine and 

Clarke, 2016). 

 

At late neurulation, hindbrain region undergoes transient segmentation along the AP axis 

which leads to seven or eight repeated units called rhombomeres. They manifest as visible 

swellings around 18-20 hpf in zebrafish (Moens and Prince, 2002). Each rhombomere is spec-

ified with an unique set of gene expression and results in organization of eight cranial nerves 

to determine their structure and function (Moens and Prince, 2002; Krumlauf and Wilkinson, 

2021). This segmental pattern of hindbrain guides the migration paths of cranial neural crest 

that emanate from the dorsal part of the hindbrain (Lumsden and Keynes, 1989).  

 

Transparency of early zebrafish embryo makes it an excellent model system for imaging and 

fate map studies. Dynamic fate maps are necessary to integrate the known genetic regulation 
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with the morphogenesis process. It gives insight into the tissue deformation and rearrange-

ment processes involved in the formation of complex structures such as brain. Zebrafish CNS 

fate map was provided by conventional sparse labelling method using fluorescent dyes (Woo 

and Fraser, 1995). Key insights of zebrafish neurulation about the tissue reorganisation was 

also investigated (Papan and Campos-Ortega, 1994; Woo and Fraser, 1995; Kozlowski et al., 

1997). Cell cycles and clonal strings were examined during the zebrafish CNS using the same 

method (Kimmel, Warga and Kane, 1994). Cell movements and division orientation were an-

alysed with time-lapse analysis (Concha and Adams, 1998). These studies provided key 

knowledge of zebrafish CNS formation to greater extend, however the individual cell behaviour 

of hindbrain progenitors during gastrulation through neurulation was not quantitively studied 

due to the technical difficulties. Further, it leaves a scope for precision of hindbrain fate map 

on individual rhombomeres. Thus, the establishment of a precise dynamic fate map of 

zebrafish hindbrain should decipher the cellular processes underlying its segmental organisa-

tion. 

	

The technical advancements in microscopy, image processing and computational tools led to 

the reconstruction of cell lineages and cell behaviours of whole zebrafish embryo for early 

stages of development (Keller et al. 2008; Olivier et al., 2010, Faure et al, 2016). Keller’s study 

focused on mesendoderm movements in detail. A more recent study showed the cell behav-

iours during germ layer formation where global cell movements were examined (Shah et al., 

2019). Other studies provided the organization of forebrain and spinal cord morphogenesis in 

zebrafish (England et al., 2006; Wan et al., 2019). Hindbrain morphogenesis has been de-

scribed but at late gastrula and early neurulation stages (Hong and Brewster, 2006; Araya et 

al., 2019). However, cell behaviours of naïve ectoderm cells during the transition to neural 

plate and neural keel stages at cellular resolution have not been described yet in detail.  

	

Signalling pathways such as RA, Wnt and FGF are involved in the induction of hindbrain seg-

mentation process and various Hox and other key transcription factors work downstream for 

the individual rhombomere specification and development. RA is synthesized from dietary vit-

amin-A in paraxial mesoderm and diffuses into the adjacent neuroectoderm at hindbrain and 

spinal cord level. Cyp26s, which degrades RA are expressed in different time windows that 

allows the formation of robust and dynamic RA morphogen gradient during hindbrain pattern-

ing (Sirbu et al., 2005; White et al., 2007). This activates a set of downstream genes including 

the main players, Hox genes (Parker and Krumlauf, 2020; Bedois, Parker and Krumlauf, 

2021). Through the extensive auto- and cross-regulation, the segment-specific gene regula-

tory network (GRN) establishes discrete segments. RA inhibition, using a chemical inhibitor 

(DEAB), from 4 hpf leads to expansion of anterior rhombomeres and progressive reduction or	
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loss of posterior rhombomeres in a concentration-dependent manner (Begemann et al., 2004; 

Maves and Kimmel, 2005). Defects in the genetic regulation underlying the phenotype has 

been investigated (Hernandez et al., 2004). The key players of zebrafish posterior hindbrain 

formation and patterning are including Hox paralog group 3 (in r5-r6) and 4 (in r7), vhnf1 and 

valentino (val)/kreisler in r5-r6 and krox20 in r5 (Moens and Prince, 2002). RA signaling acti-

vates vhnf1 which cooperates with Fgf signals from r4 to initiate the expression of val. Val is 

required along with vhnf1 and Fgf for krox20 activation in r5 (Walshe et al., 2002; Hernandez 

et al., 2004). It should be mentioned that in val mutant the r5-r6 region is reduced to a one 

size segment rX where the expression of hox is very low and krox20 is limited to its dorsal part 

(Prince, 1998), indicating a mix of cells of distinct identities. The defects in cellular events upon 

RA inhibition that lead to hindbrain anteriorization and potential cell mixing of some segments, 

are still unknown and should be elucidated through the establishment of a dynamic fate map. 

	
We imaged the transgenic reporter line, krox20:eGFP-Hras that label the odd numbered rhom-

bomeres 3 and 5 with krox20-driven eGFP expression in cell membrane from 11 and 12 hpf 

respectively, with a slight delay compared to endogenous krox20. Nuclei staining with H2B-

mCherry allows nuclei-based cell tracking. We backtracked the individual rhombomere cells 

from their formation till 6hpf and obtained the dynamic fate map of individual rhombomeres.  

Two-photon scanning microscopy provides the advantage of imaging deeper tissue without 

photobleaching compared to confocal imaging (Pinheiro and Heisenberg, 2020). With the Bi-

oEmergences workflow (Faure et al., 2016), the imaging data are processed for automated 

cell tracking and analysed for the hindbrain progenitors behaviours from mid-gastrulation till 

early neurulation. Through our established method, further we inhibited the RA signalling using 

DEAB, a chemical inhibitor from blastula stage and studied the hindbrain progenitors cell be-

haviours that underlie the anteriorisation phenotype. We also described the consequence of 

RA inhibition at later stages of neurulation. Using optogenetic tools (Xu et al., 2012), we re-

stored for the first time RA signalling in a subset of rhombomere progenitors in DEAB-treated 

embryos to study the autonomous and non-autonomous effects of RA on target genes and 

hindbrain patterning. 

	
Results 
	
AP segmental organization of rhombomeres’ progenitors 
 

We established a 3D+time imaging protocol of zebrafish hindbrain formation from mid-gastru-

lation to early neurulation using two photon microscopy. We used zebrafish transgenic lines 

constructed in our laboratory on the casper background, which is devoid of pigmentation.	
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krox20:eGFP-Hras drives cell membrane staining in rhombomeres 3 and 5 thanks to cA, an 

autoregulatory element of krox20 expression (Chomette et al., 2006). H2B-mCherry mRNA 

injection at the one-cell stage into transgenic eggs provides ubiquitous nuclear staining, in-

strumental for automated cell tracking (Faure et al., 2016). The 4D image datasets were pro-

cessed through the BioEmergences workflow by choosing optimal parameters in the Differ-

ence of Gaussian and Expectation-Maximization algorithms for image filtering and nucleus 

detection, and cell tracking respectively which provide an optimized automated cell tracking. 

We reconstruct the rhombomeres’ r2-r6 fate map from mid-gastrulation through early neurula-

tion. Upon obtaining the digital embryos, we superimposed nuclei centres of the whole embryo 

with the membrane channel, as eGFP membrane staining reports r3 and r5 domains. Nuclei 

centres of r3 and r5 domains in the digital embryo were marked with specific colours with the 

help of membrane staining at ~ 13 and 14 hpf respectively and were back-tracked till 6hpf 

stage (Figure 1A,A’). Nuclei centres in r4 domain which lies in between r3 and r5 domains 

were also marked. We extended our analysis to r2 and r6. The borders of r1/r2 and r6/r7 

cannot be identified hence r2 and r6 selection of nuclei are less precise. The number of cells 

selected for each rhombomere and corrected manually in one-half of the embryo is given 

(Figure 1I). The position of rhombomeres’ r2-r6 progenitors were followed in developing em-

bryo from 6 hpf to early neurulation (Figure 1B-F; movies of progenitors migration in S1). 

Throughout the course of convergence and extension (CE) movements during gastrulation,	

we observed no drastic mixing between rhombomere’s progenitors indicating a collective flow 

of cell movements during neuroectoderm convergence as shown with the mean gravity mass 

paths (Figure 1G). As predicted in (Woo and Fraser, 1995), we observe a segmental organi-

zation of r2-r6 progenitors along the animal pole-margin axis at late shield stage that reflect 

their future AP order in the neural tube. We estimated that the individual rhombomere progen-

itors occupy distinct domains with a significative overlap 12-18% at their borders at 7 hpf which 

resolves over time (Figure1H,H’,I). We assume that at early mid-gastrulation, the clonal origin 

of rhombomeres is not yet established and allows more mixing at the borders of adjacent 

rhombomeres’ progenitors population. We notice that the overlap between r5 and r6 is likely 

underestimated due to the limited number of progenitors analysed. 
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Figure 1. AP organization of rhombomeres’ progenitors during gastrulation. 

 A,A’) Selection of r3 and r5 domains’ nuclei at 12hpf40 and 14hpf20 (top and bottom respec-
tively) identified with krox20:eGFP membrane staining (white). Digital embryo with nuclei cen-
tres in blue, r3 nuclei centres in pink and r5 in green. B-F) Rhombomere progenitors’ position 
from r2-r6 at 7hpf, 9hpf, 11hpf, 12hpf40 and 14hpf20. Nuclei centres of rhombomere with their 
colour code, super imposed with imaging raw data. r2-r4 are not labelled in the F panel. Dorso-
lateral view. Only the right side must be considered since nuclei correction was performed on 
this half of the digital embryo. G) Gravity mass of rhombomeres’ (r2-r6) progenitor population 
is plotted in XY axis from 7hpf till 14hpf20. H) Individual rhombomere progenitors volume/sur-
face estimated by connecting all nuclei at 7hpf13 in one-half of the embryo. H’) lateral view of 
the section. I) Table indicating the number of selected and corrected cells in individual rhom-
bomere domains analysed in one-half of the embryo and their estimated volume occupied at 
7hpf and overlap with the following rhombomere. Time steps (T) indicated bottom left. Dotted 
line indicates midline. EVL- Enveloping layer. NE- Neuroectoderm. A- Anterior P- Posterior. 
hpf- hours post fertilization. Scale bar- 50µm in all pictures, H’ scale bar- 20µm. 
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Dorso-ventral segregation of hindbrain progenitor population 
 
It was reported that a dorsal and ventral order in the progenitors within the whole zebrafish 

hindbrain region exist at 6 and 10 hpf stages (Woo and Fraser, 1995). We analysed in detail 

the individual rhombomere progenitors. In the reconstructed embryo, cell trajectories of r4 

progenitors reveal two population of cells with distinct migration paths observed at 11hpf20 

(Figure 2D). The one, labelled in yellow, converges directly to the midline while the other in 

white migrates caudally. We followed the cells back and forth and identified they give rise to 

dorsal and ventral domains at neural keel stage, respectively (Figure 2E). At 7 hpf, the pro-

genitors are segregated along the DV axis of the embryo with ventral progenitors located at 

the most dorsal part of the blastoderm (Figure 2A). Up to 11 hpf these two populations move 

both medially and anteriorly. Between 11 and 13 hpf, they undertake distinct paths. The ventral 

progenitors move posteriorly and deeper into the embryo, and then undergo a flanking move-

ment to join in the medial anterior flow while the dorsal progenitors converge directly towards 

the midline (Figure 2B-E,F)(Movie S2). These cells trajectories recapitulate the neural plate 

convergence at the midline and internalization to form the neural keel. Dorsal progenitors that 

are present laterally place themselves on top of medially located ventral progenitors to orches-

trate the 3D neural keel structure (Movie S3). Similarly, it was shown that during neural plate-

neural keel transition the medial cells form the ventral neural tube and lateral cells form its 

dorsal part, with lower angle of convergence for medial cells compared to lateral ones (Papan 

and Campos-Ortega, 1994; Araya et al., 2019). Analysis of speed shows that the dorsal pro-

genitors transiently migrate faster than ventral progenitors towards the midline between 

8hpf50 and 10hpf50 (Figure 2A’-E’, 2G). This data is in agreement with the increase of speed 

peaking between yolk plug closure (YPC, 9.5 hpf) and one-somite stage (10.3 hpf) described 

for lateral cells (Sepich et al., 2000). We also noticed that the dorsal progenitors of posterior 

rhombomeres move faster than their anterior ones (Figure 2H-J’). 
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Figure 2. DV organization of rhombomeres’ progenitors during gastrulation. 

A-E) Rhombomere 4 progenitors trajectories from 7hpf to 13hpf, displayed with Mov-It soft-
ware. Nuclei centres of dorsal (yellow) and ventral (white) rhombomere, super imposed with 
raw imaging data. Only the right side must be considered since nuclei correction was per-
formed on this half of the digital embryo. Dorsal view. In E, transverse section of the neural 
keel is shown bottom right.  A’-E’) Relative speed of dorsal and ventral progenitors with colour 
code high-red, low-blue. Dorsal view. F) Gravity mass of dorsal and ventral progenitors of 
rhombomere 4 is plotted in XY axis from 7hpf. G) Relative speed of dorsal (yellow) and ventral 
(grey) progenitors of r4 from 6hpf. P=5.8171823800557726e-12. H-J, H’-J’) Individual rhom-
bomere progenitors with their colour code along with relative speed at three stages 7hpf50, 
8hpf40 and 9hpf30. Lateral view. Time steps (T) indicated bottom left. Dotted line indicates 
midline. A- Anterior P- Posterior. D- dorsal. V- ventral. hpf- hours post fertilization. Mann Whit-
ney test is performed to test the significance of mean speed of dorsal and ventral cells. Scale 
bar- 50µm. 
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Clonal analysis of individual rhombomeres with cell lineage tree 
 
In order to establish the timing of hindbrain cells’ commitment to their regional identity, we 

generated the cell lineage trees of rhombomeres’ r2-r6. Nevertheless, the automated recon-

struction of cell lineages during early neurulation required more manual/validation due to a 

much lower lineage score of the workflow than the 96% described for the first three hours of 

zebrafish embryo development. In the cell lineage tree of r3, we examined at which time point 

clonal commitment of rhombomere progenitors occurs (Figure 3A; Figure S1 for r4 lineage 

tree). We found that the clonal origin of individual rhombomeres is achieved at around 8 hpf 

(Figure 3A,B). This time point is in parallel with transplantation experiments showing regional 

neural identity commitment occurs at 80% epiboly (8-8.5 h) (Woo and Fraser, 1998). Through-

out the embryonic period of development analysed from 6 to 13 hpf, we found that 84-89% of 

progenitors divide into daughters of same identity (Figure 3C). But at early stages from 6 to 8 

hpf, we observed that 40-60% of progenitors contribute to adjacent rhombomeres upon cell 

division before clonal origin is achieved (Figure 3A; Figure 5G, Control: for r2, 39.5%; for r3, 

43.8%; for r4, 63.6%). Progenitors tend to give rise to daughters of flanking rhombomeres but 

not to alternative rhombomere indicating the cell mixing is limited. After the clonal origin is 

established, few divisions of progenitors that are predominantly located in the border between 

contiguous rhombomere progenitors populations could give rise to cells of adjacent rhombo-

meres due to the challenge faced by the cell intercalations during CE movements to generate 

the solid neural keel. These cells are known to undergo either	cell sorting or cell identity switch 

to make homogenous segments with sharp boundaries (Xu and Wilkinson, 2013; Calzolari, 

Terriente and Pujades, 2014). During the 6 hours of embryo development analysed, we ob-

served either one or two cell division(s). Although progenitor cell divisions are asynchronous 

the two daughters divide within a 20 minutes interval at most. The comparison of cell lineage 

tree of rhombomeres’ r2-r6 indicated the cell cycle length is 4hpf30 +/- 15 minutes in average 

for all of them as similarly reported (Figure 3D) (Kimmel, Warga and Kane, 1994). There is no 

difference in the proliferation rate of either individual rhombomeres analysed nor in dorsal 

versus ventral progenitor populations (not shown). 
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Figure 3. Clonal analysis of rhombomere 3 from cell lineage tree.  

A) Flat representation of the reconstructed cell lineage of rhombomere 3 with branches indi-
cating cell division. The x-axis displays the time of embryonic development in hours post-
fertilization (hpf). Each line indicates a single hindbrain progenitor. Some cells were not 
tracked until the end of the sequence, and are depicted as interrupted lines. B) Magnification 
of the part of the tree in rectangle shown in A, a square corresponds to a cell. r3-pink, r2-red, 
r4-white. C) Graph indicating total number of cell divisions, number of division leading to two 
daughters of same rhombomere and of distinct rhombomeres for r2-r6.  i.e for r3 progenitor 
divisions leading to either same r3/r3 or distinct identity daughters: r3/r4 and r3/r2. D) Cell 
cycle length of r2 to r6 progenitors of developing embryos from 6 to 13 hpf. Number of divisions 
analysed r2-61, r3-55, r4-60, r5-45, r6-25. 
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Hindbrain anteriorisation upon RA signalling inhibition 
 
RA which acts in the posterization of neurectoderm is synthesised by RALDH in the mesoderm 

layer in the vicinity of the margin as early as late blastula stage of zebrafish embryo (Schier 

and Talbot, 2005). In order to establish the basis for integration of molecular signalling and 

cell behaviours in hindbrain patterning and in the specification of cell identity, we reconstructed 

cell lineages in control embryos and in a RA signalling null background in the presence of the 

drug diethyl-aminobenzaldehyde (DEAB). The DEAB treatment of transgenic krox20:eGFP-

Hras zebrafish embryos was applied from 4 hpf onwards before the onset of RA activity in the 

embryo. DEAB treatment at 10 µM ensured the desired hindbrain phenotype characterized by 

expansion of r3 and r4 and absence of posterior rhombomeres with a reduced r5 in 35% of 

treated embryos and complete absence of r5 in the rest of the embryos (Maves and Kimmel, 

2005)(Figure 4A,A’, B, B’ and E). Confocal 3D stacks of the embryos in the r3-r5 region were 

made at 14 and 24 hpf to analyse their distribution in the neural keel and neural tube respec-

tively, upon RA inhibition (Figure 4C, C’, D, D’). Segmentation of the domains and their 3D 

reconstruction showed that the reduced r5 domain restricts to the dorsal part of the neural 

tube suggesting ventral cells are more sensitive to RA perturbation (Figure 4C’,D’). The vol-

ume of r3 and r4 domains were both increased ~200% in DEAB-treated embryos at 14hpf 

stage (Figure 4F). In order to obtain fate map of hindbrain upon RA inhibition, we marked the 

rhombomeres’ r2-r5 nuclei as previously described in control embryo except for the distinctive 

selection of nuclei with no membrane staining, i.e. eGFP-, in prospective r5 domain (Figure 

4G,G’). The position of each progenitor population was shown (Figure 4H-L)(Movie S4). The 

remaining r5 (eGFP+/krox20+) cells undertook a migratory path that corresponds to dorsal 

progenitors as expected while the eGFP-/krox20- cells (which are	mostly ventral) have their 

progenitors located within the r4 progenitor domain meaning that more progenitors were spec-

ified towards anterior fate than in control embryo. We noticed that the mean path gravity mass 

of eGFP- cells undertook the migratory path of r4 ventral cells (Figure 4M). Also, the distance 

between neighbouring cell nuclei remained higher over time in DEAB-treated embryo indicat-

ing that RA inhibition caused a retardation in tissue compaction (Figure 4N). Taking it as a 

read-out for degree of convergence, we report that the delayed convergence of neural pro-

genitors is reduced around 11 hpf, just before neural keel stage. It is well known that conver-

gence movements of the zebrafish neural plate cells are regulated and critical for both tissue 

internalization and the development of a solid neural keel and neural rod (Tawk et al., 2007; 

Araya et al., 2014). Further, we analysed the speed of lateral cells and found that the increase 

of speed is delayed for a shorter period of time (10hpf20-11hpf10) compared to normal embryo 

(8hpf50-10hpf50) (Figure 40, 2G). 
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Figure 4. Hindbrain phenotype and fate map upon RA inhibition. 

A, A’, B, B’) Z-projection of confocal images of control and DEAB-treated Tg krox20:eGFP-
Hras embryos at 14hpf and 24hpf respectively. In B-B’, nuclei are stained with mCherry. 
C,C’,D,D’) 3D reconstruction of r3 and r5 domains from the confocal imaging through semi-
automated segmentation. E) Phenotypes upon 10µM DEAB treatment. F,F’) Graphs showing 
the quantification of volume of r3 and r5 domains from 3D reconstruction in control and DEAB-
treated embryo (number of experiments =3). G, G’) Selection of r3 and reduced r5 domains’ 
nuclei in DEAB digital embryo at 12hpf50 and 16hpf (top and bottom respectively) identified 
with krox20 driven eGFP membrane staining (white). eGFP- nuclei, located ventrally to the r5 
cells are selected in G’. DEAB digital embryo with nuclei centres in blue, r3 nuclei centre in 
pink and r5 in green, eGFP- nuclei centre in orange. H-L) Rhombomere progenitors’ position 
from r2-r5 at 7hpf, 9hpf, 11hpf, 12hpf50 and 15hpf50. Nuclei centres of rhombomere with their 
colour code, super imposed with raw imaging data. r2-r4 are not coloured in the L panel. In L 
, transverse section of the neural rod is shown bottom right. Dorso-lateral view. Only the right 
side must be considered since nuclei correction was performed on this half of the digital em-
bryo. M) Gravity mass of r4 dorsal, r4 ventral, r5 and eGFP- progenitor population is plotted 
in XY axis from 7hpf. N) Average cell neighbour distance in control (blue) and DEAB-treated 
(red) embryos during the imaging period. Mann Whitney test is performed to test the signifi-
cance of difference. P=3.0477602071185435e-16. O) Relative speed of dorsal (yellow) and 
ventral (grey) progenitors of r4 from 7 to 14 hours of embryonic development. Dotted line 
indicates midline. A- Anterior, P- Posterior. hpf- hours post fertilization. Scale bar-50µm. 
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Increase of progenitors specification toward r3 and r4 fate upon RA inhibition 
 
Anteriorisation of hindbrain, i.e expansion of r3-r4 at the expense of posterior ones, upon RA 

inhibition had been reported in many studies (Begemann et al., 2004; Maves and Kimmel, 

2005)(Begemann et al, 2004; Maves and Kimmel, 2005). Through the establishment of hind-

brain fate map of DEAB-treated embryo, we deciphered that RA controls convergence move-

ment of rhombomere progenitors and contribute to the specification of posterior progenitors 

identity from mid-gastrulation. Next, We explored the spatiotemporal features controlling the 

rhombomere progenitors populations and gather information on population dynamics and lin-

eage relationships. We examined the size of progenitor population of r2, r3 and r4 upon RA 

inhibition. We found that at mid-gastrulation (7 hpf) the surface area occupied by individual 

progenitors population is the same between control and DEAB-treated embryos. (Figure 

5A,B). But at 8 hpf, the size of r3 and r4 progenitors population became larger whereas the 

size r2 is not affected upon RA inhibition (Figure 5C,D). It was reported that r2 is not under 

the control of RA signalling. We examined cell proliferation rate of rhombomere progenitors 

and found that it remained similar for r2, r3, r4 and r5 indicating that the anteriorisation was 

not caused through change in proliferation rate (Figure 5F). We next analysed the properties 

of rhombomere progenitors divisions from 7 to 8 hpf, before the established clonal origin of 

rhombomere. Progenitors of r3 and r4 tend to give rise to daughters of same rhombomere 

identity to a greater extend, with 75% and 62.5% of divisions with same identity daughters in 

DEAB embryo compared to 56.2% and 36.4% in the control, respectively (Figure 5E,G). 
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Figure 5. Increase r3 and r4 progenitors division into same identity daughters upon RA 
inhibition. 

A-C) Surface area of rhombomere progenitors in control and DEAB-treated embryos at 7 hpf 
(A,B) and 8 hpf (C,D) respectively, with their colour code. Bottom: area of r2 (red), r3 (pink) 
and r4 (white). Scale: 50µm. E) Flat representation of the reconstructed cell lineage tree of r3 
in DEAB-treated embryo with branches indicating cell division. The x-axis displays the time of 
embryonic development in hours post-fertilization (hpf). Each line indicates single hindbrain 
progenitor (r2 in red, r3 in pink, r4 in white). Interrupted lines indicate that the cells were not 
tracked further. F) Comparison of cell cycle length of r2, r3, r4 and r5 progenitors in control 
(Blue) and DEAB-treated (red) embryos. Number of cell divisions analysed in DEAB-treated 
embryo, r2=27, r3=33, r4=33, r5=5. G) Graphs indicating total number of cell division, number 
of divisions leading to two daughters of same rhombomere and of distinct rhombomeres i.e 
for r3 progenitors divisions leading to either same r3/r3 or distinct identity daughters: r3/r4 and 
r3/r2. The analysis is done before 8 hpf. 
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Defect in convergence leads to ectopic accumulation of neural progenitors and NTDs  
 
We further examined the impact of impaired movement of convergence of hindbrain progeni-

tors on the morphogenesis of the developing neural tube, upon RA signalling inhibition. Con-

focal imaging of krox20:eGFP-Hras transgenic embryos at 14 hpf shows that the neural keel 

in DEAB-treated embryos is significantly wider than in control embryos (Figure 6A-C). In ad-

dition to this well-known hindbrain phenotypes upon RA inhibition, we observed a dysmor-

phology in the neural tube lumen at the level of rhombomere 3-5 region in DEAB-treated em-

bryos at 24 hpf (Figure 6D-F). The phenotype appeared to be a spectrum from partial dupli-

cation, with ectopic neural progenitors accumulation in the dorsal part of the neural tube, to 

fully duplicated apical midlines (Figure 6E,F). The lateral section and transverse section of the 

neural tube revealed a degree of duplicated apical midlines/lumen (Figure 6E’,E’’,F’,F’’). The 

penetrance of the phenotype is higher in the transgenic line established in WT/TÜ background 

than the other one generated in casper background, with 42% and 18% of neural tube defect 

(NTD) respectively (Figure 6G). The phenotype obtained is reminiscent of vangl2 zebrafish 

mutants. Mirror-symmetric C-division which occurs at neural keel and neural rod stages de-

posits one daughter on each side of neural-axis. This ensures the apical polarity of daughter 

cells lie at the middle of the tissue. Subsequently apical midline is formed and lumen opens 

along the apical midline (Tawk et al., 2007; Quesada-Hernández et al., 2010). The delayed 

convergence is the cause of ectopic C-division in lateral regions of wider neural plate in vangl2 

mutants. This results in formation of duplicated apical midline and consequent duplicated neu-

ral tube. As we had previously mentioned, there is a convergence defect in RA-null embryos 

with the read-out of tissue compaction (Figure 4O). We observed a normal C-division in the 

DEAB-treated embryos but at lateral regions of the developing neural tube (Figure 6H). Alto-

gether, our data suggests that the observed NT phenotype is due to the delay/defect in con-

vergence. 
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Figure 6. RA inhibition causes ectopic apical midlines. 
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Figure 6. RA inhibition causes ectopic apical midlines. 
 
A,B) Z-projection of confocal imaging of Tg krox20:eGFP-Hras control and DEAB-treated em-
bryos at 14hpf. nc- neural crest C) Width of neural keel in control and DEAB-treated embryos 
at 14 hpf. Unpaired student t-test is performed to test the significance of the difference. D-F) 
Z-projection of confocal imaging of Tg krox20:eGFP-Hras control (D) and (E-F) two classes of 
phenotypes in DEAB-treated embryos at 24hpf. Embryos were injected with H2B-mCherry 
mRNA at one-cell stage. Dotted line in D-F indicates transverse sections through r3 shown in 
D’’-F’’ respectively. D’-F’, D’’-F’’) Coronal sections through dorsal part of r3 (D’’-F’’) and (D’’-
F’’) transverse sections of r3. The ectopic accumulation of neural progenitors has been out-
lined in panels E’-F’ and E’’-F’’. G) Table scoring the phenotypes in krox20:eGFP-Hras trans-
genic lines established in WT/Tü and casper backgrounds upon DEAB treatment. H) Z sec-
tions through r3 of 2-photon 4D imaging of DEAB-treated transgenic embryo. Time-lapse se-
quence shows C-division occurs at two lateral edges of neural keel-neural rod. Red dots indi-
cate the centre of mother and daughter	cells. Yellow dotted lines depict apical midlines. Time 
points are indicated top right. r-rhombomere Scale bar-50µm, H) 20µm. 
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Rescue of posterior rhombomere with optogenetic restoration of RA in hindbrain pro-
genitors 
	
Optogenetic tools can be used to manipulate RA activity at the single cell level with a high 

spatiotemporal resolution. In order to tackle the autonomous versus community effect of RA 

signalling on hindbrain morphogenesis, we made use of the established RA photoactivation 

method where the biologically inactive 13-cis RA is isomerized to active all-trans RA at the 

single cell level locally using UV illumination in a null RA background (Xu et al. 2012). It was 

shown previously that photoactivation must be performed prior to the end of gastrulation to 

obtain complete rescue of hindbrain (Xu et al. 2012). We first inhibited the RA signalling in 

krox20:eGFP-Hras embryo in the presence of 10µM DEAB from 4 hpf onwards. At 6 hpf, em-

bryos were incubated for 5 minutes in 5nm 13-cis RA (a pulse) (Figure 7A). Then, we restored 

RA signalling in selected r5 progenitors on one side of the embryo at 7 hpf, by scanning at 

405nm for a few minutes (Figure 7B). Our fate map of zebrafish hindbrain was instrumental to 

target the r5 progenitors precisely. The rescued cells were followed by the simultaneous pho-

toconversion of the fluorescent protein nls-Eos which shifts from green to red nuclei upon UV 

illumination. We observed a rescue of posterior hindbrain and more specifically the whole r5 

domain (Figure 7C,C,D,D’). RA restoration in individual r5 progenitor level caused the rescue 

of adjacent cells identified with krox20-driven membranous eGFP staining suggesting a com-

munity effect of RA on krox20 gene expression and hindbrain morphogenesis. 
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Figure 7. Rhombomere 5 restoration by cell community effect. 

A) Timeline of the experiment. B) Tg krox20:eGFP-Hras embryo at 6hpf with the simultaneous 
photoconversion of nls-Eos and photo-isomerization of inactive 13-cis RA to active all-trans 
RA in targeted r5 progenitor cells mainly. C) Schematic of r5 restoration through cell-commu-
nity and cell-autonomous effects. D,E) Confocal z-slice of transgenic embryo at 18hpf showing 
the rescue of rhombomere 5 upon RA restoration in 8 progenitor cells (D) and 12 progenitors 
cells (E). D’,E’) Magnified view of the corresponding (D,E).Red nuclei staining identify RA-
rescued cells. Arrow heads indicate rescued neighbouring cells with green membrane only. 
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Discussion 
 
We established a method to study zebrafish hindbrain morphogenesis quantitatively from mid-

gastrulation till early neurulation through 3D+time live imaging of hindbrain-specific transgenic 

embryo. The technical advancement of two-photon scanning microscopy and automated cell 

tracking tools facilitate such a cellular approach. Quantifying cell behaviour will serve as a 

basis to build a mechano-genetic model of hindbrain formation in silico. Hindbrain rhombo-

meres start to be specified as early as 8 hpf with their marker gene expression. Thus, this 

approach can be used to understand the early cell behaviours that lead to hindbrain defects 

upon gain and loss of various genes’ functions during hindbrain morphogenesis.  

 

AP and DV organisation of rhombomere progenitors at the shield stage  
 
We provided a zebrafish hindbrain fate map with greater precision compared to the state-of-

the-art by taking advantage of technical advancements (Figure 8) (Woo and Fraser, 1995). 

Our fate map shows no wavy domains of hindbrain progenitors as predicted in (Woo and 

Fraser, 1995). However, r1 and r7 domains are not included in our fate map analysis, which 

may give more overlapping region with midbrain and spinal cord progenitors at anterior and 

posterior ends respectively. Further, cell behaviours and cell dynamics have been elucidated 

in the study. Rhombomeres are cell lineages units with polyclonal origin. We demonstrated 

that clonal commitment of rhombomere progenitors is achieved at around 8 hpf. The defined 

clonal origin of rhombomere is in agreement with transplantation experiments showing re-

gional neural identity commitment occurs at 80% epiboly (Woo and Fraser, 1995). Neural pro-

genitors (neuroectoderm) undergo	orderly movement throughout gastrulation. It is known to 

be guided by the asymmetric localization of planar cell polarity (PCP) components (Williams 

and Solnica-Krezel, 2020). Dorsal and ventral progenitors are located more lateral and medial 

respectively in regard to the embryonic shield. Both populations move in the same direction 

towards the midline, however at 11 hpf medial cells undergo posterior migration and then 

follow anterior-ward movement. At the same time, it also undergoes inward movement to in-

ternalize. The lateral cells which are far from midline start to speed up and converge directly 

to the midline. By this way, they place themselves on top of inward moving medial cells. Thus, 

we showed progenitors undertake distinct migration paths to orchestrate the 3D neural keel 

structure from 2D neural plate cells with quantitative cell behaviours. Protrusive activity of 

individual cells during migration is under the control of PCP components and it would be in-

teresting to study the roles of PCP in this differential migration paths of these D and V progen-

itors during the early neurula stages. The differential migration paths of D and V progenitors 

were observed in a previous study (Araya et al., 2019). The observed increase in speed of 
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lateral cells was shown previously using conventional methods which didn’t give the exact 

timing of the increased speed (Sepich et al., 2000; Myers, Sepich and Solnica-Krezel, 2002). 

 

 

 
 
Figure 8. Schematic of zebrafish hindbrain fate map (r2-r6). 

Rhombomeres from r2 to r6 are marked in their respective colour code. Shield stage (left) and 
Neural tube (right). The shaded colours in between two rhombomere progenitor populations, 
indicate the overlap of the two territories. Ventral progenitors at the shield stage and ventral 
cells in the neural tube are marked in light colours of their respective dorsal counterparts in 
dark colours. In the middle, the cell trajectories of the dorsal (yellow) and ventral (white) pro-
genitors of r4 are represented from 6 to 13 hours of embryonic development. D-dorsal, V-
ventral, A-Anterior, P-posterior. 
 

RA role in hindbrain patterning 
 
We obtained the hindbrain fate map upon RA inhibition. It showed that the identity switch of 

progenitors caused the hindbrain anteriorisation but not increased cell proliferation. We found 

that anterior domains r3 and r4 increased by twice upon DEAB inhibition through volume 

measurement via semi-automated segmentation and a strong reduction in r5 domain. We 

measured the cell cycle length of r3 and r4 domains cells in control and DEAB-treated embryos 

and found no significant change in proliferation rate upon RA inhibition. It strongly suggests 

that the posterior rhombomere progenitors are acquiring anterior fate due to the shift in RA 

morphogen gradient and corresponding cell fate.  

 

In our study, we observed that the ventral neural tube is more sensitive to RA inhibition. It has 

been observed in val mutants, the indirect target gene of RA through vhnf1, that the krox20 

expression is restricted to anterior dorsal domain of r5 at 19 hpf and also corresponding to 
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cells more laterally located in prospective r5 at 11.5 hpf (Prince, 1998). It suggests that the 

RA may have a differential influence on target gene activation along the trajectory of neural 

progenitors in the DV axis of the embryo at early-mid gastrula stages. We showed that the 

progenitors of prospective ventral r5 cells acquired r4 identity upon RA inhibition through back 

tracking the remaining cells in ventral r5 domain which do not express krox20. Over all, our 

study dissects the phenotypic defect in hindbrain upon RA inhibition. 

 

RA in apical midline formation during neurulation  
 
“Duplicated NT” phenotype upon RA inhibition has not been reported in previous studies. C-

division of neural progenitors at neural keel stages has a powerful morphogenetic influence 

on neural tube organisation. It occurs in response to intrinsic molecular clock rather than de-

pending on the environment (Girdler et al., 2013). Thus, C-divisions could occur on lateral 

edges of wider neural keel when convergence is slower as observed in vangl2 mutants (Tawk 

et al., 2007). We observed a convergence defect in embryos upon RA inhibition. The observed 

NT phenotype was highly reminiscent of vangl2 (tri) mutants (Ciruna et al., 2006; Tawk et al., 

2007). In tri mutants, the speed of lateral cells is reduced, thus leading to the delayed conver-

gence. We observed the same in embryos upon RA inhibition. We looked for possible link 

between RA with PCP pathway in the literature. It was shown in Raldh2-/- mouse embryos 

that RA deficiency caused strong downregulation in Vangl2 and Fzd3 expression at the level 

of hindbrain, at E8.25-E8.75 (Tuduce et al., 2009). It can be presumed that RA inhibition 

causes downregulation of these PCP components during zebrafish gastrulation as well. That 

results in convergence defects and consequent neural tube dysmorphology. However, the 

expression pattern of vangl2 and fzd3 in zebrafish embryos upon RA inhibition at late gastrula 

and early neurula stages must be investigated through whole mount in situ hybridisation. The 

exact role of RA in leading to duplicated NT phenotype should be further examined in detail. 

This would give a perspective for cross-talk between two signalling pathways RA and PCP 

that are important for cell specification and cell movement respectively. The penetration of NT 

phenotype differs according to the genetic background of the transgenic lines. Even though 

the penetrance is not complete, the fact that the phenotype is observed in two distinct lines 

eliminates the possibility of the influence of regulatory sequences surrounding the integration 

site of the transgene on the reported phenotype. 

 
Community effect of RA signalling  
 
Morphogen gradients are not just formed through simple diffusion but by active transportation 

of morphogen molecule through the extracellular matrix at long distances (Rogers and Schier, 
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2011). To understand the nature of RA morphogen gradient and at which distance it acts in 

presumptive neuroectoderm, we aimed to restore RA in selective hindbrain progenitors and 

analysed the followed rescue of posterior rhombomere (r5) domain. Photo-isomerisation of 

the inactive form 13-cis RA to the active form all-trans-RA was used to develop the spatiotem-

poral control of RA (Xu et al., 2012). It was shown in the same study that if RA was activated 

locally at head region before the bud stage, it was possible to rescue the hindbrain defects in 

DEAB-treated embryos. In our experiment, we restored RA specifically at r5 hindbrain pro-

genitors on one side of the embryo at the shield stage by UV illumination using confocal mi-

croscopy. However, we observed the rescue of r5 hindbrain domains on both sides of neural 

tube AP axis. That indicates the restored RA is sequestered quickly over the long distance 

and further strengthens that there is a community effect of RA during hindbrain morphogene-

sis. However, it is important to note that the local activation was not very precise due to the 

poor axial resolution in confocal microscopy. Photoactivation should be performed using two-

photon microscopy in the future to target the progenitor region precisely.  

 

Material and Methods 
 

Zebrafish transgenics and husbandry: Transgenic fish lines, krox20:eGFP-Hras  were gener-

ated in the lab to label developing rhombomere domains r3 and r5 with eGFP targeted to 

membrane. For this purpose a SalI/ClaI fragment containing GFP-Hras from pCS2/GFP-Hras 

was sub-cloned into pCR2.1-TOPO to be transferred as a BamHI/NotI fragment in pTol2-

cA:GFP construct (Labalette et al., 2011). Transgenic lines were obtained from WT/Tü and 

casper embryos injected at the one-cell stage with the pTol2 constructs together with tol2 

transposase mRNA. The zebrafish lines were bred and maintained as described (Westerfield, 

2007). Embryos were staged in accordance with (Kimmel et al., 1995). 

 

mRNA preparation and microinjection: H2B-mCherry and nls-Eos mRNAs were prepared us-

ing mMessage mMachine mRNA transcription kit (Invitrogen) and stored in -80°C. 3-4nl of 

75ng/µl H2B-mCherry mRNA was injected in one-cell stage zebrafish embryos. Injection at 

early one-cell stage into the centre of the cell of the embryo ensured homogenous staining. 

For optogenetic experiments, 40 ng nls-Eos mRNA was injected in one-cell stage embryo. 

Embryos with homogenous and optimum bright staining were selected around 4 hpf or 6 hpf 

for live imaging experiments. 

 

Pharmacological treatment: Embryos were incubated with 10µM DEAB from 4 hpf onwards in 

dark in order to inhibit RA signalling. Fresh dilution was made from a 10mM DEAB stock dis-

solved in DMSO for each experiment. For optogenetic RA restoration experiments, shield 
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stage embryos were washed with embryo medium (EM) after 10µM DEAB incubation and 

incubated in 5nM cis-RA for five minutes. Fresh dilutions of 13 cis-RA were made in two steps 

from 40mM stock in DMSO each time. Control embryos were kept in EM. (all Sigma-Aldrich) 

 

Mounting for hindbrain development imaging: Embryo at 6hpf was dechorionated and 

mounted in the custom-made imaging chamber on a bed of 0.5% LMP Agarose. The imaging 

chamber was filled with EM alone or DEAB solution, dissolved in EM for RA inhibition experi-

ments. Tricaine was used at 0.033% in EM to inhibit twitching of embryo at later stages. First, 

embryo was placed on an agarose bed with animal pole on top and then the shield position is 

tilted up to 30º angle (1/3rd to the centre of the embryo) and immobilized by pouring 20-30µl 

of 0.5% LMP agarose on top. This initial position of shield stage embryo ensured that the 

hindbrain progenitors were inside the field of view throughout the gastrulation and neurulation 

movements. 

 

Two-photon and confocal microscopy imaging: Leica SP5 and Zeiss LSM780 two-photon mi-

croscopes equipped with water immersion 20X/1.0 NA dipping lens objective were used for 

overnight imaging. Image stacks of 200-250 µm with spatial scaling 1-1.16 µm and with delta 

T ~2m30s were made continuously for 10 hours and more. 70 µm was scanned above the 

animal pole to ensure the embryo’s growth inside the volume scanned during the imaging 

period. Embryos were maintained at 28.5°C with the use of OKO-lab heating system (OKO-

lab H101 WJC). Only embryos which exhibited normal morphology after imaging were ana-

lysed. LSM Zeiss 780 was used for confocal imaging of hindbrain rhombomeres 3-5 at 14 hpf 

and 24 hpf embryos. Dechorionated embryos were mounted in agarose gel molds. Image 

stacks 100-120 µm was made at 1024x1024 spatial resolution. 

 

Semi-automated segmentation and 3D reconstruction: 

The applied method for 3D image segmentation used surface reconstruction from 3D point 

cloud data and 3D image information. The available information was combined by the calcu-

lation of the distance function to the shape, represented by the point cloud, and the application 

of the edge detector function to the pre-smoothed 3D image. The method achieved the needed 

result by implementing a mathematical model and numerical method based on the level set 

algorithm. In the case of the mentioned data the algorithm was further optimized by using 

semi-automatically segmented curves in every 2D slice of the 3D image instead of a point 

cloud data set. 
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Optogenetic restoration of RA: 

Global illumination with UV lamp: UV lamp(365nm) was used to illuminate embryos incubated 

in 5 nM 13-cis RA (Supp. fig). Local illumination with UV laser: 40 ng/ul of nls-Eos mRNA is 

injected at one-cell stage transgenic embryo. Embryos were treated with 10µM DEAB from 4 

hpf onwards. DEAB solution was removed and embryos were incubated in 5nm 13-cis RA for 

5 minutes at 6hpf and later transferred back into 10µM DEAB solution. Embryo with homoge-

nous nls-Eos staining was selected and dechorionated using stereo- fluorescent microscope. 

Embryo was positioned on Teflon mold with animal pole in dorsal view as described above. 

20X/1NA objective (Zeiss) was used to locate the r5 progenitor area. With the knowledge from 

the wildtype embryo, r5 progenitor area is identified approximately and illuminated with 405nm 

UV laser for 3-4minutes. The simultaneous conversion of nls-Eos from green to red nuclei and 

biologically inactive 13-cis RA to active all-trans RA allowed us to follow the RA restored cells 

over time. Note that the bright field of Zeiss microscope was blocked with UV shield and the 

entire optogenetic part was carried out in at most dark.  The method was previously estab-

lished in (Xu et al., 2012). 

 

Data Analysis: 

Raw data was processed through BioEmergences workflow to obtain the automated recon-

struction of cell lineages (Faure et al., 2016). Nuclei centres were validated through centre 

select software and a nuclei-based tracking algorithm Expectation-Maximization (EM) which 

is the iteration of SimAnn algorithm was applied. The data was visualized, annotated and 

analysed in Mov-IT, a custom made interface (Faure et al., 2016). Parameters such as gravity 

mass, average cell neighbour distance, timing of cell division and speed were extracted from 

Mov-IT software. Mann-whitney and student t-tests were performed to find the significance of 

compared groups. Images for the publication were made using the same software. Calcula-

tions and graphs were made in Excel. Fiji software was used to analyse and present confocal 

imaging data. Figures were assembled in Adobe illustrator. Graphpad prism and MS excel 

were used for statistical analysis and representation.  
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Supplemental figures 
	

 
 
Figure S1. Clonal analysis of rhombomere 4 with cell lineage tree. 

 
A) Flat representation of the reconstructed cell lineage of rhombomere 4 with branches indi-
cating cell division. The x-axis displays the time of embryonic development in hours post-
fertilization (hpf). Each line indicates a single hindbrain progenitor. Some cells were not 
tracked until the end of the sequence, and are depicted as interrupted lines. B) Magnification 
of the part of the tree in rectangle shown in A, a square corresponds to a cell. White arrow 
indicates the clonal origin point. r3-pink, r4-white, r5-green. 
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Figure S2. Isomerisation of RA via global UV illumination. 

Tg krox20:eGFP-Hras embryos showing GFP staining in r3 and r5 at 30hpf in A) control em-
bryo. B-D) DEAB-treated embryo from 4hpf onwards and exposed for 5 minutes to 5nM 13-
cis RA (B) and illuminated (or not) for 1 minute with a UV lamp at 7 hpf (C,D). Scale bar: 100 
µm. 
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Supplemental movies 
 
Movie S1. Dynamic fate map of hindbrain (r2-r6) from mid-gastrulation till early neurula-
tion 

http://bioemergences.eu/MageshiK/videos/180516aF_annotated.mp4 
 

Movie S2. Construction of dorsal and ventral 3D neural tube (r4) from progenitors do-
mains. 

http://bioemergences.eu/MageshiK/videos/180516aF_t_t21383_26.mp4 
 

Movie S3. Transverse view of construction of 3D neural keel. 

http://bioemergences.eu/MageshiK/videos/180516aFDVformation.mp4 
 

Movie S4. Hindbrain formation r2-r6 from mid-gastrulation till early neurulation upon 
RA inhibition. 

http://bioemergences.eu/MageshiK/videos/131129a_t_t21406_827.mp4 
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3.2.	The	role	of	FGF	signalling	in	hindbrain	morphogenesis	
	
3.2.1.	Introduction	
	
The	two	signalling	pathways	RA	and	FGF	initiate	the	division	of	the	hindbrain	primordium	into	a	

rostral	region	and	a	caudal	region.	The	expression	of	transcription	factors	such	as	hoxb	1b,	hoxb	

1a,	vhnf1,	valentino	and	krox20	will	subdivide	the	caudal	part	of	the	hindbrain	into	r4,	r5	and	r6.	

In	the	zebrafish	embryo,	fgf3	and	fgf8	are	co-expressed	in	the	blastoderm	margin	from	30%	epib-

oly	and	later	in	the	embryonic	shield	at	50%	epiboly	then	are	detected	from	80%	epiboly	in	the	

presumptive	r4	territory	before	the	appearance	of	the	early	markers	of	hindbrain	segmentation,	

hoxb1a,	hoxb1b,	Vhnf1,	valentino/kreisler/MafB	and	krox20,	at	the	tail	bud	stage	(10hpf).	When	

the	hindbrain	segments	are	morphologically	established,	the	fgf3	transcripts	remain	restricted	to	

r4,	while	Fgf8	quickly	becomes	undetectable	in	this	rhombomere	but	remains	expressed	in	the	

isthmus	(MHB,	midbrain-hindbrain	border).	

	
The	FGFs	(Fgf3	and	Fgf8)	of	r4	and	possibly	the	FGFs	(Fgf8	and	Fgf4)	of	the	isthmus	provide	a	

planar	signal	to	establish	the	identity	of	the	adjacent	hindbrain	segments.	Indeed,	the	loss	of	func-

tion	experiments	show	that	the	loss	of	one	Fgf3	(fgf3-MO)	or	the	other	Fgf8	(ace	mutant,	fgf8-/-)	

has	a	more	subtle	effect	on	the	patterning	of	the	hindbrain	on	the	other	hand	in	embryos	with	

double	mutants	/	morphants	(fgf3-MO;	fgf8-	or	fgf3-MO;	fgf8-MO)	rhombomers	adjacent	to	r4	are	

lost	(r5,	r6)	or	reduced	(r1-r3),	while	r4	and	r7	are	maintained	(Maves,	Jackman	and	Kimmel,	

2002;	Walshe	et	al.,	2002).	It	is	well	known	that	the	identity	of	rhombomere	segments	is	estab-

lished	 through	 the	 differential	 expression	 of	 transcription	 factors,	many	 under	 the	 control	 of	

FGFs.	In	particular,	the	FGF	pathway	regulates	the	expression	of	the	transcription	factor	Sp51	

which	is	required	for	the	expression	of	krox20	 in	r3,	vHNF1	cooperates	with	Fgf3	and	Fgf8	to	

initiate	the	expression	of	valentine	(val)	in	r5	/	r6	which	in	turn	will	activate	krox20	in	r5	(Sun	et	

al.,	2006;	Labalette	et	al.,	2011,	2015).	

	
In	order	to	analyse	the	patterning	defects	of	the	hindbrain	at	the	cellular	level	following	the	inhi-

bition	of	the	FGF	pathway,	we	perform	3D+time	live	imaging	of	embryos	treated	with	SU5402,	a	

competitive	inhibitor	of	the	activation	of	FGFR.	

	
3.2.2.	Inhibition	of	FGF	signalling	through	SU5402	treatment		
	

We	established	a	protocol	for	inhibiting	the	FGF	pathway	by	treating	embryos	with	SU5402,	an	

inhibitor	of	FGF	receptor	activation	(FGFR).	Previous	work	has	shown	that	 the	FGF	signalling	

pathway	required	for	the	regulation	of	hindbrain	patterning	acts	during	a	brief	period	of	devel-

opment,	from	the	30%	epiboly	stage	to	stage	1	somite	(Walshe	et	al.,	2002).	An	early	Fgf	signal	
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requirement	for	hindbrain	development	was	demonstrated	with	1	hour	inhibition	of	FGF	with	

SU5402	at	4	to	5	hpf	(Roy	and	Sagerström,	2004).	Therefore,	we	have	chosen	to	carry	out	the	

treatment	with	SU5402	(40µM)	of	an	Tg	krox20:	eGFP-Hras	from	the	“dome”	stage	(4	hpf)	up	to	6	

hpf	and	we	show	that	this	treatment	is	sufficient	to	lead	to	the	expected	phenotype,	an	expression	

of	krox20	in	r3	increased	in	size,	and	complete	loss	(n	=	10/28)	or	strong	reduction	(n	=	18/28)	

of	its	expression	in	r5	(Figure	3.1).	A	50%	reduction	in	the	size	of	the	otic	vesicle	with	the	absence	

of	otolith	is	systematically	observed	in	all	“SU5402”	embryos,	Fgf3	and	Fgf8	being	required	for	

induction	of	the	otic	placode	and	vesicle	(Kwak	et	al.,	2002;	Maroon	et	al.,	2002).	Finally,	the	de-

velopment	of	the	caudal	part	of	the	embryo	is	affected	by	treatment	with	SU5402.	At	the	end	of	

the	segmentation	period,	the	somites	appear	more	block-shaped	in	SU5402-treated	embryos	sim-

ilar	to	ace	mutant	(fgf8-/-)	embryos	(Reifers	et	al.,	1998),	compared	 to	 their	distinct	chevron	

shape	in	control	embryos.	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
Figure	3.	1.	Inhibition	of	the	FGF	signalling	pathway	affects	hindbrain	patterning.	

Dorsal	view	of	Tg	krox20:	eGFP-Hras	embryos	incubated	either	in	diluted	DMSO	(left)	or	SU5402	
(right)	at	28	hpf	development	stage,	taken	with	a	stereomicroscope:	bright	field	(top	panels)	and	
epifluorescence	(panels	bottom).	GFP	expression	is	observed	in	r3	and	r5	in	the	control	embryo	
while	it	is	reduced	in	r3	and	almost	absent	in	r5	in	the	SU5402-treated	embryo.	The	arrowhead	
shows	the	position	of	the	otic	vesicle	which	is	greatly	reduced	after	SU5402	treatment.	ov:	otic	
vesicle.	
	
We	have	thus	defined	a	window	of	2	hours	of	treatment	with	SU5402	treatment	from	4	to	6	hpf	

as	sufficient	to	lead	to	the	described	hindbrain	phenotype	of	FGF	signalling	inhibition,	which	will	

allow	us	to	perform	4D	imaging	of	developing	hindbrain		from	7hpf	onwards.	We	aim	to	obtain	

fate	map	of	hindbrain	progenitors	and	extract	measurements	of	cellular	behaviours	to	elucidate	

the	role	of	the	FGF	pathway	in	the	establishment	of	rhombomeres’	identity.	In	order	to	examine	
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the	phenotype	in	detail,	3D	stacks	were	made	using	two-photon	microscopy	at	24	hpf	after	the	

treatment	with	SU5402	at	40	µM	from	4-6	hpf.	As	expected,	r3	is	reduced	and	r5	is	restricted	to	

a	thin	strip	identified	with	krox20-driven	eGFP	expression,	and	r4	is	maintained	(Figure	3.2).	

	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

	

	

	

Figure	3.	2.	Hindbrain	patterning	defects	upon	FGF	inhibition.	

Tg	krox20:	eGFP-Hras	embryos	were	injected	with	H2B-mCherry	mRNA	injection.	eGFP	staining	

in	r3	and	r5	cell	membrane	and	mCherry	staining	in	nuclei	of	whole	embryo.	Dorsal	view	of	con-

trol	(left)	and	SU5402-treated	(right)	embryos	at	24	hpf.	r-rhombomere,	OV-otic	vesicle.	Scale	

bar-50	µm.	

	
3.2.3.	3D+time	live	imaging	of	SU5402	embryos		
	

The	mounting	strategy	that	we	established	 for	WT	and	DEAB-treated	embryos	was	not	apt	 to	

capture	hindbrain	 formation	 in	the	case	of	FGF	 inhibited	embryos.	FGF	 is	known	to	affect	 the	

convergent-extension	during	gastrulation	(Chung	et	al.,	2005).	Under	our	established	mounting,	

posterior	part	could	not	be	captured	in	the	field	of	view	during	the	neural	keel	and	rod	stages.	

Thus,	we	opted	for	new	mounting	strategy	of	shield-stage	embryo.	We	positioned	the	embryo	

with	the	shield	position	tilted	up	in	a	way	yolk	takes	up	3/4th	of	the	space	from	dorsal	view	(Figure	

3.3a)	In	this	way,	we	were	able	to	keep	developing	rhombomeres	3	and	5	in	the	field	of	view.	In	

this	new	mounting	strategy,	the	scanning	depth	of	the	embryo	was	increased	(Figure	3.3b).	

	

	

	

Control	
r3	

r5	

24hpf	 24hpf	

r3	
r5	

OV	

OV	

SU5402	
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Figure	3.	3.	Mounting	of	shield	stage	embryo	after	FGF	inhibition.	

a)	Objective	20X/1NA	immersed	in	embryo	medium	covering	the	embryo	in	the	imaging	cham-
ber.	Position	of	the	shield	stage	embryo	with	animal	pole	on	top	and	tilted	up	to	140-150	degree	
angle.	b)	Schematics	of	shield	stage	embryo	under	scanning.	
	

The	3D+	live	imaging	movies	are	attached,		

Movie	6:	3D	raw	data	rendering.	krox20:eGFP-Hras	with	SU5402	treatment	injected	with	
H2B-mCherry	mRNA	(ID:	200303aF).	

http://bioemergences.eu/MageshiK/videos/200303aF_t_mix.mp4	

Movie	7:	3D	raw	data	rendering.	krox20:eGFP-Hras	with	SU5402	treatment	injected	with	
H2B-mCherry	mRNA	(ID:	20313aF).	

http://bioemergences.eu/MageshiK/videos/200313aF_t_mix%20%281%29.mp4	

	

3.2.4.	Analysis	of	progenitor	cells	behaviour	
	

The	imaging	datasets	were	processed	through	BioEmergences	workflow.	Cells	in	the	r3	and	r5	

domains	were	marked	and	back	propagated	thanks	to	automated	cell	tracking	provided	by	the	

workflow	(Figure	3.4).	We	observed	that	the	automated	cell	tracking	needs	a	lot	of	manual	cor-

rection.	Due	to	lower	krox20:eGFP	staining	in	these	datasets	the	selection	of	r3	and	r5	nuclei	in	

the	digital	was	done	at	later	stages	13hpf40	and	15hpf50	respectively,	with	a	neuroepithelium	

already	much	tightly	packed.	We	applied	the	nuclei	filtering	tool	to	improve	nuclei	signal	to	facil-

itate	manual	correction.	However,	due	to	the	time	constraints,	manual	correction	of	automated	

cell	tracking	and	analysis	of	the	rhombomeres’	progenitor	population	have	been	delayed.		

	
As	FGF	affects	the	gastrulation	movements,	we	aim	to	analyse	the	coordinate	movements	of	mes-

endoderm	with	overlaying	neuroectoderm.	We	shall	determine	the	relative	speed	of	mesendo-

derm	versus	neurectoderm	during	convergent	extension	 in	control	(Figure	3.5)(Movie	8)	and	

SU5402-treated	embryos.		
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Figure	3.	4.	Selection	of	hindbrain	r3	and	r5	in	embryo	upon	FGF	inhibition.	

A,B)	Digital	embryo	with	all	nuclei	centres	in	blue,	r3	nuclei	centres	in	pink	and	r5	nuclei	centres	
in	green	at	two	developmental	stages.	Time	step	(T)	indicated	bottom	left.	hpf-	hour	post	fertili-
sation,	A-Anterior,	P-Posterior,	Scale:	50	µm.	

	

	
	

Figure	3.	5.	Germ	layers'	convergence	and	extension.	

Lateral	view	of	mesendoderm	(orange)	and	hindbrain	progenitors	(r2-red,	r3-pink,	r4-	white,	
r5-green,	r6-yellow)	at	7	hpf	in	control	digital	embryo.		
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Movie	8:	Movement	of	mesendoderm	and	neuroectoderm	in	WT	embryo	(ID:180516aF).	

http://bioemergences.eu/MageshiK/videos/180516aF_mesendoderm.mp4	
	
Lateral	 view	 from	 7hpf	 (T24)	 till	 11hpf20	 (T134)	 and	 longitudinal	 view	 along	 the	 AP	 from	

11hpf20	(T134)	till	13hpf	(T173).	

	

Further,	obtaining		fate	map	of	rhombomeres’	progenitors	in	SU5402-treated	embryo	should	give	

insights	into	hindbrain	progenitors	behaviour,	migration	and	specification	upon	FGF	inhibition.	

We	shall	assess	whether	the	r5-r6	region	which	is	reduced	to	a	one	size	segment	has	an	undefined	

“hox-less”	identity	as	observed	in	val	mutant	through	the	examination	of	migration	path	of	cor-

responding	progenitors.	 	
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4.	General	discussion	and	perspective	
	

There	is	a	fundamental	curiosity	on	how	embryo	architects	the	whole	animal	body	during	em-

bryonic	development	and	also	how	it	varies	in	different	species.	On	the	other	hand,	developmen-

tal	disorders	are	a	major	concern,	which	affects	the	human	lifespan	and	lifestyle.	Therefore,	it	is	

both	intriguing	and	inevitable	to	study	fundamental	events	in	embryonic	development	under	nor-

mal	and	pathological	conditions.	There	are	various	approaches	to	study	embryonic	development.	

Although,	the	direct	observation	of	how	cells	behave	and	correlate	it	to	the	gene	function	during	

embryonic	development	is	critical.	Segmentation	is	one	of	many	phenomena	used	by	the	multi-

cellular	organisms	to	construct	more	complex	structures.	Dividing	embryonic	field	via	segmenta-

tion	is	necessary	for	further	specification.	Hindbrain,	posterior	part	of	developing	brain	under-

goes	such	event	and	is	highly	conserved	among	vertebrates.	

4.1.	3D+time	live	imaging	of	hindbrain	morphogenesis	
	

Quantifying	cell	behaviours	that	underlie	morphogenesis	is	of	central	importance	to	our	under-

standing	of	embryonic	development	in	relation	with	gene	function	and	regulation.	Several	animal	

models	serve	to	understand	embryonic	development	which	hold	immediate	relevance	to	humans.	

However,	the	transparent	nature	of	zebrafish	embryos	make	it	a	remarkable	vertebrate	model	

for	understanding	cell	behaviours	and	is	highly	suitable	for	microscopy.	As	a	step	towards	that,	

reconstruction	of	entire	cell	lineage	for	first	24	hours	of	zebrafish	development	from	early	cleav-

age	stages	to	onset	of	organogenesis	was	achieved	in	2008	(Keller	et	al.,	2008).	The	data	could	be	

used	to	dissect	various	cell	behaviours	and	cell	lineages	of	many	regions	of	the	embryo	based	on	

morphology.	However,	the	genetic	labelling	of	area	of	interest	is	necessary	for	deeper	and	precise	

understanding	of	their	morphogenesis.	

	
In	 this	 thesis	work,	we	 studied	 zebrafish	hindbrain	morphogenesis	 and	 its	 segmentation.	We	

show	that	the	two	photon	microscopy	can	be	used	for	long	term	imaging	of	hindbrain	morpho-

genesis	without	the	hindrance	to	embryo	growth	and	health.	Previously,	zebrafish	neurulation	

has	been	studied	from	late	gastrula	through	neurula	stages	(Papan	and	Campos-Ortega,	1994;	

Hong	and	Brewster,	 2006;	Araya	et	 al.,	 2019).	 In	our	 study,	 following	 cells	 from	gastrulation	

through	early	neurulation	gives	an	overview	of	the	cell	behaviour	during	embryonic	development	

such	as	continuous	trajectories.	One	of	the	limitations	in	previous	studies	is	that	the	ventral	layers	

of	neural	keel	and	rod	stages	were	not	imaged	at	good	resolution.	Here,	using	two-photon	micros-

copy	we	were	able	to	image	as	well	as	track	them	with	automated	cell	tracking	provided	by	the	

BioEmergences	workflow,	complemented	by	manual	correction.	
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However,	live	imaging	is	a	challenge	and	the	success	rate	of	obtaining	exploitable	datasets	is	very	

low.	We	generated	many	imaging	datasets	which	could	not	be	exploited	due	to	limited	spatial	

resolution	 and	movement	 of	 embryo	 during	 the	 imaging	period.	With	 the	 improved	machine	

learning	based	segmentation	and	filtering	tools,	we	expect	to	exploit	the	datasets	in	the	near	fu-

ture.	On	the	other	hand,	2-photon	light	sheet	microscopy	would	be	a	better	choice	to	achieve	suit-

able	spatial	resolution	for	lineage	tracing.	It	requires	commercialisation	of	advanced	light	sheet	

microscopy	setups	and	a	solution	to	handle	big	data	for	routine	usage.	

	
With	our	established	protocol,	a	few	changes	in	mounting	procedure	and	using	other	reporter	

transgenic	lines	can	be	done	to	obtain	fate	map	of	other	subdivisions	in	the	zebrafish	CNS	such	as	

MHB,	 forebrain	and	 spinal	 cord.	Perturbation	of	 other	 signalling	and	 transcription	 factors	 in-

volved	in	hindbrain	morphogenesis	and	consequent	alteration	in	cell	behaviours	can	be	studied	

with	this	approach.	Key	segmentation	genes	such	as	vhnf1,	val,	krox20	and	various	Hox	are	ex-

pressed	as	early	as	8hpf	and	are	good	candidates	for	studies	involving	3D+time	imaging.	There-

fore,	this	would	shed	light	on	their	function	in	cell	behaviour	underlying	hindbrain	segmentation.	

	

4.2.	Dynamic	fate	map	of	r2-r6	rhombomeres	
	

Fate	map	studies	provide	the	remodelling	of	cell	and	tissue	organisation	during	embryonic	de-

velopment.	It	has	been	shown	in	mice,	chick	and	zebrafish	that	rhombomere	are	cell	lineage	units.	

Such	analysis	has	been	performed	in	zebrafish	at	later	stages	from	12	hpf	and	demonstrated	that	

cells	do	not	cross	between	rhombomeres	once	boundaries	are	formed	(Calzolari,	Terriente	and	

Pujades,	2014).	Here,	we	show	the	formation	of	segments	from	very	early	progenitor	domains	till	

organ	morphogenesis	i.e.	 individual	rhombomeres.	We	have	provided	 the	zebrafish	hindbrain	

dynamic	fate	map	from	late	shield	stage	(7	hpf)	which	gives	finer	precision	of	hindbrain	progen-

itors	compared	to	the	state	of	the	art,	utilising	high-resolution	microscopy	techniques	and	auto-

mated	tracking	algorithm.	Although	the	description	of	fate	map	and	cell	movements	have	been	

predicted	in	the	previous	study	(Woo	and	Fraser,	1995),	we	show	for	the	first	time	the	morpho-

genesis	of	early	hindbrain	at	cellular	resolution	from	mid-gastrulation	through	early	neurulation.	

Our	data	shows	that	segmental	organisation	of	rhombomere	are	evident	as	early	as	the	shield	

stage.	We	also	show	the	elegant	construction	of	dorsal	and	ventral	parts	of	neural	tube	from	neu-

roectoderm	cells	which	 is	achieved	 in	part	through	differential	 trajectories	of	 their	respective	

progenitors.	The	underlying	molecular	mechanism	of	varying	degree	of	distinct	migrational	paths	

of	dorsal	and	ventral	progenitors	from	10-13	hpf	needs	to	be	further	examined.	Furthermore,	the	

speed	of	dorsal	progenitors	is	increased	during	a	transient	period	to	facilitate	3D	construction	of	

neural	tube.	PCP	signalling	components	are	known	to	regulate	the	speed	of	lateral	cells	(Sepich	
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et	al.,	2000;	Jessen	et	al.,	2002).	Further	analysis	such	as	the	expression	pattern	of	various	com-

ponents	of	PCP	would	elucidate	the	cellular	mechanism.	Individual	rhombomere	fate	map	is	ob-

tained,	thus	further	provides	insights	into	the	clonal	origin	of	individual	rhombomeres.	We	es-

tablished	that	clonal	commitment	of	 individual	rhombomere	 is	achieved	at	around	8	hpf.	The	

mixing	of	progenitor	cells	at	the	border	of	contiguous	rhombomeres	progenitors	is	observed	be-

fore	8	hpf	but	at	a	low	20%.	The	directed	and	collective	migration	of	neuroectoderm	cells	allow	

less	mixing	of	the	progenitors	during	convergence	and	extension.	Previous	work	proposed	that	

cells	are	committed	to	hindbrain	identity	and	hindbrain	progenitors	acquire	regional	identity	as	

a	group	by	8	hpf,	through	transplantation	experiments	(Woo	and	Fraser,	1998).	However,	chal-

lenges	due	to	cell	intercalation	leads	to	little	mixture	of	cells	with	different	identity	at	borders.	

Cell	sorting	plays	a	major	role	in	making	sharp	boundaries	with	homogenous	segment.	Cell	iden-

tity	switch	of	intermingled	progenitors	also	contribute	to	the	homogeneous	segment.		

	

4.3.	Computational	modelling	of	hindbrain	morphogenesis		
	
(Collaboration	with	Joel	Dokmegang,	Centre	for	Advanced	Computational	Science,	Manchester	
Metropolitan	University,	Manchester,	UK)	
	

The	study	of	multicellular	development	is	grounded	in	two	complementary	domains:	cell	biome-

chanics,	which	examines	how	physical	forces	shape	the	embryo,	and	genetic	regulation	and	mo-

lecular	signalling,	which	concern	how	cells	determine	 their	states	and	behaviours.	 Integrating	

both	sides	into	a	unified	framework	is	crucial	to	fully	understand	the	self-organized	dynamics	of	

morphogenesis.	We	aim	to	study	the	mechanical	drivers	of	rhombomere	cells	robust	trajectories	

by	considering	their	motion	in	the	broader	context	of	the	global	structural	reorganization	events	

that	underlie	zebrafish	neurulation.	During	zebrafish	neurulation,	cells	from	lateral	regions	mi-

grate	 towards	 the	dorsal	midline,	creating	a	depression	that	 leads	 to	the	 folding	of	the	neural	

plate	and	the	formation	of	the	neural	tube.	It	has	been	established	that	in	early	stages	of	zebrafish	

development,	coordinated	movements	of	cells	are	similar	to	fluid	flows	(Pastor-Escuredo	et	al.,	

2021).	We	expect	that	a	deeper	understanding	of	the	mechanics	of	this	global	fluid-like	behavior	

will	reveal	insights	into	the	morphogenesis	of	rhombomeres	in	the	early	zebrafish.	

	
By	leveraging	cell	tracking	data	provided	by	the	BioEmergences	workflow,	we	are	able	to	compute	

key	mechanical	indicators	that	are	suitable	to	describe	the	observed	cellular	behaviours.	Of	par-

ticular	interest	is	the	characterization	of	the	singularities	(sources,	sinks,	vortices)	emerging	from	

collective	cell	migration	and	the	understanding	of	how	they	influence	this	fluid-like	movement.	

In	order	to	identify	these	singularities,	we	plan	to	decompose	the	velocity	field	associated	with	

cell	 movements	 into	 a	 divergence-free	 component	 and	 a	 curl-free	 component	 based	 on	 the	
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Helmholtz-Hodge	decomposition,	as	 is	often	 the	case	 in	 the	study	of	 fluid	 flows	(Bhatia	et	al.,	

2013).	Analyzing	these	fields	in	isolation	from	one	another	is	expected	to	yield	an	in-depth	de-

scription	of	the	cellular	movements	leading	to	rhombomere	formation.	

	
Because	cell	velocity	fields	directly	derived	from	raw	tracking	data	can	be	very	noisy,	we	compute	

instead	a	smoothed	velocity	field	as	input	for	our	decomposition.	A	smoothed	velocity	field	as	

described	in	(Pastor-Escuredo	et	al.,	2021)	has	the	additional	advantage	that	it	satisfies	the	dif-

ferentiability	constraints	required	by	the	Helmholtz-Hodge	method.	Here,	for	every	cell,	a	velocity	

is	calculated	by	taking	the	weighted	average	through	space	and	time	of	its	first	and	second	order	

ring	of	neighbors.	Preliminary	data	shows	the	time	evolution	of	this	vector	field	at	the	surface	of	

the	developing	embryo	(Appendix	figure	3).	

	

4.4.	RA	role	in	hindbrain	morphogenesis		
	

Retinoic	acid,	a	Vitamin	A	derivative	is	essential	for	embryonic	development.	Both	the	deficiency	

and	over	dose	of	Vitamin	A	during	pregnancy	cause	various	health	 issues	 in	both	mother	and	

infant.	Studies	on	animal	models	have	shown	that	RA	is	necessary	for	various	organ	formation.	It	

is	a	potent	teratogen	that	causes	many	developmental	defects	including	neural	tube	closure	de-

fects	(Copp	and	Greene,	2010).	Many	mice	mutants	of	components	in	RA	signalling	pathway	such	

as	Raldh2-/-,	Cyp26A-/-	and	RAR	causes	neural	tube	defects,	exencephaly	and	spina	bifida.	At	mo-

lecular	level,	retinoic	acid	acts	as	a	morphogen	which	determines	distinct	cell	fate	depending	on	

the	concentration	threshold.	We	aimed	to	understand	the	cellular	events	that	lead	to	hindbrain	

anteriorisation	phenotype	observed	in	zebrafish	embryos	upon	RA	inhibition.	We	investigated	

the	cellular	events,	cell	proliferation	and	cell	movements	from	the	dynamic	fate	map	under	RA-

null	condition.	We	identified	the	progenitor	domains	whose	organisation	is	in	correspondence	

with	the	position	and	size	of	 the	modified	segments	 i.e	 the	expansion	of	anterior	progenitors’	

domains.	Our	data	shows	that	in	a	normal	embryo,	a	small	percentage	of	progenitors	give	rise	to	

daughters	cells	of	distinct	neighbouring	rhombomeres	before	clonal	origin	is	set	and	occurring	at	

the	interface	between	individual	rhombomeres.	In	the	case	of	RA	inhibition,	more	cells	tend	to	

acquire	anterior	rhombomere	identity	resulting	in	a	reduced	total	number	of	individual	progen-

itors	domains	(4	instead	of	7)	with	the	absence	of	r5,	r6	and	r7.	We	observed	that	the	percentage	

of	progenitors	giving	rise	to	daughters	of	distinct	rhombomeres	dropped	tremendously	and	this	

could	be	an	 indirect	consequence	of	 the	 lower	number	of	 individual	rhombomeres	due	 to	 the	

expansion	of	r3	and	r4.	
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	In	our	study,	We	found	that	the	ventral	hindbrain	progenitors	are	more	sensitive	to	RA	pertur-

bation.	In	Val	mutants,	krox20	 is	restricted	to	dorsal	domains	of	r5	(Prince	et	al.,	1998).	Val	is	

under	the	direct	regulatory	control	of	RA.	Such	similar	observation	under	RA	inhibition	indicates	

the	mis-specification	of	cells	with	distinct	molecular	identity	acquisition.	We	find	that	the	conver-

gence	 is	delayed	upon	RA	inhibition	with	 the	read	out	of	 tissue	compaction.	Consequently	we	

observe	neural	tube	dysmorphology	in	20-40%	embryos	in	the	transgenic	lines,	which	were	es-

tablished	 in	casper	 and	WT/Tü	backgrounds.	This	 is	 highly	 reminiscent	of	vangl2	mutants	 in	

which	the	convergence	is	delayed.	PCP	signalling	gives	polarity	to	cells	during	convergence	ex-

tension.	Delayed	convergence	leads	to	wider	neural	plate.	C-division	which	is	intrinsic	time	de-

pendent	activity	occurs	in	lateral	region	of	neural	plate	and	leads	to	dual	apical	midline	formation	

and	consequently	duplicated	neural	tube.	We	further	looked	for	the	cross	talk	between	RA	and	

PCP	pathways.	It	is	shown	in	Raldh2-/-	mouse	embryos,	vangl2	and	fzd3	which	are	necessary	for	

PCP	 signalling	 are	 strongly	 downregulated	 in	 the	 hindbrain	 and	 spinal	 cord	 at	 E8.25-E8.75	

(Tuduce	et	al.,	2009).	This	possible	link	explains	the	observed	phenotype	in	embryos	upon	RA	

inhibition	 in	 zebrafish.	 The	 expression	 pattern	 of	 Vangl2	 and	Fzd3	 should	 be	 investigated	 in	

DEAB-treated	embryos	through	either	in-situ	hybridisation	or	in	transgenic	reporter	lines	spe-

cific	for	these	genes	or	to	study	their	distribution	by	injecting	GFP-VANGL2	mRNA	(Love,	Prince	

and	Jessen,	2018).	Our	data	suggests	that	there	is	a	conserved	mechanism	of	RA	and	PCP	crosstalk	

that	regulate	CE	movements	during	mice	and	zebrafish	gastrulation.	This	would	also	show	how	

two	signalling	molecules	interact	during	cell	fate	and	cell	movement.	

	
We	demonstrated	the	community	effect	of	RA	through	optogenetic	tools.	The	long	range	effect	of	

RA	on	target	gene	activation	is	strengthened	with	our	observation	of	complete	rescue	of	r5	rhom-

bomere	domain	following	the	restoration	of	RA	signalling	in	progenitors	on	one	side	of	zebrafish	

embryo.	Further,	we	planned	to	follow	the	cells	with	restored	RA	and	the	surrounding	cells	how	

they	make	the	rescued	r5	domain.	The	optogenetic	RA	restoration	at	the	almost	single	cell	level	

can	be	harnessed	to	understand	the	role	of	RA	in	other	organogenesis	as	RA	plays	vast	roles	dur-

ing	embryogenesis	and	beyond.	UV	illumination	with	one-photon	(405nm)	gives	spatio-temporal	

control.	However,	due	to	poor	axial	resolution,	cells	located	along	the	axial	 length	will	also	be	

illuminated.	In	order	to	have	more	precise	spatial	control,	we	plan	to	perform	two-photon	illumi-

nation.	The	two-photon	UV	illumination	was	demonstrated	in	the	previous	study	of	the	D.	Bensi-

mon’s	 laboratory	 that	 developed	 these	 optogenetic	 tools	 (Zhang	 et	 al.,	 2018;	 Hamouri	 et	 al.,	

2019).		
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4.4.	FGF	role	in	hindbrain	patterning	
	

FGF	plays	regulatory	roles	at	two	different	times	during	hindbrain	patterning.	The	later	role	has	

been	well	established	in	several	studies	(Maves,	Jackman	and	Kimmel,	2002;	Walshe	et	al.,	2002).	

At	early	stage,	FGF	is	necessary	and	should	be	activated	before	5	hpf	for	expression	for	many	

hindbrain	patterning	genes	(Roy	and	Sagerström,	2004).	We	show	that	the	FGF	inhibition	from	4		

to	6	hpf	is	sufficient	to	perturb	hindbrain	patterning.	We	observe	the	reduction	of	r3	and	r5	in	

those	embryos.	FGF	is	known	to	regulate	convergent	extension	movements	of	mesoderm.	Thus,	

FGF	 inhibition	of	zebrafish	embryo	at	4-6	hpf	affects	the	extension	of	AP	body	plan.	This	per-

turbed	our	imaging	strategy	but	we	were	able	to	opt	for	new	mounting	position	of	shield	stage	

embryo	in	order	to	capture	hindbrain	development.	Imaging	datasets	obtained	upon	FGF	inhibi-

tion	would	be	exploited	to	understand	the	role	of	FGF	in	gastrulation	movements	by	analysing	

the	coordinated	movement	of	mesendoderm	and	ectoderm,	analysing	various	parameters	such	

as	speed,	directional	movements	and	others.	The	imaging	data	collected	upon	FGF	perturbation	

can	be	explored	in	detail	to	understand	the	FGF	role	in	hindbrain	formation	at	cellular	level	by	

obtaining	the	fate	map	of	individual	rhombomeres.		

	
FGF	is	known	to	be	a	short	range	morphogen.	To	assess	the	community	or	autonomous	effect	of	

FGF	signalling	on	targets	genes,	we	plan	to	use	the	activation	of	a	UAS:fgf8-T2A-CFP	 transgene	

under	the	control	of	Gal4-ERT2	driven	by	ubiquitin	regulatory	sequences	and	the	UV-mediated	

uncaging	of	cyclofen-OH	(a	photostable	analog	of	the	original	estrogen	receptor	ligand,	tamoxi-

fen)	in	FGF	morphants	(Appendix	Figure	2).	FGF	inhibition	is	achieved	through	injection	of	mor-

pholino	fgf3	and	fgf8	injection	at	one-cell	stage.	We	will	assess	the	phenotypic	consequences	of	

FGF8	signalling	restoration	in	rhombomere	progenitors.	The	FGF8	activation	strategy	is	transient	

and	will	be	less	temporally	precise	than	RA	activation	because	of	the	delay	in	protein	expression.	

Further,	we	speculate	that	the	rescue	of	posterior	rhombomere	domains	will	be	limited	as	FGF	is	

known	to	act	at	a	short	range.	

	

4.5.	Perspective	
	

Single-cell	sequencing	and	in	toto	imaging	are	forefront	technologies	to	understand	descriptive	

embryogenesis	 (Wallingford,	2019).	Single-cell	 sequencing	has	now	become	routinely	used	at	

various	stages	of	development	and	huge	data	are	generated	(Farrell	et	al.,	2018;	Wagner	et	al.,	

2018).	The	laboratory	of	D.	Wilkinson	has	established	the	single-cell	transcriptome	atlas	of	the	

developing	zebrafish	which	reveal	new	candidate	regulators	of	cell	differentiation	in	the	hind-

brain	and	provide	a	valuable	resource	for	future	functional	investigations	(Tambalo,	Mitter	and	
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Wilkinson,	2020).	The	clearly	defined	regions	of	hindbrain	rhombomeres	in	normal	and	patho-

logical	condition	(obtained	in	our	study)	will	be	instrumental	to	perform	segment-specific	RNA	

sequencing	at	very	early	stages	before	the	morphological	appearance	of	segments.	As	John	Wall-

ingford	quotes	“The	precise	and	dynamic	registration	of	gene	expression	changes	with	the	con-

stant	changes	in	each	cell's	position	in	the	embryo	will	unleash	the	true	power	of	single-cell	tran-

scriptomics	of	a	developing	organism”	(Wallingford,	2019).	Thus,	our	approach	with	technical	

advancements	will	help	integrate	the	various	domains	such	as	cell	behaviour,	gene	regulation	and	

mechanical	forces	for	the	complete	understanding	of	hindbrain	morphogenesis	(embryogenesis).	
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5.	Appendix	
	
	

	

	

	
	
Figure	1:	Heatmap	of	the	top	30	significant	markers	per	cluster	at	16	hpf.	

Full	heatmap	of	the	top	30	significant	markers	per	cluster	(with	9	clusters	in	total).	Figure	from	
(Tambalo,	Mitter	and	Wilkinson,	2020).	
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Figure	2:	:	Experimental	plan	to	assess	community	effect	of	FGF	activity	during	hindbrain	
patterning.		

Triple	transgenic	embryos	were	made	by	crossing	double	transgenic	animals	Ubi:Gal4-ERT2	;	Tg	
UAS:fgf8-T2A-CFP	with	Tg	krox20:	eGFP-Hras	fishes.	Injection	of	fgf3	and	fgf8	morpholinos	at	one-
cell	stage	embryo	will	 inhibit	the	FGF	signalling.	At	6	hpf,	embryos	will	be	treated	with	caged-
Cyclofen-OH.	R5	progenitors	will	be	targeted	and	scanned	with	UV	laser	with	one-photon	micro-
scope.	Following	that,	embryos	will	be	imaged	overnight	to	follow	the	rescued	cells.		
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Figure	3:	Velocity	field	vector	during	hindbrain	segmentation.	

Plots	of	the	evolution	through	time	of	the	smoothed	vector	field	at	the	surface	of	the	embryo.	The	
oblique	bars	represent	the	velocity	vectors	(direction	and	magnitude)	associated	with	each	cell	
and	are	drawn	at	the	position	of	the	cell.	The	colours	red,	yellow,	blue	and	green	represent	differ-
ent	rhombomere	population.	Here,	the	collective	movement	of	cells,	and	of	rhombomeres	in	par-
ticular,	towards	the	dorsal	midline	to	form	the	neural	tube	is	shown.	hpf-hour	post	fertilisation,	
T-time	step.		
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Titre : Dynamique cellulaire et régulation génétique de la morphogenèse du cerveau postérieur du poisson zèbre 

Mots clés : Embryogenèse, Rhombencephale, Segmentation, Carte du destin, Acide rétinoïque, Imagerie 3D+temps 

Résumé : Au cours du développement embryonnaire, le cerveau est classi-
quement divisé en trois unités fonctionnelles et anatomiques, à savoir le 
cerveau antérieur, moyen et postérieur. Le cerveau postérieur utilise la seg-
mentation comme stratégie pour organiser les nerfs crâniens et les flux de 
cellules de la crête neurale. La segmentation transitoire du cerveau posté-
rieur conduit à 7/8 unités cellulaires répétées le long de l'axe antéro-posté-
rieur (AP) appelés rhombomères (r). Ce processus conservé au cours de 
l’évolution établit le plan de la tête des vertébrés. Les mécanismes molécu-
laires sous-jacents à la segmentation du cerveau postérieur ont été large-
ment étudiés. Notre objectif est d'étudier la formation des r au niveau cel-
lulaire chez le poisson zèbre, un modèle vertébré star de la biologie. Nous 
avons besoin de la carte précise du destin et de la dynamique cellulaire qui 
mène du domaine des progéniteurs à l'organe. La carte actuelle du destin 
du système nerveux central du poisson aux stades précoce et tardif de la 
gastrula a été publiée en 1995. Elle a été obtenue par une reconstruction 
partielle du lignage grâce à un colorant fluorescent. La frontière précise des 
domaines de progéniteurs des r et les dynamiques cellulaire qui façonnent 
le cerveau postérieur sont inconnues. En utilisant l'imagerie par microscopie 
de pointe de poissons transgéniques et des outils de traitement d'image 
automatisés, nous avons reconstruit le lignage de r2-r6 de la mi gastrulation 
à la neurulation précoce. Nous fournissons une carte du destin plus fine et 
dynamique du cerveau postérieur de 6 à 15hpf. Les domaines de progéni-
teurs sont alignés le long des axes AP et dorso-ventral (DV) dès le stade du 
bouclier embryonnaire. Ils présentent une organisation AP parallèle à la 
marge du blastoderme. La ségrégation DV des r est établie par une distri-
bution des progéniteurs le long de l'axe DV tel que ceux situés dans la partie 
dorsale du blastoderme vont former le domaine ventral des r. Notre étude 
donne un aperçu de l'origine clonale, de la prolifération cellulaire et des  

voies de migration des progéniteurs au cours de la mise en place du rhom-
bencéphale. 
Nous avons exploré le rôle des voies de signalisation de l'acide rétinoïque 
(AR) et du facteur de croissance des fibroblastes (FGF) dans la morphoge-
nèse du cerveau postérieur. On pense que les gradients des morphogènes 
AR et FGF spécifient et modèlent les ébauches du cerveau postérieur en 
sept segments d’identités distinctes. L'inhibition de l’AR à l’aide de drogue 
entraîne une perte progressive des r postérieurs, dépendante de sa concen-
tration. De même, il y a une perte d'expression de leurs marqueurs molécu-
laires. On suppose que l'expansion des r antérieurs se fait au détriment des 
postérieurs. Nous ne savons pas comment la morphogenèse des domaines 
de progéniteurs conduit à ce défaut. Nous avons établi la carte dynamique 
du destin du cerveau postérieur de l’embryon AR nul. L’organisation des 
domaines de progéniteurs est en correspondance avec la position et la taille 
des segments modifiés, i.e. l'expansion des domaines des progéniteurs an-
térieurs. De plus, le mouvement de convergence des cellules est retardé ce 
qui est une conséquence précoce du gradient AR altéré. Il en résulte des 
accumulations ectopiques de progéniteurs neuraux et des anomalies du 
tube neural. Notre phénotype rappelle celui du mutant trilobite de Vangl2 
acteur dans la voie de signalisation de polarité cellulaire planaire (PCP). Il a 
été montré dans l'embryon de souris Raldh2-/- que le déficit en AR pro-
voque une forte inhibition de Vangl2 et Fzd3 au niveau du cerveau posté-
rieur et de la moelle épinière. Dans l'ensemble, nos données suggèrent que 
les défauts du tube neural dans l'embryon AR nul sont dus à l'altération de 
la signalisation PCP. De plus, nous avons démontré l’effet de communauté 
de l’AR sur les gènes cibles et la morphogenèse du cerveau postérieur par 
la restauration optogénétique du morphogène dans l’embryon vivant. 

Title : Cell dynamics and genetic regulation of zebrafish hindbrain morphogenesis 

Keywords : Embryogenesis, Hindbrain, Segmentation, Fate map, Retinoic acid, 3D+time imaging 

Abstract : The brain is often considered the most complex organ. During 
embryonic development, the brain is classically divided into three functional 
and anatomical units namely, fore, mid and hindbrain. Hindbrain, the pos-
terior part utilises segmentation as a strategy to organise its diverse range 
of cranial nerves and the streams of neural crest cells. The transient segmen-
tation of hindbrain leads to 7/8 repeated cellular units of segments in the 
antero-posterior axis (AP) called rhombomeres. Hindbrain segmentation 
patterns the head and is conserved among vertebrates. Molecular mecha-
nisms that underlie hindbrain segmentation have been vastly investigated. 
We aim to study the formation of the rhombomeres at cellular level in 
zebrafish, a vertebrate model at the forefront of developmental biology. We 
need the precise fate map and the cell dynamics that lead from the progen-
itors’ domains to the organ. The current fate map of the zebrafish central 
nervous system (CNS) at early and late gastrula stages was published in 
1995. It was obtained through sparse lineage tracing with a fluorescent dye. 
The precise border of the rhombomere progenitor domains and the cell dy-
namics that shape the hindbrain are unknown. Utilising advanced micros-
copy imaging of transgenic zebrafish lines and automated image processing 
tools, we developed a method to reconstruct the cell lineage of rhombo-
meres r2-r6 from mid-gastrulation through early neurulation. We provide a 
finer and dynamic fate map of zebrafish hindbrain from 6hpf till 15hpf. The 
rhombomere progenitor domains are aligned along the AP and dorso-ven-
tral (DV) axes as early as the shield stage. Rhombomere progenitor domains 
exhibit AP organisation parallel to the blastoderm margin. The DV segrega-
tion of the rhombomeres is set by distribution of the progenitors along the 
DV axis at the shield stage. Progenitors located at the most dorsal part of 
the blastoderm will form the ventral domain of the rhombomeres. Our study 
gives insights into the clonal origin, cell proliferation and migration paths of 

hindbrain’s rhombomere progenitors throughout the early steps of the or-
gan morphogenesis. 
We used our method to explore the role of the signalling pathways Retinoic 
acid (RA) and Fibroblast Growth Factor (FGF) in hindbrain morphogenesis 
RA and FGF morphogen gradients are thought to specify and pattern the 
hindbrain primordia into seven segments with different identities. RA inhi-
bition upon drug treatment leads to progressive loss of posterior rhombo-
meres in a concentration dependent manner. Concomitantly, there is a loss 
of expression of their molecular markers. It is presumed the expansion of 
anterior rhombomeres happens at the expense of the posterior ones. How 
the morphogenesis of the progenitor domains leads to this phenotypic de-
fect is not known. We investigate the cellular events, cell proliferation and 
cell movements from the dynamic fate map under RA-null condition. We 
identified the progenitor domains whose organisation is in correspondence 
with the position and size of the modified segments i.e. the expansion of 
anterior progenitors’ domains. We also observed a delayed convergence 
movement that is an early consequence of the altered RA gradient. Conse-
quently, it results in ectopic neural progenitor accumulations and neural 
tube defects. Our phenotype is reminiscent of the trilobite mutant of vangl2, 
that is a component of planer cell polarity (PCP) pathway. It was shown in 
mouse Raldh2-/- embryo that RA deficiency causes a strong downregula-
tion of Vangl2 and Fzd3 at the level of hindbrain and spinal cord. Altogether 
our data suggests that neural tube defects in zebrafish RA-null embryo is 
due to the alteration in the PCP signalling. We demonstrated the commu-
nity effect of RA signalling on target genes and hindbrain morphogenesis. 
Optogenetic restoration of RA in r5 progenitors at mid-gastrulation on one 
half of the embryo rescued the whole posterior rhombomere formation. 




